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Beknopte Samenvatting
Automatisch leren (“machine learning”) is de studie van algoritmen voor het leren
van modellen uit gegevens door computers. Een belangrijke toepassing hiervan
is datamining, het automatisch extraheren van nuttige patronen uit gegevens.
Twee soorten modellen die veel gebruikt worden, zijn probabilistische modellen
en logische modellen (modellen die elementen van logisch programmeren of eerste
orde logica gebruiken). Het voordeel van de eerste is dat ze stochastische en ruizige
gegevens kunnen modelleren, het voordeel van de laatste is dat ze kunnen omgaan
met relationele gegevens. Er is een groeiende interesse in het combineren van beide
voordelen door middel van zogenaamde probabilistisch-logische modellen.

In dit proefschrift richten we ons voornamelijk op gerichte probabilistisch-
logische modellen. We introduceren Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken (LBNs),
een formalisme voor het omschrijven van zulke modellen, en vergelijken dit met
gelijkaardige formalismen. Het voornaamste verschil met andere formalismen is
dat we in LBNs probabilistische afhankelijkheden kwantificeren met logische prob-
abiliteitsbomen (in plaats van met kanstabellen en combinatieregels). Dit heeft
het voordeel dat context-specifieke onafhankelijkheden kunnen gevat worden.

Het voornaamste deel van dit proefschrift handelt over algoritmen voor het
leren van LBNs uit relationele gegevens. Aangezien probabiliteitsbomen een cen-
traal onderdeel vormen van LBNs, hebben we nood aan een nauwkeurig en efficiënt
algoritme voor het leren van probabiliteitsbomen. Om deze reden voeren we eerst
een uitgebreide experimentele vergelijking uit van verschillende zulke algoritmen.

We ontwikkelen twee nieuwe algoritmen voor het leren van niet-recursieve
LBNs. Het eerste algoritme is gebaseerd op het zoeken over gerichte acyclische
grafen en is nauw verbonden met bestaande algoritmen voor andere formalismen.
Het tweede algoritme is gebaseerd op het zoeken over volgordes. Experimenten
tonen aan dat de twee algoritmen vergelijkbaar zijn in termen van de kwaliteit van
de geleerde modellen en dat het zoeken over volgordes beduidend efficiënter is.

In een volgende stap tonen we hoe de bovenstaande algoritmen kunnen gebruikt
worden voor het leren van recursieve LBNs onder een vereenvoudigende veronder-
stelling. We ontwikkelen ook een nieuw algoritme dat deze veronderstelling niet
vereist, door het algoritme voor het zoeken over volgordes te veralgemenen. Ex-
perimenten op relationele gegevens tonen aan dat het nieuwe algoritme inderdaad
nuttige recursieve afhankelijkheden kan leren. Voor het leren van niet-recursieve
afhankelijkheden presteert het originele algoritme echter beter.
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Abstract

Machine learning is concerned with algorithms that allow computers to learn
models from data. An important application of machine learning is knowledge
discovery, which is the automated extraction of useful patterns from data. Two
kinds of models that have received special attention are probabilistic models and
logical models (models using elements of logic programming or first-order logic).
The advantage of the former is the ability to model stochastic or noisy data, the
advantage of the latter is the ability to handle relational data. There is a grow-
ing interest in combining these advantages, by using so-called probabilistic logical
models.

In this dissertation we focus on directed probabilistic logical models. We intro-
duce Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs), a formalism for representing such models,
and compare it to related formalisms. The most important difference with other
formalisms is that in LBNs we quantify probabilistic dependencies using logical
probability trees (instead of conditional probability tables and combining rules).
This has the advantage that context-specific independencies can be captured.

The main part of this dissertation is concerned with the development of al-
gorithms for learning LBNs from relational data. Since probability trees are a
central component of LBNs, we need an accurate and efficient learning algorithm
for probability trees. For this reason we first perform an extensive experimental
comparison of several such algorithms, using relational data as well as attribute-
value (non-relational) data.

We introduce two algorithms for learning non-recursive LBNs. The first algo-
rithm is based on searching over directed acyclic graphs and is relatively close to
existing learning algorithms for formalisms related to LBNs. The second algorithm
is based on searching over orderings. Experiments on relational data show that
the two algorithms are comparable in terms of the quality of the learned models
and that searching over orderings is significantly more efficient.

In a next step we show how the above algorithms can be used for learning
recursive LBNs under a simplifying assumption. We also introduce an algorithm
for learning recursive LBNs which does not require this assumption. We do this by
generalizing the algorithm for searching over orderings. Experiments on relational
data show that the new algorithm can indeed learn useful recursive dependencies,
but for learning non-recursive dependencies the original algorithm is superior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this first chapter we discuss the context of this dissertation, the motivation for
our work and our main contributions. At the end of this chapter, we explain the
structure of the rest of this dissertation.

1.1 Context

This dissertation is situated in the field of machine learning. We now give a brief
introduction to this field and its subfields relevant for this dissertation.

1.1.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning is the subfield of artificial intelligence concerned with the de-
velopment of algorithms that allow computers to learn from experience. Often, the
‘experience’ is stored in some way and is hence referred to as data and the output
of the learning process is a chunk of knowledge referred to as a model. Several
kinds of learning can be distinguished depending on the kind of models considered
and the goal of the learning process. In this dissertation we only discuss predictive
and descriptive learning, but other kinds of learning exist as well [Mitchell, 1997].

• In predictive learning, there is a particular property of the data, called the
target, that is the focus of the learning process. The data usually includes
observed values for the target and the goal is to find a model that can predict
the target for unseen data.

• In descriptive learning, on the other hand, there is no specific target property
in the data. Rather the goal is to find a model that describes certain kinds
of regularities in the data.

1
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An important application of machine learning is data mining or knowledge
discovery from databases [Fayyad et al., 1996]. These fields are concerned with
the automated extraction of unknown and potentially useful patterns from data.
Data mining can be of interest to any company, hospital or other organization that
has access to large volumes of electronically stored information. As the following
examples show, both predictive and descriptive learning can be useful tools for
data mining.

Example 1.1 (Data mining using predictive learning) Consider a database
of credit card transactions and suppose that we know for each transaction whether
it was fraudulent or not. By applying predictive learning to this database, we can
find a model that predicts for any new transaction whether it is fraudulent. More-
over, by analysing the model we can gain some insight into which characteristics
are typical of fraudulent transactions.

Example 1.2 (Data mining using descriptive learning) Consider a data-
base describing the shopping behaviour of customers in a supermarket. By applying
descriptive learning to this database, we can for instance discover which products
are often bought together. Such regularities can help to decide where to allocate
which products in the shop or how to set up appropriate promotion campaigns.

1.1.2 Relational Learning and Logic Learning

The data that is used for learning can take many different forms. Most of the
research on machine learning has focused on the case of attribute-value data,
data that can be described by a fixed set of attributes (properties). In database
terms, attribute-value data is data that fits in a single table (the attributes are the
columns of the table). However, sometimes the data has a more complex structure.
For example, the data can consist of graphs or time series. Another example that
we are particularly interested in is relational data: data stored in a multi-relational
database (a database consisting of multiple tables that are related to each other
[Elmasri and Navathe, 2004]).

Traditional machine learning algorithms, developed for attribute-value data,
cannot be applied directly to relational data. Rather, these traditional algorithms
have to be adapted and extended or new algorithms have to be developed. Over the
last decade, the study of algorithms for learning from relational data has become
more popular and has developed into a subfield of machine learning known as
relational learning and, correspondingly, relational data mining [De Raedt, 2008;
Džeroski and Lavrač, 2001].

One possible approach to relational learning is logic learning. In logic learn-
ing, both the data and the models are represented using some kind of logic or logic
programming [Lloyd, 1987]. This approach is quite popular due to the expressivity
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of logic programming, which for instance makes it easy to specify complex back-
ground knowledge about the data. Logic learning is also known as inductive logic
programming [Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994].

1.1.3 Probabilistic Learning

Probabilistic models are models that define a probability distribution on data. We
will refer to the subfield of machine learning concerned with learning such models as
probabilistic learning. The main advantage of probabilistic models for machine
learning is that they can deal with stochastic and noisy data, as is often found
in real-life applications. Unfortunately, up to a few years ago, most probabilistic
models assumed attribute-value data, and could not deal with relational data.

An important class of probabilistic models are probabilistic graphical models
[Jordan, 1999]. These models usually consist of two parts, a qualitative part and
a quantitative part, where the qualitative part can be represented (compactly) as
a graph. The separation into two parts and the graphical representation greatly
improve the interpretability of these models, which explains their popularity.

Most kinds of probabilistic graphical models are directed or undirected (some
are mixed). In this dissertation we focus on directed models. In this kind of models
the graph that represents the qualitative part is directed and is usually required to
be acyclic. Bayesian networks are the best-known example of this kind of models
[Neapolitan, 2003].

1.1.4 Probabilistic Logic Learning

The last decade there has been a growing interest in combining the advantages of
logical models and probabilistic models, resulting in so-called probabilistic logical
models. We will refer to the subfield of machine learning concerned with learn-
ing such models as probabilistic logic learning [De Raedt and Kersting, 2003].
Probabilistic logic learning is a very powerful approach as it can deal with data
that is noisy or stochastic as well as relational. Probabilistic logic learning is also
known under various other names, such as statistical relational learning [Getoor
and Taskar, 2007] or probabilistic inductive logic programming [De Raedt and Ker-
sting, 2004].

Probabilistic logic learning is the main topic of the work presented in this
dissertation. As explained above, it lies at the intersection of three fields: machine
learning, logical modelling and probabilistic modelling. Figure 1.1 graphically
represents these three fields and their intersections.1

1Graphical representation inspired by De Raedt and Kersting [2003].
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probabilistic models logical models

machine learning

probabilistic
learning

logic
learning

logical models
probabilistic

probabilistic
logic learning

Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the context of this dissertation. The work
in this dissertation is mainly concerned with probabilistic logic learning.
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1.2 Motivation, Goal and Contributions

We now discuss the motivation for this work, our goal and our main contributions.

1.2.1 Motivation and Goal

Research on probabilistic learning (from attribute-value data) started in the early
nineties and still continues today. This has resulted in a very large amount of liter-
ature [Jordan, 1999; Neapolitan, 2003]. This is in sharp contrast with probabilistic
logic learning, which is still a relatively unexplored topic (although it became a
very active research area in the last few years). As a consequence, there is still a
lot of need for improvement of the algorithms for probabilistic logic learning. In
this dissertation we focus on learning directed models. Concretely, our goal was to
improve the algorithms for learning directed probabilistic logical models in terms
of quality of the resulting models and efficiency.

1.2.2 Contributions

The three main contributions of this dissertation are the following.

• Any work on probabilistic logic learning requires the use of a particular for-
malism to represent the models. Our first contribution is the introduction
of Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs), a formalism for representing directed
probabilistic logical models. This formalism can be seen as an extension of
the formalism Bayesian networks to the case of relational data.

We discuss the differences between LBNs and other formalisms that are
strongly related. The most important difference is that in LBNs we quantify
probabilistic dependencies using logical probability trees (instead of using con-
ditional probability tables with combining rules, as most other formalisms).
The motivation for this choice comes from the case of Bayesian networks,
where it is known that probability trees have some advantages over proba-
bility tables, due to the fact that trees can capture context-specific indepen-
dence [Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998]. Our work on LBNs can be seen
as an extension of the work on context-specific independence for Bayesian
networks: we upgrade this work towards relational data.

• Since probability trees are a central component of LBNs, any learning algo-
rithm for LBNs requires a learning algorithm for probability trees. This al-
gorithm should be accurate and efficient. Hence, our second contribution
is a study of alternative approaches for learning probability trees. Concretely,
we compare six different criteria for pruning probability trees. In order to
broaden the scope of this experimental comparison, it is carried out on both
attribute-value data and relational data.
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• Our third contribution is most directly related to our goal: the develop-
ment of three new algorithms for learning LBNs from relational data. One
of these algorithms is based on searching over directed acyclic graphs and is
relatively close to existing learning algorithms for other probabilistic logic
formalisms. The two other algorithms are based on searching over orderings,
an idea that was proven useful for Bayesian networks but that had not yet
been applied to directed probabilistic logical models. All these algorithms
can learn non-recursive models. However, two of the three algorithms can
learn recursive models only under a simplifying assumption, while the third
algorithm does not require this assumption. We experimentally compare the
three algorithms on several relational datasets.

1.3 Structure of the Text

The remainder of this text consists of six chapters. In Chapter 2 we introduce
the background needed for the other chapters: the basics of probabilistic logic
learning. The next four chapters describe our work in detail and form the core of
this dissertation.

• In Chapter 3 we discuss Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs) and related
formalisms.

• In Chapter 4 we compare six algorithms for learning probability trees. This
chapter is (except for the motivation) largely unrelated to Chapter 3.

• In Chapter 5 we introduce two algorithms for learning non-recursive LBNs.
This chapter relies on Chapter 3 (because we use certain properties of LBNs)
and Chapter 4 (because the main component of the algorithms for learning
LBNs is an algorithm for learning probability trees).

• In Chapter 6 we discuss algorithms for learning recursive LBNs. This chap-
ter relies on Chapter 5 (as the algorithms for recursive LBNs are extensions
of the algorithms for non-recursive LBNs).

Figure 1.2 shows how these four chapters are situated with respect to each other.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes our work, presents the main conclusions and gives
some possible directions for future work.
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probabilistic models logical models

machine learning

(Chapter 3)
LBNs

(Chapter 5+6)
learning LBNs

learning probability
trees (Chapter 4)

Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of the organization of the four main chapters
of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Background

In the previous chapter we explained that our work is situated in the intersection
of three research fields: machine learning, probabilistic modelling and logical or
relational modelling. In this chapter we provide the necessary background about
each of these fields and their intersections.

We begin this chapter with a brief discussion about probability distributions
in Section 2.1. The core of this chapter consists of the following three sections.

• In Section 2.2 we discuss some basic concepts and terminology of machine
learning. This includes an overview of various learning tasks and a discussion
of several criteria to evaluate learned models.

• In Section 2.3 we discuss Bayesian networks as they are one of the foun-
dations of Logical Bayesian Networks, the formalism for representing prob-
abilistic logical models that we use in this work. Section 2.3.1 shows how
to define probability distributions using Bayesian networks. Section 2.3.2 is
about learning Bayesian networks from data.

• In Section 2.4 we discuss logical models. Section 2.4.1 shows how logical
models can be used to handle relational data. Section 2.4.2 is about learning
logical models from relational data.

The structure of this chapter is represented graphically in Figure 2.1. Note
that the only intersections that we do not cover in this chapter are probabilistic
logical models and probabilistic logic learning. We discuss probabilistic logical
models in detail in Chapter 3. We discuss probabilistic logic learning briefly in
Chapter 3 and in detail in Chapter 5 and 6.

9
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probabilistic models logical models

machine learning

Sec.2.3.1 Sec.2.4.1

Sec.2.4.2

Sec.2.2

Sec.2.1

Sec.2.3.2

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the structure of this chapter.
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2.1 Probability Distributions

We assume some basic knowledge of probability theory and random variables
[Neapolitan, 2003, Chapter 1].

We denote random variables by capital letters (for instance X) and values or
states of a random variable by lower case letters (x). We call the set of all possible
values of a variable the range of the variable. In this dissertation we only consider
discrete random variables (random variables with a finite range). We denote sets
of random variables by boldface capital letters (for instance X). Given a set of
random variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, we call an element of the Cartesian product
of the ranges of all variables in X a joint state of X and denote it by x1, . . . , xn

or x.
We define a joint probability distribution as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Joint probability distribution) Let X be a set of random
variables, let Ω denote the set of all joint states of X and let P (X) be a func-
tion that maps each joint state x ∈ Ω to a real number such that:

∀x ∈ Ω : 0 ≤ P (x) ≤ 1

and
∑

x∈Ω

P (x) = 1.

Such a function is called a joint probability distribution of X.1 P (x) is called the
joint probability of x.

Note that we use P (X) to denote the distribution and P (x) to denote the proba-
bility of a particular joint state according to this distribution. Sometimes we refer
to a joint probability distribution of X as a probability distribution on Ω.

By the laws of probability, the joint probability distribution of a subset Y of
X can be obtained by ‘summing out’ the remaining variables Z = X \Y:

P (Y) =
∑

z

P (Y,Z = z).

This distribution is called the marginal probability distribution of Y.
We define a conditional probability distribution as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Conditional probability distribution) Let Y and Z be sets
of random variables. A conditional probability distribution P (Y | Z) of Y given
Z is a function that maps each joint state of Z to a joint probability distribution
of Y.

1This definition is equivalent to defining a joint probability distribution as a probability
measure on the σ-algebra of Ω [Neapolitan, 2003, Section 1.3].
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A concrete conditional probability distribution can be defined in two ways: by
explicitly defining such a function or by deriving it from a given joint probability
distribution [Pearl, 1988, Section 2.1].

Definition 2.3 (Conditional probability distribution from joint) Given a
joint probability distribution P (X), the conditional probability distribution of Y ⊆
X given Z ⊆ X, as determined by P (X), is defined 2 as

P (Y | Z) =
P (Y,Z)

P (Z)
.

2.2 Machine Learning

In this section we introduce some concepts and terminology of machine learning
that we need later. First we give a problem description for machine learning.
Then we give a concrete example of data and a model that might be learned from
that data. Finally, we discuss some criteria that can be used to evaluate learned
models.

2.2.1 Problem Description

As explained in the previous chapter, machine learning is concerned with algo-
rithms that learn models from data. A model is sometimes also called a hypothesis
and the set of all models that are considered as potential outputs of the learning
process is called the hypothesis space. Usually, the goal of learning is to find the
model that maximizes a certain objective function (for example, when predicting
whether credit card transactions are fraudulent, the objective function could be
predictive accuracy: the percentage of times that the prediction is correct). Hence,
we can formulate most machine learning problems as follows.

Given: a dataset D, a hypothesis spaceM and an objective function f(.)
Find: the model m ∈ M for which f(m,D) is maximal

In the previous chapter we already mentioned that several kinds of learning
can be distinguished depending on the kind of models considered (the hypothesis
space) and the goal of the learning process (the objective function). We now
discuss this further. Again, we only consider predictive and descriptive learning.

• In predictive learning, there is a particular property of the data, called the
target, that is the focus of the learning process. The goal is to find the
model that best predicts the target for unseen data. Such a model is called

2P (Y | Z) is undefined if P (Z) = 0.
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...

...predictive learning descriptive learning

machine learning

generative
probabilistic
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...

learning LBNs
trees (Chapter 4) (Chapter 5+6)

learning probability
trees

learning regression

requires

soft

Figure 2.2: Hierarchy of learning tasks and their relation to our work.

a predictive model. Several learning tasks can be distinguished based on the
format of the target and what exactly we want to predict about it.

– In regression the target is continuous (a real number).

– In classification the target is discrete (such as whether a transaction is
fraudulent or not) and the goal is to predict its most likely value. In
such cases the target is often called the class attribute and its values
are called class labels or simply classes. When there are more than two
possible classes, we call the problem a multi-class problem.

– In probability estimation the target is discrete as in classification but
the goal is to predict a probability distribution of the class attribute
rather than simply predicting the most likely class. In other words,
probability estimation is a kind of ‘soft’ classification.

• In descriptive learning, there is no specific target property in the data. The
goal is to find a model that describes the data or some regularities in the
data. Such a model is called a descriptive model. One kind of descriptive
model is a generative probabilistic model, this is a model that specifies a
probability distribution on data and hence can be used to generate new data
(by sampling from this distribution).

The learning tasks that are most relevant to our work are probability estimation
and generative probabilistic modelling. The latter is relevant since the focus of our
work is on learning Logical Bayesian Networks, which are generative probabilis-
tic models. The former is relevant since we will frequently use an algorithm for
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Name Gender Age Smokes LungCancer
‘Andrew’ male young no no
‘Emma’ female young yes yes
‘John’ male old yes no
‘Bill’ male old yes yes

‘Mary’ female old no no
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 2.1: The smoking dataset represented as a table.

learning probability trees, which amounts to probability estimation. To a smaller
extent also regression is relevant since one of our algorithms for learning recursive
Logical Bayesian Networks relies on an algorithm for learning regression trees.

An overview of the above learning tasks and their relation to our work is given
in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2 Example: Decision Trees for Attribute-Value Data

We now give an example of a predictive model. We will give many examples of
descriptive models (in particular, generative probabilistic models) later in this text.
Models of attribute-value data of course look different from models of relational
data. Hence, we will for now focus on attribute-value data. We discuss relational
data in more detail in Section 2.4.1.

Attribute-value data is data that consists of several disjoint pieces of informa-
tion called examples, where each example is described by the same fixed set of
attributes (to be precise, in each example each attribute takes exactly one value).
Attribute-value data can be easily represented in a table, where each row corre-
sponds to an example and each column to an attribute.

Example 2.1 (Smoking dataset) Table 2.1 contains an example of attribute-
value data about the smoking habits of people. The table shows five examples.
There are four attributes: Gender, Age, Smokes and LungCancer (we ignore the
identifier Name). Suppose that we are interested in predicting LungCancer. We
can apply predictive learning with LungCancer as the target. Since the target is
discrete, it is also called the class attribute. In this dataset, the classes are ‘yes’
and ‘no’.

One kind of kind of predictive model that we use in our work is a decision tree.

Definition 2.4 (Decision tree) A decision tree for a target T and a set of (non-
target) attributes is a tree with in each internal node a test on an attribute and in
each leaf node a ‘prediction’ about the target.
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Smokes

Age

no yes

no

yes no

young old

Figure 2.3: A classification tree for the smoking dataset. Each leaf of the tree
contains a possible value for the attribute LungCancer.

Smokes

Age

yes: 0.3 no: 0.7 yes: 0.6 no: 0.4

yes: 0.1 no: 0.9

yes no

young old

Figure 2.4: A probability tree for the smoking dataset. Each leaf of the tree
contains a probability distribution of the attribute LungCancer.

When doing classification, a ‘prediction’ is a class and the tree is called a clas-
sification tree. When doing probability estimation, a ‘prediction’ is a probability
distribution of the class attribute and the tree is called a probability tree. Figure 2.3
shows a classification tree for the smoking dataset, Figure 2.4 shows a probability
tree. Such trees can be learned from data, as we discuss in detail in Chapter 4.
Given a decision tree, a prediction about a new example is made by sorting the
example down the tree to the appropriate leaf.

In the smoking dataset the target is discrete. We can also use decision trees
when the target is continuous. In that case, the leaves contain real numbers and
the trees are called regression trees.

2.2.3 Evaluating Learned Models

We now discuss several criteria for evaluating learned models (especially probabilis-
tic models). Although we formulate and illustrate these criteria for attribute-value
data, they apply equally to relational data.

Given some data, it is often not hard to find a model that ‘fits’ that data very
well. However, this does not guarantee that the model also fits unseen data. When
the latter is not the case, we say that the model overfits the given data. For this
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reason, it is generally not recommended to evaluate a model on the same data as
that it was learned from. One solution is to apply cross-validation.

Assume that we are learning from a dataset D = {E1, . . . , EN} of independent
examples, then n-fold cross validation works as follows. We divide the dataset into
n disjoint and (as far as possible) equally sized subsets. We then learn a model
using all subsets except the first (these subsets together are called the training
data) and evaluate the model on the first subset (the test data). We repeat this
process n times, each time leaving out another subset. At the end we average the
results of the evaluation over all the folds.

Below we discuss the problem of evaluating a given model on a dataset D =
{E1, . . . , EN}, regardless of whether this dataset is training or test data. We
consider evaluation criteria for predictive models and for generative probabilistic
models.

2.2.3.1 Evaluating Predictive Models

We now focus on predictive models that can be used for probability estimation
(such as probability trees). Assume that the attributes in the data are X∪{C} with
C the class attribute. A predictive model for probability estimation represents a
conditional probability distribution P (C | X). We use three evaluation criteria for
such models.

• The conditional likelihood of the model given the data:
This is the probability, according to the model, of all the class labels in the
data given the rest of the data. To be precise:

CL =
∏

E∈D

P (C = cE | X = xE),

where xE stands for the joint state of X in example E and cE stands for the
state of C in example E (in other words, cE is the class of E).
The higher the conditional likelihood, the better the model fits the data.
Concretely, the higher the conditional likelihood, the lower the Kullback-
Leibler divergence of the conditional probability distribution given by the
model and the distribution given by the data [Friedman et al., 1997, Sec-
tion 6.2].3 In practice, rather than working directly with the conditional
likelihood, we often use the normalized conditional log-likelihood:

log2CL

N
=

log2

∏

E∈D P (C = cE | X = xE)

N
=

∑

E∈D log2P (C = cE | X = xE)

N
.

• The classification accuracy of the model:
This is used mainly in the context of classification, where the goal is to predict

3The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a measure of the dissimilarity between an approximating
distribution (in our case given by the model) and a ‘true’ distribution (given by the data).
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a single class rather than a probability distribution of the class attribute.
Of course, a model that represents a conditional probability distribution
P (C | X) can be used for classification by simply taking as the predicted
class for an example E the class with the highest conditional probability:
argmaxcP (C = c | X = xE). The classification accuracy of a model on a
dataset is then defined as the percentage of examples for which the predicted
class is equal to the true class.

• The area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the model:
AUC is used primarily in the context of ranking, a learning task that is
strongly related to probability estimation [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001]. Rank-
ing is most easily explained for the case that there are only two possible
classes, for instance positive and negative.4 The goal is to rank or order a
set of examples according to how likely they are to be positive. For instance,
if a company wants to send a publicity leaflet to N customers but only has
money for N ′ < N leaflets, it can order the customers according to how
likely they are to buy a product in the leaflet and only send a leaflet to
the top N ′ customers. Although ranking and probability estimation are not
identical learning tasks, a model that represents a conditional probability
distribution P (C = pos | X) can be used straightforwardly for ranking, this
is often called probability-based ranking [Provost and Domingos, 2003].
The AUC of a model is the probability that a positive example and a negative
example chosen randomly from the data are ordered correctly (the positive
example precedes the negative example). For multi-class problems, the con-
cept of AUC can be extended by computing a weighted average of the AUC’s
obtained by using in turn each of the classes as positive and all others as
negative, where the weight of a class is the fraction of examples of that class
in the data [Ferri et al., 2003]. There is also a graphical interpretation of
AUC [Fawcett, 2001], but we will not discuss this further.

As evaluation criteria, conditional likelihood and AUC are to some extent com-
plementary. Whereas AUC measures the quality of probability-based rankings,
conditional likelihood measures the quality of the conditional probabilities them-
selves. AUC only depends on the relative ordering of the probabilities but not
on whether the probabilities are calibrated, that is, whether they correspond to
fractions in the data [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001]. Hence, when probabilities are
poorly calibrated, AUC can still be high but conditional likelihood will always be
low [Provost and Domingos, 2003] .

Example 2.2 (Evaluating models for smoking dataset) Consider again the
five examples in the smoking dataset (shown again for convenience in Table 2.2).

4Note that the other two evaluation criteria, conditional likelihood and predictive accuracy,
apply naturally to two-class problems as well as multi-class problems.
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predicted prob. predicted predicted prob. of
ex. A S L for L = yes/no class real class
1 young no no 0.1 / 0.9 no 0.9
2 young yes yes 0.3 / 0.7 no 0.3
3 old yes no 0.6 / 0.4 yes 0.4
4 old yes yes 0.6 / 0.4 yes 0.6
5 old no no 0.1 / 0.9 no 0.9

Table 2.2: Some statistics needed for evaluating the predictions made by the prob-
ability tree for LungCancer (L) on the smoking dataset. Note that we do not show
Gender since it is irrelevant here (it does not occur in the probability tree for L).

Suppose that we use the probability tree of Figure 2.4 as a predictive model for
LungCancer (L). This probability tree specifies P (L | A, S).

• To compute the conditional likelihood of this probability tree, we need for
each example the predicted probability of the real value of L in the data.
This is shown in the last column of Table 2.2. The conditional likelihood is
the product of these five probabilities: 0.05832. The normalized conditional
log-likelihood is −0.82.

• For classification, the predicted value of L for an example E is the value l for
which P (L = l | A = aE, S = sE) is maximal. This is shown in the second
last column of Table 2.2. For three out of five examples (E1, E4 and E5),
this value is equal to the real value of L in the data. Hence the predictive
accuracy of the probability tree is 3/5 = 0.6.

• To compute the AUC, we need to consider all possible pairs of ‘positive’
(L = yes) and ‘negative’ (L = no) examples. Since we have two positive
examples (E2 and E4) and three negative examples, there are six such pairs.

– For four pairs, the ranking is correct: the positive example in the pair is
ranked before the negative example because P (L = yes | A, S) is higher
for the positive than for the negative example.

– For one pair (E2 and E3), the ranking is incorrect.

– For one pair (E4 and E3), there is a tie: P (L = yes | A, S) is the same
for both examples. This is counted as half correct.

Hence the AUC of the probability tree is 4.5/6 = 0.75.
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2.2.3.2 Evaluating Generative Probabilistic Models

We now focus on generative probabilistic models. Call the attributes in the data X
(there is no particular class attribute C in this setting). A generative probabilistic
models represents a joint probability distribution P (X).

Our main evaluation criteria for generative probabilistic models is the likelihood
of the model given the data. This is the probability of the data according to the
model:

L =
∏

E∈D

P (X = xE),

where xE stands for the joint state of X in example E. The higher the likelihood,
the lower the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the joint probability distribution given
by the model and the distribution given by the data. In practice, rather than
working directly with the likelihood, we often use the normalized log-likelihood:

log2L

N
=

log2

∏

E∈D P (X = xE)

N
=

∑

E∈D log2P (X = xE)

N
.

2.3 Bayesian Networks

In this section we discuss Bayesian networks [Pearl, 1988]. First we discuss how
Bayesian networks can be used to compactly represent a probability distribution.
Then we briefly discuss some approaches for learning Bayesian networks from data.

2.3.1 Bayesian Networks: Representation

Bayesian Networks are a kind of generative probabilistic models. In other words,
they represent a joint probability distribution of a set of attributes. Before dis-
cussing Bayesian networks, we first discuss a very naive way of representing proba-
bility distributions. Then we explain that Bayesian networks can more compactly
represent joint probability distributions by capturing some of the independencies
in the distributions. Then we show how to deal with some kinds of independen-
cies that cannot be captured directly by Bayesian networks. Finally we give some
properties of Bayesian networks that we will need later.

2.3.1.1 Naive Representation of Joint Probability Distributions

Consider a set of random variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn}. Recall that a joint state
x of X is an element of the Cartesian product of the ranges of all variables in
X. In the context of Bayesian networks, we will often refer to a joint state of X
as a possible world for X. We now consider the problem of representing a joint
probability distribution of X.

A joint probability distribution can be represented in many ways. The simplest
way is perhaps to enumerate all the possible worlds and their probability.
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G A S L P (G, A, S, L)
female young yes yes 0.0270
female young yes no 0.0630
female young no yes 0.0210
female young no no 0.1890
female old yes yes 0.0360
female old yes no 0.0240
female old no yes 0.0140
female old no no 0.1260
male young yes yes 0.0360
male young yes no 0.0840
male young no yes 0.0180
male young no no 0.1620
male old yes yes 0.0480
male old yes no 0.0320
male old no yes 0.0120
male old no no 0.1080

SUM=1.0

Table 2.3: A joint probability distribution for the smoking dataset represented as
a table.

Example 2.3 (Joint distribution for smoking dataset) Consider again the
smoking dataset of Example 2.1. This dataset has four attributes (Gender, Age,
Smokes and LungCancer, abbreviated to G, A, S and L) that can be modelled as
random variables. Table 2.3 shows an example of a joint probability distribution of
these four random variables. Since each of the variables has two possible values,
there are 16 (= 24) possible worlds. Hence, we have to specify 15 independent
probabilities (the last probability is redundant since the probabilities have to add up
to one).

Representing a joint probability distribution by enumerating the probabilities
of all possible worlds (as in Table 2.3) is impractical since the number of possible
worlds grows exponentially with the number of random variables. The underly-
ing problem is that this representation does not take into account that there are
(conditional) independencies between some random variables.

Definition 2.5 (Conditional independence) Given a joint probability distri-
bution P (X), Y1 ⊆ X and Y2 ⊆ X are conditionally independent given Z ⊆ X if
it holds that

P (Y1 | Y2,Z) = P (Y1 | Z)
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whenever P (Y2,Z) > 0.5

When Z is empty, we simply call Y1 and Y2 independent.

Example 2.4 (Independencies in smoking dataset) Consider the joint prob-
ability distribution of Table 2.3. It can be checked that P (A = old | G = male) =
P (A = old). The equality also holds for all other values of A and G. Hence,
P (A | G) = P (A), which means that Age and Gender are independent. Sim-
ilarly, P (S | A) = P (S), which means that Smokes and Age are independent,
and P (L | G, S) = P (L | S), which means that LungCancer and Gender are
conditionally independent given Smokes.

2.3.1.2 Bayesian Networks

We explained above that the underlying problem with the naive representation
of a joint probability distribution is that it does not take into account (condi-
tional) independencies between random variables. Bayesian networks overcome
this problem.

Consider a joint probability distribution of a set of random variables. Suppose
that we order the variables in some arbitrary way. We can then decompose the
joint probability distribution according to this ordering by repeatedly applying the
definition of conditional probability. Concretely, for an ordering X1, . . . , Xn, we
can write the joint probability distribution as

P (X1, . . . , Xn) = P (X1)P (X2 | X1) . . . P (Xn | X1, . . . , Xn−1)

and represent each of the distributions on the right-hand side as a conditional
probability table. This does not solve the problem since the total size of the tables
would still be exponential in the number of random variables. However, in prac-
tice a particular joint probability distribution often exhibits some (conditional)
independencies that make it possible to reduce this size.

Example 2.5 (Compact joint distribution for smoking dataset) Consider
again the joint probability distribution of Table 2.3. If we choose the ordering
G, A, S, L, we can write the joint distribution as

P (G, A, S, L) = P (G)P (A | G)P (S | G, A)P (L | G, A, S).

By exploiting the (conditional) independencies in the joint distribution, we can
represent this more compactly:

• P (A | G) can be replaced by P (A) since A and G are independent,

5The requirement for conditional independence looks asymmetric in Y1 and Y2 but it can
be shown that changing the roles of Y1 and Y2 gives an equivalent definition.
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P (G = female) P (G = male)
0.5 0.5

P (A = young) P (A = old)
0.6 0.4

G P (S = yes | G) P (S = no | G)
female 0.3 0.7
male 0.4 0.6

S A P (L = yes | A, S) P (L = no | A, S)
yes young 0.3 0.7
yes old 0.6 0.4
no young 0.1 0.9
no old 0.1 0.9

Table 2.4: The joint probability distribution for the smoking dataset represented
compactly by a set of four conditional probability tables. Note that this rep-
resentation has eight independent probabilities (one in each row since the two
probabilities in each row have to add up to one).

• P (S | G, A) can be replaced by P (S | G) since S and A are independent
(given G),

• P (L | G, A, S) can be replaced by P (L | A, S) since L and G are independent
given S.

Hence, we can represent the joint probability distribution as

P (G, A, S, L) = P (G)P (A)P (S | G)P (L | A, S),

and represent each of the conditional probability distributions on the right-hand
side as a conditional probability table. As shown in Table 2.4, this representation
requires us to specify eight independent probabilities. This is indeed a more compact
representation than the original one, which had 15 independent probabilities.

The above reasoning is the principle behind Bayesian networks.

Definition 2.6 (Bayesian network) A Bayesian network for a set of random
variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn} consists of
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G

AS

L

Figure 2.5: Structure of the Bayesian network for the smoking dataset.

• a directed acyclic graph G with nodes X1, . . . , Xn, and

• a set of conditional probability distributions: for each Xi ∈ X there is a
distribution P (Xi | Pa(Xi)), where Pa(Xi) denote the parents of Xi in G.

The directed acyclic graph is also called the structure of the Bayesian network.
Because the nodes in the graph correspond to random variables, we will use ‘node’
and ‘random variable’ as synonyms in the context of Bayesian networks. We
abbreviate conditional probability distribution to CPD. All the CPDs together
are often called the parameters of the Bayesian network.

A Bayesian network can be used as a (compact) representation of a joint prob-
ability distribution.

Definition 2.7 (Distribution defined by Bayesian network) The joint prob-
ability distribution defined by a Bayesian network for a set of random variables
X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is

P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
n

∏

i=1

P (Xi | Pa(Xi)).

Example 2.6 (Bayesian network for smoking dataset) The structure of a
Bayesian network for the smoking dataset is shown in Figure 2.5 and correspond-
ing CPDs are shown in Table 2.4. This Bayesian networks represents the following
joint probability distribution:

P (G, A, S, L) = P (G)P (A)P (S | G)P (L | A, S).

The structure of a Bayesian network entails some conditional independencies.
Most importantly, each random variable is conditionally independent of its non-
descendants given its parents. However, these are not necessarily all entailed in-
dependencies. In general, one should use the concept of d-separation to find all
entailed independencies, see Neapolitan [2003, Section 2.1].
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One of the advantages of Bayesian networks is that they can be used for prob-
abilistic inference: computing any conditional probability related to their random
variables. This includes forward reasoning (such as computing the probability of
LungCancer given Smoking), backward reasoning (such as computing the prob-
ability of Smoking given LungCancer) and any other kind of reasoning. In the
general case, probabilistic inference is NP-hard [Cooper, 1990].

2.3.1.3 Beyond Conditional Independence: Context-Specific Indepen-
dence

We explained above that the structure of a Bayesian network captures some con-
ditional independencies in the joint probability distribution that it represents.
However, there is a kind of independence that cannot be captured in this way:
context-specific independence [Boutilier et al., 1996].

Definition 2.8 (Context-specific independence, CSI) Given a joint proba-
bility distribution P (X), Y1 ⊆ X and Y2 ⊆ X are context-independent given
Z = z (with Z ⊆ X) if it holds that

P (Y1 | Y2,Z = z) = P (Y1 | Z = z)

whenever P (Y2,Z = z) > 0.

CSI is a weaker form of independence than conditional independence. This can be
seen from the fact that Y1 and Y2 are conditionally independent given Z if and
only if Y1 and Y2 are context-independent given Z = z for each possible state z.

Example 2.7 (CSI in smoking dataset) Consider the CPD for LungCancer
(L) in the smoking dataset (shown again for convenience in Figure 2.6). Although
L and A are not conditionally independent given S, they are context-independent
given S = no. This can be seen from the fact that the two rows in the CPD
concerning S = no (the two lowest rows) contain the same conditional probabilities
(0.1 and 0.9), irrespective of A.

CSI cannot be captured by the structure of a Bayesian network since CSI refers
to particular values of the variables (z in the above formulation) and the structure
does not. Hence, we can only try to capture CSI in the CPDs. It turns out that this
is not possible with simple CPD formats such as conditional probability tables, but
only with more evolved representations such as probability trees [Boutilier et al.,
1996].

Example 2.8 (Probability tree for CSI in smoking dataset) Consider the
CPD for L in the smoking dataset. Figure 2.6 shows the CPD represented as
a conditional probability table, as discussed before. This table has four indepen-
dent probabilities, two of which happen to be equal (the two occurrences of 0.1).
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S A P (L = yes | A, S) P (L = no | A, S)
yes young 0.3 0.7
yes old 0.6 0.4
no young 0.1 0.9
no old 0.1 0.9

Figure 2.6: The CPD for LungCancer in the smoking dataset represented as a
conditional probability table. Note that there are four independent probabilities
in this table (one for each row).

S

A

yes: 0.3 no: 0.7 yes: 0.6 no: 0.4

yes: 0.1 no: 0.9

yes no

young old

Figure 2.7: The CPD for LungCancer in the smoking dataset represented as a
probability tree (each leaf contains a probability distribution of L). Note that
there are three independent probabilities in this table (one for each leaf).
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Figure 2.7 shows the same CPD represented as a probability tree. This tree has
only three independent probabilities. Hence, the tree encodes in a more direct (and
compact) way that L is independent of A given that S = no. This is why we say
that trees can “capture” CSI but tables cannot.

The advantage of explicitly capturing CSI using CPDs such as probability trees
is not only that it gives a more compact representation of the joint probability
distribution. First, it makes probabilistic inference more efficient [Boutilier et al.,
1996]. Second, it also has some advantages with respect to learning, as we will see
later (Section 2.3.2.1).

2.3.1.4 Properties of Bayesian Networks

As explained before, the structure of a Bayesian network entails some conditional
independencies. It is possible for two Bayesian networks with different structures
to entail the same conditional independencies.

Definition 2.9 (Markov equivalence) Two Bayesian network structures are
called Markov equivalent if they entail the same conditional independencies.

Note that Markov equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation (it is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive), and hence defines equivalence classes.

Below we give the conditions for Markov equivalence. This will be relevant in
Chapter 5, when evaluating learned Logical Bayesian Networks.

We need some extra terminology. A Bayesian network structure contains a
V-structure X − Y − Z if it contains edges X → Y and Z → Y and does not
contain an edge X → Z or Z → X . The skeleton of a Bayesian network structure
is the undirected graph obtained by dropping the directions of the edges. The
condition for Markov equivalence is the following [Chickering, 2002].

Proposition 2.1 (Condition for Markov equivalence) Two Bayesian net-
work structures are Markov equivalent if and only if they have the same skeleton
and contain the same V-structures.

Example 2.9 (Markov equivalence in smoking dataset) The Bayesian net-
work structures shown in Figure 2.8 are Markov equivalent. Note that the left
structure is the structure shown earlier (Figure 2.5). The right structures has the
same skeleton and the same V-structure A−L−S, but has a different orientation
for the edge between G and S.
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Figure 2.8: Two Bayesian network structures for the smoking dataset that are
Markov equivalent.

2.3.2 Learning Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks can be learned from attribute-value data. The goal is usually
to find the Bayesian network that maximizes some objective function or scoring
criterion. First we discuss learning from complete data, data for which we know
the value of each variable (attribute) in each example. In the simplest setting, the
structure of the Bayesian network is given and the goal is to learn the CPDs. In
a more complex setting, the goal is to learn both the structure and the CPDs. At
the end of this section we briefly discuss learning from incomplete data.

2.3.2.1 Learning the CPDs from Complete Data Given the Structure

First we consider the case where the structure is given and we want to find the
CPDs that maximize the objective function or scoring criterion. For now, assume
that the scoring criterion is likelihood. The likelihood of a Bayesian network given
a dataset D = {E1, . . . , EN} is computed as follows:

∏

E∈D

P (E) =
∏

E∈D

n
∏

i=1

P (Xi = xiE | Pa(Xi) = paiE),

where xiE denotes the state of Xi in example E and paiE denotes the joint state
of the parents of Xi in example E.

Finding the CPDs that maximize the likelihood is called maximum likelihood
estimation of the CPDs [Neapolitan, 2003]. It turns out that maximum likelihood
estimation of the CPDs given the structure and given complete data is relatively
easy. The reason is that the problem decomposes into separate problems for all
of the variables in the Bayesian network. Mathematically, this can be seen by
rewriting the above expression for the likelihood by interchanging the two product
operators:

n
∏

i=1

∏

E∈D

P (Xi = xiE | Pa(Xi) = paiE) =

n
∏

i=1

CL(Xi | Pa(Xi)),
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where CL(Xi | Pa(Xi)) denotes the conditional likelihood of the CPD for Xi given
its parents. Note that the conditional likelihood of one CPD does not depend on
that of another CPD. Hence, to find the CPDs that maximize the likelihood,
we simply have to find for each variable separately the CPD that maximizes the
conditional likelihood. Below we explain this for two CPD representations: tables
and trees.

• When using conditional probability tables as CPDs, we only have to
fill in the appropriate probabilities (the structure of the tables is fixed since
we know the parents). The maximum likelihood estimate of P (Xi = xi |
Pa(Xi) = paiE) is

P̂ (Xi = xi | Pa(Xi) = paiE) =
Nxi,pai

Npai

=
Nxi,pai

∑

x′

i
Nx′

i
,pai

,

where Nxi,pai
stands for the number of examples in the data for which Xi =

xi and Pa(Xi) = pai, and where the sum in the denominator is over all
possible values of Xi. It is also possible to use a prior on the probabilities in
the CPDs and then use maximum a posteriori estimation [Heckerman et al.,
1995]. A very simple technique that can be seen as a special case of this, is
Laplace correction:

P̂ (Xi = xi | Pa(Xi) = paiE) =
Nxi,pai

+ 1

Npai
+ |Xi|

=
Nxi,pai

+ 1
∑

x′

i
(Nx′

i
,pai

+ 1)
,

where |Xi| denotes the number of possible values of the variable Xi. Laplace
correction is often used to avoid probability estimates that are too extreme
(too close to or even equal to 0 or 1) for small datasets [Provost and Domin-
gos, 2003].

• When using probability trees as CPDs, we have to learn both the internal
structure of the tree (which internal nodes are needed) and the probabilities
in the leaves. We discuss in detail how to learn the internal structure of
the tree in Chapter 4. Given this structure, estimating the probabilities
in the leaves is done in a similar way as for conditional probability tables:

the probability of Xi = xi in a leaf l of the tree is estimated as
Nxi,l

P

Nx′

i
,l

or,

with Laplace correction, as
Nxi,l+1

P

(Nx′

i
,l+1) , where Nxi,l stands for the number of

examples in the data that are sorted down to leaf l and for which Xi = xi.

The advantage of using probability trees as CPDs (as opposed to condi-
tional probability tables) is that this makes it possible to reliably learn Bayesian
networks in which some variables have many parents, while this is not the case
when using tables.
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• For an increasing number of parents, the number of independent probabilities
to be estimated in a table increases exponentially, and hence the number of
examples that each probability is estimated from decreases exponentially.
The typical solution is to put an upper bound on the number of parents that
a variable can have (typically three or four). As a consequence, Bayesian
networks in which some variables have many parents (more than three or
four) cannot be learned.

• In contrast, probability trees can capture context-specific independence in
the data, which reduces the number of independent probabilities for a given
number of parents (recall Example 2.8, p. 26). This makes it possible to
reliably learn Bayesian networks in which some variables have many parents.
This often leads to better results [Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998].

2.3.2.2 Learning the Structure and CPDs from Complete Data

Learning the structure and CPDs of a Bayesian network is a much more complex
task than learning the CPDs for a given structure.

The first problem is that using likelihood as a scoring criterion is no longer
sufficient. The reason is that we need to compare structures of different complex-
ity (different number of independent probabilities) and simply maximizing the
likelihood would always result in the most complex structure (probably leading
to overfitting).6 Typical solutions are to use the marginal likelihood instead of
the likelihood [Chickering and Heckerman, 1997] or to correct the likelihood with
a penalty for the complexity of the structure and the CPDs. Some examples of
the latter approach are using the Minimum Description Length principle or the
Bayesian Information Criterion, which we both discuss in detail in Chapter 4.

Given an appropriate scoring criterion, the second question is how to find the
structure that maximizes this criterion, or in other words, how to find the optimal
set of parents for each variable. The basic reason why this problem is complex
is that it does not decompose into separate problems for all variables: we cannot
determine for each variable separately the optimal set of parents, since this could
yield a cyclic structure, which is not allowed. An easy approach is to assume an
ordering on the set of variables and only allow the variables that precede a variable
X in this ordering as potential parents of X . This eliminates the possibility of
cycles, and hence makes the problem decomposable. This assumption was made
often in the early days of research on learning Bayesian networks and forms the
basis of the seminal K2 algorithm [Cooper and Herskovits, 1992]. The problem
with this simple approach is that not every ordering is suitable as some orderings
allow the Bayesian network to capture more conditional independencies in the data

6In fact, if probability trees are used as CPDs, this problem already poses itself when learning
CPDs given the structure (since, for given parents, a table contains a fixed number of independent
probabilities while a tree does not.).
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than others. Obviously, exhaustive search over all orderings (or all structures) is
infeasible. Hence, more complex search strategies are needed, such as DAG-search
[Heckerman et al., 1995] or ordering-search [Teyssier and Koller, 2005], which we
both discuss further in Chapter 5.

2.3.2.3 Learning from Incomplete Data

Up to now we assumed that we were learning from complete data. However, it is
also possible to learn from incomplete data (in which the values of some variables
in some examples are unknown). We only discuss this very briefly since throughout
this dissertation we focus on learning from complete data.

• When learning the CPDs given the structure, we can perform Expectation
Maximization (EM) [Dempster et al., 1977]. EM consists of repeated applica-
tions of an E-step, in which the missing values are completed by performing
probabilistic inference, and an M-step, in which the CPDs are learned as
for complete data. EM can be computationally expensive since it requires
repeated application of probabilistic inference.

• When learning the structure and CPDs, one possible approach is to combine
the idea of DAG-search with EM. This is known as structural EM [Fried-
man, 1998]. As far as we know, ordering-search has not yet been applied to
incomplete data.

2.4 Logical Models of Relational Data

In this section we discuss logical models. First we discuss how logical models can
be used to describe relational data. Then we briefly discuss how logical models
can be learned from relational data.

2.4.1 Logical Models: Representation

We first describe the problem of modelling relational data. Next we introduce
logic programming. Then we explain how logic programming can be used as a
foundation for models of relational data and we give a concrete example of such a
model.

2.4.1.1 Modelling Relational Data: Problem Description

While the concept of ‘relational data’ can be defined in many ways, we simply
define it as data that is stored in a relational database. A relational database is a
database consisting of several tables that are related to each other [Elmasri and
Navathe, 2004]. Each table represents an object or relationship type and has a
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set of attributes, one of which is a unique identifier or primary key. Tables that
represent a relationship type have some attributes that are foreign keys, these are
attributes that take as values the primary key values of another table. Several
types of relationships can be distinguished based on their cardinality: one-to-one,
one-to-many and many-to-many.

Example 2.10 (Relational data for university domain) Consider the rela-
tional database describing students and courses in a university [Getoor et al.,
2001a] given in Table 2.5. This database consists of three tables: the first two
tables represent object types (students and courses) and the third table represents
a relationship type (registrations of students for courses). Note that in the latter
table, the attributes Name and CourseID are foreign keys: Name takes as val-
ues the primary key values of the Student table, CourseID takes as values the
primary key values of the Course table. The Registration relation is many-
to-many: each student can take multiple courses and each course can be taken by
multiple students.

There are two possible approaches to dealing with relational data.

• We can try to convert the data into a single table, which is known as propo-
sitionalization [Kramer et al., 2001; Knobbe et al., 2001].7 The advantage
is that, after this conversion, it is possible to apply the many existing tech-
niques for attribute-value data. The disadvantage is that this conversion is
troublesome. Tables connected only through one-to-one relationships do not
pose a problem: all such tables can simply be joined together into a larger
table. However, tables connected through one-to-many and many-to-many
relationships do pose a problem: joining all these tables together would du-
plicate information and hence increase the representation size (in the worst
case this increase is exponential in the number of tables). This duplication
can only be avoided by dropping some of the information in the original
database [De Raedt, 1998], which is undesirable too.

• Alternatively, we can keep the data as it is and extend existing models and
learning algorithms for attribute-value data such that they can deal with
relational data. Again, the main issue is dealing with one-to-many and
many-to-many relationships. A popular approach is to make use of a variant
or subset of first-order predicate logic, such as logic programming [Lloyd,
1987], to represent the data and the models.

In our work we follow the second approach since it does not suffer from the disad-
vantages of the first approach.

7This term is due to the fact that attribute-value data can be described by propositional logic.
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Student

Name Ranking
‘Isabel’ C
‘Mike’ B
‘Emma’ A

Course

CourseID Difficulty
‘ai’ easy
‘pl’ hard
‘ml’ moderate

Registration

RegID Name CourseID Grade

‘Reg1’ Emma ml B
‘Reg2’ Emma ai A
‘Reg3’ Emma pl B
‘Reg4’ Isabel ai A
‘Reg5’ Isabel ml C
‘Reg6’ Mike ai B

Table 2.5: Example of a relational database describing students and courses in a
university.
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2.4.1.2 Foundations of Logical Models: Logic Programming

As explained above, we use concepts of logic programming to represent the data
and the models. We now briefly discuss the syntax and semantics of logic program-
ming [Lloyd, 1987]. Since logic programming is a derivative of first-order logic, it
is no surprise that both have many of notions in common.

The syntax of logic programs is defined as follows.

• A constant represents an object and is denoted by a name starting with a
lowercase letter. A (logical) variable is a placeholder for an object or set of
objects and is denoted by a name starting with a capital letter.8

• A functor represents a function and is denoted as f/n, where f is the name
and n is the number of arguments or arity. A term is a constant, variable
or compound term. A compound term is a functor together with the right
number of terms as arguments (f(t1, . . . , fn)).

• A predicate represents an attribute or a relation and is denoted as p/n, where
p is the name and n is the arity. An atom is a predicate together with the
right number of terms as arguments (p(t1, . . . , fn)). A literal is an atom or
a negated atom (written as not(p(t1, . . . , fn))).

• A normal clause is of the form “h← b1, . . . , bn.”, where h is an atom and b1

to bn are literals. We call h the head and the conjunction b1, . . . , bn the body
of the clause. All variables in a clause are (implicitly) universally quantified.
We assume that all normal clauses are range-restricted : all variables in the
head also occur in the body. A definite clause is a normal clause containing
no negated atoms. A fact is a normal clause with an empty body and is
written as “h.”.

• A normal logic program is a finite set of normal clauses. A definite logic
program is a finite set of definite clauses.

• A term, literal, clause or program is called ground if it does not contain any
variables.

When we talk about clauses and logic programs, we always mean normal clauses
and normal logic programs, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.

Example 2.11 (Clause for university domain) Suppose that we use the pred-
icates ranking/2 and grade/3, the variables Student and Course and the constant
c. Then

ranking(Student,c) <- grade(Student,Course,c).

8We use the terms “logical variable” and “random variable” whenever there might be confusion
as to which kind of variable we mean, otherwise we simply use the term “variable”.
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is a definite clause. Informally, this clause states that the ranking of a student is ‘c’
if there exists a course for which the student has grade ‘c’. Note that the existential
quantifier (“there exists a course”) is due to the fact that the entire clause is
universally quantified and ∀S ∀C ( ranking(S, c)← grade(S, C, c) ) is equivalent
to ∀S ( ranking(S, c)← ∃C grade(S, C, c) ).

One of the reasons why logic programs are suited for modelling relational data
is that each relational database can be converted into a logic program [Das, 1992].
Rather than describing the general procedure, we illustrate this with an example.

Example 2.12 (Logic program for university database) The relational da-
tabase for the university domain (Table 2.5) can be represented as a logic program
consisting only of facts. A simple approach would be to use one predicate for each
table, and to have one fact for each row in each table. However, because predi-
cates would become large if the number of columns is high, we use an alternative
representation. For each table, we use a unary predicate for the primary key and
a binary predicate for each other attribute, and for each of these predicates there
is again one fact for each row in the table. The Student and Course tables are
then represented as follows.

student(isabel). ranking(isabel,c).

student(mike). ranking(mike,b).

student(emma). ranking(emma,a).

course(ai). difficulty(ai,easy).

course(pl). difficulty(pl,hard).

course(ml). difficulty(ml,moderate).

The Registration table can be represented in the same way (using predicates
registration/1, reg name/2, reg course id/2 and grade/2). However, in our
particular example we know that there is at most one registration for each student-
course combination. Hence, it is more convenient to use the combination of the
student name and the course ID (the foreign keys) as an identifier for registrations
and represent the table using the predicates registered/2 and grade/3.

registered(emma,ml). grade(emma,ml,b).

registered(emma,ai). grade(emma,ai,a).

registered(emma,pl). grade(emma,pl,b).

registered(isabel,ai). grade(isabel,ai,a).

registered(isabel,ml). grade(isabel,ml,c).

registered(mike,ai). grade(mike,ai,b).

The declarative semantics of a logic program is defined in terms of its model.

• The Herbrand universe of a logic program is the set of all ground terms
built out of the functors and constants used in the logic program. The
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Herbrand base of a logic program is the set of all ground atoms built out of
the predicates used in the logic program with as arguments ground terms
from the Herbrand universe.

• A (Herbrand) interpretation of a logic program is an assignment of a truth
value to each atom in the Herbrand base. An easy way to specify an inter-
pretation is to simply list all atoms that are true.

• A (ground) substitution is an assignment of (ground) terms from the Her-
brand universe to variables. The result of applying a substitution θ to a
term, literal, clause or program X is denoted by Xθ.

• An interpretation satisfies a ground clause h ← b1, . . . , bn if h is true or
b1, . . . , bn is false (obviously a conjunction b1, . . . , bn is false if one of the
conjuncts bi is false and a literal not(p) is false if p is true). An interpretation
satisfies a non-ground clause C if, for each ground substitution θ, it satisfies
Cθ.

• A model of a logic program is an interpretation that satisfies all clauses in
the logic program.9

According to the above definition, a definite or normal logic program can have
multiple models. However, in logic programming attention is restricted to one
of these models, which we refer to as ‘the model’ of the program. For definite
logic programs, this is the model that makes the fewest atoms true. This is called
the least Herbrand model and can be computed using a simple stepwise procedure
[Lloyd, 1987]. For normal logic programs, this concept can be generalized into the
well-founded model and a similar procedure exists [Van Gelder et al., 1991].

2.4.1.3 Logical Models of Relational Data

We use elements of logic programming for three purposes: to represent relational
data (as explained earlier), to represent background knowledge about the data (by
writing it under the form of clauses) and to represent models of relational data.
We now explain the latter in more detail.

Suppose that we have a relational database and we want to model some de-
pendencies in this database. Concretely, we want to describe how some target
attribute T depends on another attribute X . We now explain why this is more
difficult for relational data than for attribute-value data. Call TT (respectively
TX ) the table that contains the attribute T (respectively X). We can distinguish
two cases:

• TT is connected to TX through a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship:
Each row in TT refers to one row in TX . In other words, to each observation

9Note that this use of the word “model” is different from the way we used this word so far.
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of a value for TT corresponds one observation of a value for TX . This is
exactly the same situation as encountered for attribute-value data. Hence,
we can model the dependency of T on X using any of the techniques for
attribute-value data. For instance, we can use a conditional probability
table P (T | X).

• TT is connected to TX through a one-to-many or many-to-many relationship:
Each row in TT refers to multiple rows in TX . In other words, to each
observation of a value for TT corresponds a set of observations of values
for TX . Moreover, the size of this set can be different for different rows in
TX . An example of such a dependency is the dependency of the ranking of a
student on his grades for all his courses. Since each student can take multiple
courses and since the number of courses taken might vary across students,
the set of grades of a student is a set of arbitrary size. We cannot model
such dependencies using a simple model such as a conditional probability
table (since this assumes a fixed number of observations as input).

To summarize, modelling relational data is more difficult than modelling attribute-
value data since it requires the ability to deal with sets (of arbitrary size).

Approaches to modelling relational data or learning from relational data typ-
ically deal with sets in one of the following two ways [Blockeel and Bruynooghe,
2003]:

• Selection: we check whether there exists some element of the set that sat-
isfies some condition. This approach is straightforward when using logic
programming to represent the models: the condition can be specified as a
conjunction of literals and the existential quantifier is used implicitly (recall
Example 2.11, p. 34).

• Aggregation: we compute a summary of some properties over all elements of
the set by using an aggregation function (such as average, sum, count, . . . )
and we then check whether the summarized result satisfies some condition.
This approach requires the extension of logic programming with aggregate
functions [Pelov, 2004].

Example 2.13 (Selection and aggregation for university domain) In the
university domain, each student takes a set of courses. If we want to describe the
dependency of the ranking of a student S on some properties of his courses (such
as grades), we can follow two approaches. A clause like

ranking(S,a) <- grade(S,C,a), difficulty(C,hard).

fits into the selection approach: we check whether, of all courses taken by S, there
exists some course C for which the grade is ‘a’ and that is hard. On the other
hand, a clause like
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ranking(S,a) <- average(Gr,grade(S,C,Gr),Avg), Avg=a.

fits into the aggregation approach: we check whether, over all courses taken by S,
the average grade is ‘a’.

In principle, selection is a special case of aggregation (∃X p(X) is equivalent to
count(X, p(X), Cnt), Cnt≥ 1). The reason why we consider selection as a separate
approach is that the conditions used in selection often become quite complex (con-
junctions of many literals), while the conditions used inside aggregate functions
are typically very simple (a single atom). Only recently there has been some work
on dealing with more complex conditions inside aggregate functions [Vens, 2007],
thereby in a sense combining the power of selection and aggregation.

2.4.1.4 Example: Logical Decision Trees

We now give a concrete example of how logic programming can be used to represent
models of relational data. For now we focus on predictive models (we discuss
generative probabilistic models in the next chapter).

In Section 2.2.2 we introduced decision trees as models of attribute-value data.
We now show how decision trees can be used on relational data.

Definition 2.10 (Logical decision tree) A logical decision tree for a target T
and a set of predicates is a binary tree with in each internal node a conjunction
of literals built from these predicates and in each leaf node a ‘prediction’ about the
target.

Note that the trees are binary since the internal nodes contain logical conjunctions,
which are binary tests. The literals in different nodes can share logical variables,
but with one restriction: a variable introduced by a literal in a node N , can be
used in literals in nodes lower in the tree, but only in the succeeding branch of
N .10 In our work, we use the Tilde system for logical decision trees [Blockeel
and De Raedt, 1998]. In this system, the literals in the internal nodes can be not
only standard literals but also aggregates (such as in Example 2.13), possibly with
complex conditions inside the aggregate functions [Van Assche et al., 2006].

As in the attribute-value case, logical decision trees can be used for various
tasks, depending on the format of the ‘predictions’ in the leaves. Hence, we use
the terms logical classification tree, logical probability tree and logical regression
tree with their obvious meanings.

Example 2.14 (Logical decision trees for university domain) Consider
the dependency of the ranking of a student S on the grades and difficulty of his
courses. Such a dependency can be specified using logical decision trees. Figure 2.9

10The reason why a variable X introduced in node N cannot be used in the failing branch of
N is because variables are existentially quantified. Hence, we only reach the failing branch if
there does not exist any binding for X, in which case it is meaningless to refer to X later.
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grade(S, C, a)

difficulty(C, hard) avg(G, grade(S, C2, G), Avg), Avg = b

a b b c

yes no

yes no yes no

Figure 2.9: Logical classification tree for predicting the ranking of a student S in
the relational university domain.

grade(S, C, a)

difficulty(C, hard) avg(G, grade(S, C2, G), Avg), Avg = b

a: 0.6 b: 0.3 c: 0.1 a: 0.3 b: 0.5 c: 0.2 a: 0.3 b: 0.4 c: 0.3 a: 0.2 b: 0.2 c: 0.6

yes no

yes no yes no

Figure 2.10: Logical probability tree for predicting the ranking of a student S in
the relational university domain.

shows an example of a logical classification tree, Figure 2.10 of a logical probability
tree. Note that the literal in the root node introduces a new logical variable C.
This variable can only be used in the succeeding (left) branch of the tree, but not
in the failing (right) branch of the tree.

In this dissertation we follow the convention that the left branch of a node is
always the succeeding branch and the right branch the failing branch. Hence, we
can drop the labels ‘yes’ and ‘no’ on the branches.

To stress the connection with logic programming, note that each logical decision
tree can be converted into an equivalent logic program. We illustrate this with an
example. For the general conversion procedure we refer to Blockeel [1998].

Example 2.15 (Logic program for logical decision tree) The logical classi-
fication tree for predicting the ranking of a student S (Figure 2.9) is equivalent to
the following logic program.

node1(S) <- grade(S,C,a).

node2(S) <- grade(S,C,a), difficulty(C,hard).

node3(S) <- avg(G,grade(S,C2,G),Avg), Avg=b.

ranking(S,a) <- node2(S).
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ranking(S,b) <- node1(S), not(node2(S)).

ranking(S,b) <- not(node1(S)), node3(S).

ranking(S,c) <- not(node1(S)), not(node3(S)).

This conversion is non-trivial because of some issues with negation [Blockeel, 1998,
Section 5.3.2]. This causes two complications. First, the conversion requires the
introduction of some auxiliary predicates (node1/1, . . . ). Second, procedurally,
the predicate ranking/2 can only be queried with the first argument (S) already
instantiated.

2.4.2 Learning Logical Models from Relational Data

We now briefly discuss how logical models can be learned from relational data.
This is known as logic learning or inductive logic programming [Muggleton and
De Raedt, 1994; De Raedt, 2008]. First we discuss the format of the data. Then
we discuss the importance of restricting the hypothesis space (the set of candidate
models for the learning algorithm). Finally, we discuss how to develop algorithms
for learning logical models from relational data.

We assume that the data that we are learning from is represented as a logic pro-
gram (this setting is often called learning from interpretations [De Raedt, 1997]).
For relational data, it is often less obvious how to split the data into examples,
than for attribute-value data. For attribute value data, we have a single table and
each row corresponds to one example. For relational data, we have multiple tables
that are connected, and the notion of example depends on the learning task we
are dealing with. For instance, when learning a generative probabilistic model, an
entire database can be seen as a single example (we will call this a mega exam-
ple11, see Section 3.6). When learning a predictive model, there is one example
for each row in the table of the target attribute (the target table). However, each
example contains not only the corresponding row in the target table, but also all
the related rows in other tables. As a consequence, examples can overlap (this is
not the case for attribute-value data).

Example 2.16 (Examples for university domain) Consider again the uni-
versity domain. When learning a generative probabilistic model for this domain,
one example corresponds to an entire relational database (such as the database
in Table 2.5). We call such an example a mega example. Since a database de-
scribes all the students and courses at one university, multiple mega examples can
be collected by considering multiple universities.

In contrast, when learning a predictive model, a single database gives rise to
multiple examples. For instance, suppose that the target attribute is the ranking
of a student, which implies that the Student table is the target table. Then
there is one example for each row in this table, or equivalently, for each student.

11This terminology is taken from Mihalkova et al. [2007].
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The example for a student S contains all the information in the row for S in the
Student table and in all related rows in other tables. Concretely, these are the
rows in the Registration table that are about S and the rows in the Course

table that are about courses taken by S. Since the same course can be taken by
multiple students, this implies that the examples for different students can overlap.

Now that we determined the format of the data, we can discuss learning itself.
When learning logical models, it turns out to be very important to accurately
specify the hypothesis space, in order to exclude undesired models. This is needed
not only for the obvious reason that we do not want the learning algorithm to
return undesired models as output, but also because we do not want the algorithm
to waste computation time to them. Of course, this problem also exists in the
attribute-value case (for instance, when learning Bayesian networks it could be that
a random variable X is allowed as a parent of Y , but not vice-versa). However, in
the relational case, this problem is much more prominent since there are typically
many more undesired models. For instance, a model containing a clause such as
ranking(S,a) <- difficult(S,hard) is undesired since difficulty is not defined
for students (only for courses). In logic learning it is standard to exclude undesired
clauses simply by specifying the set of clauses that are allowed. This set is called
the language bias. Specifying the language bias can usually be done in a concise
way, by using some kind of templates (for instance, see Blockeel et al. [2006] for
the case of logical decision trees).

A popular way to develop new learning algorithms for relational data is to
extend algorithms that exist for attribute-value data [Van Laer and De Raedt,
2001]. The underlying idea is that relational data can be seen as an extension of
attribute-value data, and hence learning algorithms can be extended correspond-
ingly. Usually, this is done in such a way that, when the algorithm for relational
data is applied to attribute-value data, it is identical to the original algorithm for
attribute-value data. This approach is often called the ‘upgrade’ approach. The
advantage of this approach is that one can exploit the elaborate experience on
learning from attribute-value data and reuse the many state-of-the-art techniques
for attribute-value learning rather than starting from scratch [De Raedt, 2008].
The upgrade approach is relevant for this dissertation in two ways:

• We use the Tilde system [Blockeel and De Raedt, 1998] for learning logical
decision trees, which is an upgrade of the well-known C4.5 system for learning
attribute-value decision trees [Quinlan, 1993].

• We develop two algorithms for learning Logical Bayesian Networks which
can be seen as upgrades of algorithms for learning Bayesian networks.
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2.5 Summary

We now summarize the main concepts introduced in this chapter and their rele-
vance to the rest of this dissertation.

• We introduced Bayesian networks as compact representations of probability
distributions on attribute-value data. We also explained how logic program-
ming can be used to model relational data. In Chapter 3 we will explain
how elements of Bayesian networks and logic programming can be combined
into the formalism Logical Bayesian Networks, making it possible to repre-
sent probability distributions on relational data.

• We explained how probability trees can be used to represent CPDs in Bayes-
ian networks, and that probability trees have some advantages over condi-
tional probability tables. We also explained how probability trees can be ap-
plied to relational data, leading to logical probability trees. In Chapter 3
we will explain how such trees can be used to represent CPDs in Logical
Bayesian Networks. In Chapter 4 we then study various approaches for
learning such trees from data.

• We discussed the main problems encountered when learning Bayesian net-
works from attribute-value data and mentioned some algorithms to solve
these problems. In Chapters 5 and 6 we will upgrade these algorithms
such that they can be used to learn Logical Bayesian Networks from rela-
tional data.
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Chapter 3

Logical Bayesian Networks

In this chapter we introduce Logical Bayesian Networks, a formalism for repre-
senting directed probabilistic logical models. We also discuss the relation between
Logical Bayesian Networks and several other formalisms.

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we discussed in detail probabilistic models (such as Bayesian
networks) and logical models. We explained that the advantage of the former is
the ability to model stochastic or noisy data, and the advantage of the latter is the
ability to handle relational data. The last decade there has been a growing interest
in combining these advantages, resulting in so-called probabilistic logical models.
Such models specify a probability distribution on relational data. To represent
such models, we need specialized formalisms called probabilistic logic formalisms.
In this chapter we introduce Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs), a formalism for
representing directed probabilistic logical models [Fierens et al., 2004, 2005].

The LBN formalism is an extension of the formalism of Bayesian networks to
the case of relational data. The main difference between LBNs and most related
probabilistic logic formalisms is that in LBNs we quantify probabilistic dependen-
cies using logical probability trees (instead of using conditional probability tables
with combining rules, as most other formalisms). The motivation for this choice
comes from the case of Bayesian networks, where it is known that probability trees
have some advantages over probability tables, due to the fact that trees can cap-
ture context-specific independence (recall Sections 2.3.1.3 and 2.3.2). Our work
on LBNs can be seen as an extension of the work on context-specific independence
for Bayesian networks: we upgrade this work towards relational data.

43
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3.1.1 Contributions and Bibliographical Note

The main contributions of this chapter are two-fold. First, we introduce the for-
malism of LBNs and show how to use logical probability trees to quantify prob-
abilistic dependencies (thereby upgrading the approach of using probability trees
as in Bayesian networks to the relational case). Second, we discuss the relation of
LBNs to some other probabilistic logic formalisms, which also sheds some light on
the mutual relations between these formalisms.

Parts of the work in this chapter have been published before [Fierens et al.,
2005, 2004].

3.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we briefly discuss
the various kinds of probabilistic logic formalisms. Then we explain in detail the
formalism of Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs). Next we discuss some proper-
ties of LBNs and discuss related work. Finally, we briefly discuss a road-map
towards learning LBNs (this leads to concrete learning algorithms in the following
chapters).

3.2 Probabilistic Logic Formalisms

We now briefly discuss the various kinds of formalisms for representing proba-
bilistic logical models. There exist so many formalisms that giving a complete
overview is nearly impossible, so we do not attempt this. Rather we try to situate
Logical Bayesian Networks within the plethora of formalisms. One way to do this
is to divide the existing formalisms into some general classes. However, such a
classification can be performed along many different axes [Kersting and De Raedt,
2003; Getoor, 2007]. Below, we restrict ourselves to the axes most relevant for
situating Logical Bayesian Networks.

• Extensions of logic programming versus extensions of probabilistic models.
Most formalisms can be seen as either extensions of logic programming with
probabilities or extensions of probabilistic formalisms (such as Bayesian net-
works) with logical or relational elements.

– Formalisms that are extensions of logic programming with probabilities
stay as close as possible to logic programming. Often the only differ-
ence with logic programming is that these formalisms annotate facts,
clauses or heads of clauses with probabilities. Of course, a similar ap-
proach can be followed for other kinds of logic than logic programming,
such as first-order logic.
Formalisms of this class include Probabilistic Horn Abduction [Poole,
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1993], Independent Choice Logic [Poole, 1997], PRISM [Sato and Kameya,
1997, 2001], Stochastic Logic Programs [Muggleton, 1996], Logic Pro-
grams with Annotated Disjunctions [Vennekens et al., 2004], CP-logic
[Vennekens et al., 2006], ProbLog [De Raedt et al., 2007] and Markov
Logic Networks [Richardson and Domingos, 2006].

– Formalisms that are extensions of probabilistic formalisms typically
start from a probabilistic formalism and add some logical or relational
elements to it, such that it becomes possible to deal with objects and
relations (usually this involves some rule-based or frame-based notation
[Getoor, 2007]). Such formalisms typically differ much more from logic
programming than the formalisms of the previous class.
Logical Bayesian Networks belong to this class. Other formalisms of
this class include Relational Bayesian Networks [Jaeger, 1997], Bayesian
Logic Programs [Kersting and De Raedt, 2001a], Probabilistic Rela-
tional Models [Getoor et al., 2001a], Probabilistic Logic Programs or
Context-Sensitive Probabilistic Knowledge Bases [Ngo and Haddawy,
1997], MIA [Blockeel, 2003], Hierarchical Bayesian Networks [Gyftodi-
mos and Flach, 2003], Relational Dependency Networks [Neville and
Jensen, 2004], CLP(BN ) [Santos Costa et al., 2003], PRL [Getoor and
Grant, 2006] and First Order Conditional Influence Language [Natara-
jan et al., 2005]

• Directed models versus undirected models.
Formalisms that are extensions of probabilistic formalisms with logical or
relational elements deal with either directed or undirected models.

– Formalisms that deal with directed models are typically extensions of
Bayesian networks. As a consequence, the models for these formalisms
are usually required to be acyclic.
Logical Bayesian Networks belong to this class. Other formalisms of
this class include Probabilistic Relational Models, Bayesian Logic Pro-
grams, Relational Bayesian Networks, Probabilistic Logic Programs,
MIA, Hierarchical Bayesian Networks, CLP(BN ), PRL and First Or-
der Conditional Influence Language.

– Formalisms that deal with undirected models have also been introduced.
An advantage of these formalisms is that acyclicity of the models is not
required.
Formalisms of this class include Markov Logic Networks and Relational
Dependency Networks.

For most formalisms that are extensions of logic programming with proba-
bilities, the models could be seen as directed (since they consist of clauses
specifying how the head depends on the body). However, although the mod-
els are directed, acyclicity is usually not required.
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To summarize, the formalism Logical Bayesian Networks is an extension of
Bayesian networks with logical elements, and as a consequence the models are
directed and required to be acyclic. These two characteristics are especially rele-
vant for our discussion of learning algorithms for Logical Bayesian Networks (Chap-
ter 5 and 6). First, several of the algorithms that we consider are extensions of
algorithms for Bayesian networks. Second, several of the algorithms are based on
the principle of ordering-search, which has the goal of ensuring acyclicity.

3.3 Logical Bayesian Networks

We now explain the formalism Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs) in detail. First
we give a motivating example. Next, we formally define the syntax and semantics
of LBNs. Then we briefly discuss probabilistic inference for LBNs. Finally, we
discuss some ideas behind the design of the LBN formalism.

3.3.1 Logical Bayesian Networks by Example

We now illustrate LBNs using an extension of the university example given in the
previous chapter [Getoor et al., 2001a].

Example 3.1 (Extended university example) Consider a university with stu-
dents, courses and professors. Suppose that we know which students take which
courses, and which professors teach which courses. Each student has an intelli-
gence and a final ranking, each course has a difficulty level and a rating, and each
professor has a teaching ability and a popularity. A student taking a certain course,
receives a grade for that course and has a certain satisfaction for that course.

Suppose that the following probabilistic dependencies hold. The grade of a stu-
dent for a course depends on the intelligence of the student and the difficulty of
the course. The ranking of a student depends on his grades for all the courses
he is taking. The satisfaction of a student for a course depends on his grade for
that course and on the ability of the professors teaching the course. The rating
of a course depends on the satisfaction of all the students for that course. The
popularity of a professor depends on the rating of all the courses he is teaching.

The information contained in this example can be represented using LBNs.
An LBN is a specification of a joint probability distribution of a set of random
variables, conditioned on some predicates. These predicates are used to repre-
sent deterministic knowledge about the domain of discourse and are called logical
predicates. To represent random variables, a second set of predicates is used, the
probabilistic predicates. These predicates differ from standard predicates (as de-
fined in Section 2.4.1.2) by having an associated range, like random variables.
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Concretely, a random variable is represented as a ground atom built from a proba-
bilistic predicate and has a range equal to the range of that predicate.1 The reason
for using such a representation of random variables is that it directly leads to a
representation of sets of random variables, namely non-ground atoms. Note that
the distinction between logical and probabilistic predicates is used in several other
formalisms as well [De Raedt and Kersting, 2004; Jaeger, 2007] and is originally
due to Ngo and Haddawy [1997].

An LBN consists of three components: random variable declarations, depen-
dency statements, and logical Conditional Probability Distributions (logical CPDs).
We now illustrate this using the university example.

Example 3.2 (LBN for university example) To model the university exam-
ple, we use five logical predicates: student/1, course/1, prof/1, takes/2 and
teaches/2, with their obvious meanings. We use eight probabilistic predicates:
intelligence/1, ranking/1, difficulty/1, rating/1, ability/1, popularity/1, satisfac-
tion/2 and grade/2 (the associated ranges could for instance be {low,high} for
intelligence/1, and so on).

The random variable declarations are the following.

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

random(rating(C)) <- course(C).

random(ability(P)) <- prof(P).

random(popularity(P)) <- prof(P).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

random(satisfaction(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

Here random/1 is a special-purpose logical predicate. The first clause, for instance,
should be read as: “intelligence(S) is a random variable if S is a student”.

The dependency statements are the following.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

ranking(S) | grade(S,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).

rating(C) | satisfaction(S,C).

popularity(P) | rating(C) <- teaches(P,C).

1It is debatable whether probabilistic ‘predicates’ is the right name since they behave more
like (typed) functors than like standard predicates, and similarly probabilistic atoms behave more
like terms than like standard atoms. The main reason for calling them predicates is because like
this we stay in line with the terminology used by some other formalisms [Kersting and De Raedt,
2001a].
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The simplest kind of dependency statements describe dependencies that hold ir-
respective of the logical predicates. For instance, the first dependency statement
should be read as: “the grade of a student S for a course C conditionally depends
on the intelligence of S and the difficulty of C”. More complex dependency state-
ments describe dependencies that only hold in a particular context (in terms of the
logical predicates). For instance, the last dependency statement should be read as:
“the popularity of a professor P depends on the rating of a course C if P teaches
C”.

The conditional dependencies specified by the above dependency statements can
be quantified using logical CPDs. We discuss this in detail later (Section 3.3.2.3).

The semantics of an LBN is that it defines a joint probability distribution
of a set of random variables, conditioned on the logical predicates. Concretely,
each interpretation of the logical predicates is mapped onto a joint probability
distribution of the set of random variables for that interpretation. This joint
probability distribution is such that it can be represented by a Bayesian network.
Hence, an alternative view on the semantics of an LBN is that each interpretation
of the logical predicates is mapped onto a Bayesian network. We refer to an
interpretation of the logical predicates as an input interpretation for the LBN.
Note that an input interpretation can be specified using a logic program for the
logical predicates.

Example 3.3 (Semantics of LBN for university example) Consider the fol-
lowing input interpretation (specified as a logic program for the logical predicates).

student(mike). student(emma).

prof(john).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

teaches(john,ai). teaches(john,ml).

Given the LBN of Example 3.2, this input interpretation is mapped onto a joint
probability distribution of the corresponding set of random variables, or equiva-
lently, onto a Bayesian network. The structure of this Bayesian network is shown
in Figure 3.1. The random variables in this network are determined by the ran-
dom variable declarations, the dependencies (directed edges) are determined by the
dependency statements.

3.3.2 Syntax and Semantics of Logical Bayesian Networks

We now formally define the syntax and semantics of LBNs. Remember that LBNs
use two disjoint sets of predicates: the logical predicates and the probabilistic
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intelligence(mike)intelligence(emma) difficulty(ai)difficulty(ml)

grade(mike,ai)grade(emma,ml) grade(emma,ai)

ranking(emma) ranking(mike)ability(john)

satisfaction(mike,ai)satisfaction(emma,ml) satisfaction(emma,ai)

rating(ml) rating(ai)

popularity(john)

Figure 3.1: The structure of the Bayesian network for the university example.

predicates (which have an associated range). All definitions below are relative to
these two sets of predicates (but for brevity of notation we leave these two sets
implicit). We call an atom built from a probabilistic predicate a probabilistic atom
(it has the same range as the predicate). Similarly we talk about logical atoms
and logical literals. An LBN is defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Logical Bayesian Network) A Logical Bayesian Network is a
tuple (R,D, C) with R a set of random variable declarations, D a set of dependency
statements, C a set of logical CPDs (one for each probabilistic predicate).

We now in turn define the syntax and semantics of random variable declara-
tions, dependency statements and logical CPDs. Finally, we combine all these
elements to define the semantics of LBNs. Recall that the semantics of an LBN
is defined with respect to an input interpretation (an interpretation of the logical
predicates).

3.3.2.1 Random Variable Declarations

In LBNs, random variables are represented as ground probabilistic atoms. To
define which random variables are considered, we use random variable declarations.

Definition 3.2 (Random variable declaration) A random variable declara-
tion is a range-restricted normal clause of the form

random(a) ← l1, . . . , ln.
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where n ≥ 0, a is a probabilistic atom and l1, . . . , ln are logical literals.

Note that we consider random/1 as a (special-purpose) logical predicate. As usual,
we call random(a) the head and l1, . . . , ln the body. Note that a set of random
variable declarations forms a logic program.

The semantics of the random variable declarations in an LBN is that, given
an input interpretation, they determine the set of random variables for which the
LBN defines a joint probability distribution. Since the set of random variable
declarations R is a logic program, and since any input interpretation I can also
be represented as a logic program, also the union R ∪ I is a logic program.

Definition 3.3 (Set of random variables) Let R be a set of random variable
declarations, and I an input interpretation. Then the set of random variables
for R and I is defined as the set of all ground probabilistic atoms a for which
random(a) is true in the model of R ∪ I.2

Informally, this means that a random variable declaration random(a) ← body
should be read as “a is a random variable if body is true”.

Example 3.4 (Random variables for university example) Consider the fol-
lowing set of random variable declarations R (a subset of the random variable
declarations in the LBN for the university example)

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

and the following input interpretation I.

student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

The set of random variables for R and I is {intelligence(mike), intelligence(emma),
difficulty(ai), difficulty(ml), grade(emma, ai), grade(emma, ml), grade(mike, ai)}.

Note that the simplest kind of random variable declarations correspond to type
declarations for the arguments of random variables, as in the following cases.

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

However, the random variable declarations can be arbitrarily complex and some-
times specify information which does not correspond to standard type declarations.
A simple example of this is the following random variable declaration.

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

2Recall from Section 2.4.1.2 that we use the well-founded model. For logic programs without
negation, this is equal to the least Herbrand model.
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3.3.2.2 Dependency Statements

To specify conditional dependencies between random variables, we use dependency
statements.

Definition 3.4 (Dependency statement) A dependency statement is of the
form

a | a1, . . . , an ← l1, . . . , lm.

where n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0, a, a1, . . . , an are probabilistic atoms and l1, . . . , lm are
logical literals.

We call a the head, a1, . . . an the body and l1, . . . , lm the context. If m = 0 we
simply write the dependency statement as a | a1, . . . , an.

The semantics of the dependency statements in an LBN is that, given an input
interpretation, they determine for each random variable on which other variables it
directly depends. Concretely, the dependency statements define a parent relation,
as used in Bayesian networks.

Definition 3.5 (Parent) Let R be a set of random variable declarations, D a
set of dependency statements, I an input interpretation, and X the set of random
variables for R and I. Then we call Xpar ∈ X a parent of X ∈ X if there exists
a ground instance D of a dependency statement in D for which it holds that

1. X is the head of D,

2. Xpar is in the body of D,

3. the context of D is true in the model of I,

4. all atoms in the head and body of D are in X.

Informally, the first three conditions imply that a dependency statement should
be read as “the random variable in the head conditionally depends on the random
variables in the body if the context is true”. The fourth condition implies that a
dependency statement only applies or ‘fires’ when all the atoms in its head and
body are indeed defined as random variables.

Example 3.5 (Parents for university example) Consider again the follow-
ing set of random variable declarations

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

and the following input interpretation.
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student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

If we have the following dependency statement

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

then the parents of grade(emma, ai) are intelligence(emma) and difficulty(ai).

3.3.2.3 Logical CPDs

In Bayesian networks, conditional dependencies are quantified by associating to
each random variable a CPD. However, for LBNs this simple approach is not
possible anymore for two reasons.

• The set of parents for a random variable is not fixed in advance since it
depends on the input interpretation considered, and standard CPDs (such
as conditional probability tables or attribute-value probability trees) only
deal with a fixed set of parents.

• We do not know in advance the set of random variables since this also de-
pends on the input interpretation, and hence we do not know which CPDs
are needed.

The solution to these problems is two-fold.

• To solve the first problem, we use a more general kind of functions than
standard CPDs, which we call logical CPDs.

• To solve the second problem, we do not associate a logical CPD to each
random variable, but to each probabilistic predicate. In other words, we
specify logical CPDs on the predicate level instead of on the ground level.
Hence, whenever we refer to the logical CPD “for a random variable”, we
mean the logical CPD for the predicate that the random variable is built
from.

Recall that a standard CPD for a random variable X given a set of variables
(parents) P is defined as a a function that takes as input any joint state P = par,
and maps this to a probability distribution on the range of X (Section 2.1, p. 11).
A logical CPD is a more general kind of function in the sense that it maps a more
complex kind of input to a probability distribution. The input of a logical CPD
is more complex than that for a standard CPD for two reasons. First, the set of
parents P is not fixed in advance. Second, the probability distribution that should
be returned not only depends on the joint state P = par but can also depend on
some deterministic information specified by the input interpretation. This leads
to the following definition of logical CPDs.
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Definition 3.6 (Logical CPD) Let R be a set of random variable declarations,
D a set of dependency statements and p a probabilistic predicate. Consider triples
(I, X,P = par) with I an input interpretation, X a random variable (for R and
I) built from the predicate p, P the set of parents for X given I, and par a joint
state of P. A logical CPD for the predicate p is a function mapping any such triple
to a probability distribution on the range of p.

The above definition is rather complex and does not provide a syntax for specifying
logical CPDs. However, below we show that logical CPDs can be represented
as logical probability trees. Our motivation for using logical probability trees
comes from the case of Bayesian networks. For Bayesian networks, (attribute-
value) probability trees are an often-used format for representing CPDs, mainly
due to the fact that trees are able to capture context-specific independence (recall
Section 2.3.1.3, p. 24). By using logical probability trees to represent logical CPDs
in LBNs, we essentially upgrade this approach to the relational case.

We introduced logical probability trees in Section 2.4.1.4 (p. 37). Recall that
a logical probability tree contains logical conjunctions in the internal nodes and
probability distributions in the leaves. Hence, such a tree can be seen as a func-
tion that maps an interpretation onto a probability distribution (by sorting that
interpretation down the tree to the appropriate leaf).

As defined above, a logical CPD for a probabilistic predicate p essentially takes
an input interpretation I and a state of the parents P = par and maps that onto a
probability distribution on the range of p. Now suppose that we write the state of
the parents under the form of an interpretation Ipar and take the union of Ipar and
I . We can then specify a logical probability tree that has probability distributions
on the range of p in the leaves and that has conjunctions built from the predicates
in Ipar ∪ I in the internal nodes. Concretely, the internal nodes can contain a)
tests on the values of a probabilistic atom, b) conjunctions of logical literals or
c) combinations of the two. Such a tree can serve as a logical CPD for p. We
illustrate this further using an example.

Example 3.6 (Logical CPD for university example) Consider the following
random variable declarations and dependency statements.

random(ability(P)) <- prof(P).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

random(satisfaction(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).

Suppose that we want to specify a logical CPD for the predicate satisfaction/2.
Consider the logical probability tree for predicting satisfaction(S, C) given in Fig-
ure 3.2. Some of the predicates used in the internal nodes of this tree are logical
predicates (such as teaches/2), while others are probabilistic predicates but with
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an extra argument (such as ability/2 instead of ability/1 and grade/3 instead of
grade/2; the idea is that the extra argument represents the state of the probabilistic
atom, for instance, we write ability(p)=low as ability(p,low)). The leaves
of this tree contain probability distributions on the range of satisfaction/2. This
tree can serve as a logical CPD for the predicate satisfaction/2. A logical CPD for
satisfaction/2 should map any triple (I, X,P = par) as defined above to a prob-
ability distribution on the range of satisfaction/2. The given tree indeed specifies
such a mapping. We explain this below by showing how this mapping works for a
particular example of such a triple.

• Let I be the following input interpretation.

prof(john).

takes(emma,ai).

teaches(john,ai).

• Let X be the random variable satisfaction(emma, ai).

• The set of parents P of X is {grade(emma, ai), ability(john)}. Let the state
par of these parents be {grade(emma, ai) = a, ability(john) = high}. We
can write this state as an interpretation Ipar by again giving the probabilistic
predicates an extra argument.

grade(emma,ai,a).

ability(john,high).

If we take the union of Ipar and I, we obtain a new interpretation Ipar ∪ I.

prof(john).

takes(emma,ai).

teaches(john,ai).

grade(emma,ai,a).

ability(john,high).

The logical probability tree of Figure 3.2 can be used to map such an interpre-
tation to a probability distribution on the range of satisfaction/2. Since the tree
predicts satisfaction(S, C), we need a particular S and C to be able to use the
tree. The values of S and C are taken from the random variable X which we
are trying to predict. Given these values, we can sort Ipar ∪ I down the tree to
the appropriate leaf, which yields the probability distribution. For our particular
example, S = emma and C = ai, and sorting Ipar ∪ I down the tree brings us to
the rightmost leaf of the tree. Hence, the corresponding probability distribution is
P (satisfaction(emma, ai) = high) = 0.9, P (satisfaction(emma, ai) = low) = 0.1.
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teaches(P, C), ability(P, low)

grade(S, C, a) grade(S, C, c)

high: 0.2 low: 0.8 high: 0.1 low: 0.9 high: 0.7 low: 0.3 high: 0.9 low: 0.1

Figure 3.2: Logical CPD for satisfaction(S, C) specified as a logical probability
tree.

Note that a logical CPD not only quantifies a dependency specified by a single
dependency statement, but also combines the influences of multiple dependency
statements with the same head. For instance, in the above example there are two
statements with satisfaction(S, C) in the head, but there is only one logical CPD
for the predicate satisfaction/2. Hence, logical CPDs have the same function as
combining rules in some other formalisms [Jaeger, 2007; Kersting and De Raedt,
2002, 2001b; Natarajan et al., 2006].

The semantics of logical CPDs is that they determine, for each random vari-
able, the conditional probability distribution of that variable given its parents.
Recall that the CPD for a variable X is a function mapping any joint state of the
parents of X to a probability distribution on the range of X . Such a CPD can be
obtained by supplying the logical CPD with the appropriate input triple.

Definition 3.7 (CPD of random variable) Let R be a set of random variable
declarations, D a set of dependency statements, I and input interpretation, X a
random variable for R and I, and P the parents of X. The CPD of X is the
function mapping any joint state par of P to the probability distribution obtained
by applying the logical CPD for X to the triple (I, X,P = par).

Essentially, this definition states that we can construct the CPD of X by consid-
ering in turn each of the possible states of the parents of X and using the logical
CPD to find the probability distribution of X associated to this state. We again
illustrate this with an example.

Example 3.7 (Semantics of logical CPD for university example) Let us
continue the previous example about the logical CPD for satisfaction/2. Suppose
that we want to construct the CPD for the random variable satisfaction(emma, ai).
The parents of this variable are {grade(emma, ai), ability(john)} and the first
possible state of these parents is {grade(emma, ai) = a, ability(john) = high}. As
we have already shown in the previous example, the logical CPD maps this state of
the parents to the following distribution: P (satisfaction(emma, ai) = high) = 0.9,
P (satisfaction(emma, ai) = low) = 0.1. This distribution is filled in in the first
row of Table 3.1. By repeating the same procedure for each possible state of the
parents we can construct the entire CPD.
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P (satisfaction(emma, ai))
grade(emma, ai) ability(john) high low

a high 0.9 0.1
a low 0.2 0.8
b high 0.9 0.1
b low 0.1 0.9
c high 0.7 0.3
c low 0.1 0.9

Table 3.1: The CPD for the random variable satisfaction(emma, ai), constructed
using the logical CPD for satisfaction/2.

3.3.2.4 Putting It All Together: Semantics of Logical Bayesian Net-
works

Recall that an LBN is defined as a triple consisting of a set of random variable
declarations, a set of dependency statements and a set of logical CPDs (one for
each probabilistic predicate). Above we discussed the semantics of each of these
components. We now combine this into a definition of the semantics of an LBN.

Essentially, the semantics of an LBN is that it maps an input interpretation to a
joint probability distribution of the set of random variables for that interpretation.
However, this is only possible for legal input interpretations for the LBN.

Definition 3.8 (Legal input interpretation for an LBN) An input interpre-
tation I is called legal for an LBN if the set of random variables for I is non-empty
and finite, and the parent relation for I is acyclic.

Recall that the parent relation is given by Definition 3.5 (p. 51). As usual, we call
a relation acyclic if its transitive closure is irreflexive.

The semantics of an LBN is that it maps each legal input interpretation
to a joint probability distribution.

Definition 3.9 (Semantics of an LBN) Consider an LBN and a legal input
interpretation I for this LBN. Let X be the set of random variables for I. The
joint probability distribution for the LBN and I is defined as follows:

P (X) =
∏

X∈X

P (X | Pa(X))

where Pa(X) denotes the set of parents of X for I and the CPD P (X | Pa(X))
is defined by Definition 3.7.

Theorem 3.1 (Well-definedness of LBN semantics) The joint probability dis-
tribution for an LBN and a legal input interpretation is always well-defined.
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satisfaction/2

intelligence/1 difficulty/1

grade/2ability/1

rating/1

popularity/1

ranking/1

Figure 3.3: The predicate dependency graph of the LBN for the extended univer-
sity example.

With well-defined we mean that it satisfies the definition of a joint probability
distribution. We prove this theorem in Appendix A.

Joint probability distributions defined by LBNs have the same shape as distri-
butions defined by Bayesian networks. Indeed, any distribution defined by an LBN
for a particular legal input interpretation, can also be represented as a Bayesian
network. Hence, an alternative view on the semantics of an LBN is that it maps
each legal input interpretation to a Bayesian network. The nodes in the
Bayesian network are determined by the random variable declarations, the directed
edges by the dependency statements and the CPDs by the logical CPDs.

The main condition for legality of an input interpretation I is that the parent
relation for I should be acyclic. Before we discuss this further, let us define the
predicate dependency graph of an LBN.

Definition 3.10 (Predicate dependency graph of an LBN) The predicate
dependency graph of an LBN is the graph that contains a node for each probabilis-
tic predicate and a directed edge from a node p1 to a node p2 if the LBN contains
a dependency statement with predicate p2 in the head and p1 in the body.

We call an LBN non-recursive if its predicate dependency graph is acyclic and
recursive otherwise. Figure 3.3 shows the predicate dependency graph of the LBN
for the extended university example. Note that this LBN is non-recursive since
the predicate dependency graph is acyclic.

For non-recursive LBNs, the parent relation is always acyclic, irrespective of
the input interpretation considered. For recursive LBNs, the parent relation can be
cyclic or acyclic, depending on the input interpretation. When the parent relation
is cyclic for a particular input interpretation, the semantics of the LBN for that
interpretation is left undefined.
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Example 3.8 (Recursive LBN) Consider an LBN with the following random
variable declaration and dependency statement.

random(height(P)) <- person(P).

height(C) | height(P) <- father(P,C).

This is a recursive LBN. Nevertheless, the semantics of this LBN is well-defined
for any input interpretation in which the logical predicate father/2 has its usual
meaning (which is acyclic).

3.3.3 Probabilistic Inference for Logical Bayesian Networks

Like Bayesian networks, LBNs can be used for probabilistic inference. Since we do
not need probabilistic inference for the work in this dissertation, we only discuss
this briefly.

Given an input interpretation, an LBN defines a joint probability distribution
of a set of random variables. Probabilistic inference is the process of answering
queries about conditional probabilities related to these random variables. In gen-
eral, these conditional probabilities have the following form: P (Q | E = e), where
Q are called the query variables, and E the evidence or observed variables (e is
their observed state).

Recall that any joint probability distribution defined by an LBN can be repre-
sented as a Bayesian network. Hence, a straightforward approach to probabilistic
inference would be to construct this Bayesian network and use standard inference
algorithms for Bayesian networks. However, given a particular query, a subnet-
work of this Bayesian network often contains sufficient information to answer the
query. The smallest such subnetwork is called the support network for the query.
Performing inference in the support network instead of in the entire Bayesian net-
work is usually more efficient. The process of constructing the support network
for a query is known as knowledge based model construction or KBMC [Bacchus,
1993; Breese et al., 1994]. For most probabilistic logic formalisms, given a model
specified using the formalism, KBMC boils down to applying backward chaining
on the dependencies in the model, starting from the query and evidence variables.
In terms of LBNs, this would mean applying backward chaining on the depen-
dency statements. A detailed discussion about this issue is given by Kersting and
De Raedt [2001a] in the context of the formalism Bayesian Logic Programs (which
is strongly related to LBNs, see Section 3.5.2).

In the most naive approach, the CPDs in the support network can be repre-
sented as conditional probability tables (created row by row from the logical CPDs
in the LBN, recall Example 3.7, p. 55). The advantage of this naive approach is
that we can then apply the standard inference algorithms for Bayesian networks
with table-structured CPDs. However, using this approach we of course lose all the
advantages of the fact that we represent logical CPDs as logical probability trees.
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Hence, a better approach would be to use inference algorithms that can deal with
CPDs under the form of probability trees, in particular inference algorithms that
exploit the context-specific independencies captured by the trees. Several such
algorithms exist for the case of attribute-value probability trees [Boutilier et al.,
1996; Poole and Zhang, 2003]. However, to the best of our knowledge there exist no
such algorithms that deal with logical or relational probability trees. Developing
such algorithms is an idea that we plan to pursue in future work (see Section 7.2).

3.3.4 Discussion

We now briefly discuss the motivation behind the design of the formalism of LBNs
and the function of the various components of an LBN.

3.3.4.1 Components of the Formalism

We have defined an LBN as a triple consisting of a set of random variable declara-
tions, a set of dependency statements and a set of logical CPDs. The motivation
for making a distinction between these three components is the following.

• Distinction between dependency statements and logical CPDs:
Let us first consider the case of Bayesian networks, where a similar distinction
is made: the graph represents the qualitative dependencies and the CPDs
quantify these dependencies. In theory, the graph is redundant since it can
be derived from the CPDs (there is a node in the graph for each CPD, and a
directed edge from a node Xpar to a node X if Xpar occurs in the CPD for X).
There are several reasons for nevertheless using the graph explicitly. First,
the graph serves as a kind of high-level summary of the information specified
by the CPDs (showing which dependencies exist but not quantifying them).
Second, the graph can be used to perform reasoning about the dependencies,
such as finding independencies by checking d-separation between nodes.

The above remarks for Bayesian networks all apply to LBNs as well. In
theory, the dependency statements are redundant since they can be derived
from the logical CPDs (we will make use of this when learning LBNs, see Sec-
tion 5.4.1). The reasons for nevertheless using the dependency statements
are the same as for Bayesian networks. First, the dependency statements
serve as an easy to interpret summary of the information specified by the
logical CPDs. Second, the dependency statements can be used to perform
reasoning about the dependencies. An example of this is the application of
backward chaining on dependency statements to construct a support net-
work.

• Distinction between random variable declarations and dependency statements:
Several formalisms that are strongly related to LBNs, use statements which
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combine the functions of random variable declarations and dependency state-
ments. This is for instance the case for Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting
and De Raedt, 2001a], Context-Sensitive Probabilistic Knowledge Bases [Ngo
and Haddawy, 1997] and MIA [Blockeel, 2003]. In LBNs, we make a distinc-
tion between random variable declarations and dependency statements. This
distinction leads to a more modular way of modelling information (we give
an example of this later on, see Example 3.20, p. 76).

This distinction is also relevant for learning. In a learning setting, the de-
pendencies between random variables might be unknown but the conditions
for the existence of random variables are typically known or can otherwise
be learned in a preprocessing step (see Section 3.6). Hence, the distinc-
tion between random variable declarations and dependency statements is a
distinction between what is known in advance and what needs to be learned.

Apart from the distinction between the three components of an LBN, we also
make the distinction between logical predicates and probabilistic predicates. We
discuss this below.

3.3.4.2 On the Use of Logical and Probabilistic Predicates

We use two disjoint sets of predicates in LBNs, the logical predicates and the
probabilistic predicates. Hence, for every problem that we want to model, we
need to decide for each property and relation whether to model it using a logical
predicate or a probabilistic predicate. In the examples given so far, we have
always modelled relations using logical predicates. This need not always be case,
however. In general, whether a property or relation is modelled using a logical
or a probabilistic predicate is determined by whether we have deterministic or
probabilistic knowledge about it. We say that we have probabilistic knowledge
about a property or relation p if one of the following cases applies.

• p behaves stochastically according to some prior distribution. For instance,
the difficulty of a course is high with probability 0.4.

• p depends probabilistically on some other property or relation. For instance,
the grade of a student for a course is high with probability 0.3 if the course
is difficult, and with probability 0.8 otherwise.

• p depends deterministically on some other property or relation, about which
we have probabilistic knowledge. For instance, the final grade of a student
is the average of all of his grades.

We say that we have deterministic knowledge about a property or relation if none
of the above cases applies. For instance, in all variants of the university example
given so far, we always assumed that we had deterministic knowledge about the
sets of students, courses and professors.
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Our approach concerning logical and probabilistic predicates is the following.

• Properties and relations about which we have probabilistic knowledge:
Such a property or relation can only be modelled using a probabilistic
predicate.

• Properties and relations about which we have deterministic knowledge:
Such a property or relation can be modelled using a logical predicate.
In theory, it is also possible to model such a property or relation using a
probabilistic predicate (since deterministic dependencies are special cases of
probabilistic dependencies in which probabilities equal 0 or 1), but this has
some drawbacks. From a practical perspective, this increases the size of sup-
port networks, leading to slower inference. In addition, this sometimes also
causes problems from a knowledge representation perspective. Concretely,
in some cases modelling a certain property or relation using a probabilistic
predicate leads to random variables that are meaningless (for particular val-
ues of some other variables). We will explain this with an example below
(Example 3.10).

Before giving an example of a case where modelling a certain property or
relation using a probabilistic predicate leads to problems, we first give an example
where there are no such problems. The purpose of this example is to illustrate
that not only properties but also relations can be modelled using probabilistic
predicates (this might not yet be clear since in all our examples so far we modelled
relations using logical predicates).

Example 3.9 (modelling relations as probabilistic predicates) In the uni-
versity example we so far assumed that there was deterministic knowledge about
which students take which courses. Now suppose that this is not the case, but
that whether a student takes a course depends probabilistically on the year that
the student is in and on the level of the course. This can be modelled by making
takes/2 a probabilistic predicate with range {yes, no} instead of a logical predicate.
The random variable declarations and dependency statements could then be the
following.

random(year(S)) <- student(S).

random(level(C)) <- course(C).

random(takes(S,C)) <- student(S), course(C).

takes(S,C) | year(S), level(C).

We now give an example of a case where modelling a certain property or relation
using a probabilistic predicate leads to problems from a knowledge representation
perspective.
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takes(S, C, true)

a: 0.2 b: 0.5 c: 0.3 a: ? b: ? c: ?

Figure 3.4: Logical CPD for grade(S, C) in the case of existence uncertainty. Note
that the probability distribution in the right leaf cannot be filled in meaningfully
(as indicated by the questions marks).

Example 3.10 (existence uncertainty) In the previous example, we did not
consider the grade of a student for a course. Let us now consider how we can add
this to our LBN. Suppose that the probability for grade ‘a’ is 0.2, for ‘b’ 0.5, and
for ‘c’ 0.3. Obviously, the grade of a student for a course is only defined if the
student takes the course. Note that we cannot simply specify this using the random
variable declaration

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

since takes/2 is now a probabilistic predicate and is hence not allowed in the body
of random variable declaration. The best solution possible is to define a random
variable grade(S, C) for any student-course pair and let its value depend on the
variable takes(S, C). This is achieved using the following random variable decla-
ration and dependency statement.

random(grade(S,C)) <- student(S), course(C).

grade(S,C) | takes(S,C).

The problem with this solution becomes apparent when considering the joint
probability distribution (or Bayesian network) defined by this LBN for some input
interpretation. If the input interpretation contains a particular student S and
course C, then the distribution will contain random variables takes(S, C) and
grade(S, C). The problem with this is that the variable grade(S, C) is meaningless
if the variable takes(S, C) has the value false.

This problem also turns up when trying to specify a logical CPD for grade(S, C),
see Figure 3.4. This logical CPD should specify a probability distribution on the
range of grade/2 for the case where takes(S, C) has the value true, and for the
case where takes(S, C) has the value false. The former is no problem, but the latter
probability distribution cannot be filled in meaningfully since the random variable
grade(S, C) has no meaning in this case.

The problem illustrated by this example is sometimes called existence uncer-
tainty [Getoor et al., 2001a]. There are some approaches to dealing with this
problem. One approach is to simply fill in meaningless probabilities in the logical
CPD (for instance a uniform distribution). A better approach is to extend the
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range of the involved probabilistic predicate with a dummy element, and assign all
the probability mass to this dummy element whenever a variable is meaningless
(for instance, we could extend the range of grade/2 with a dummy element and
specify the logical CPD for grade(S, C) such that this dummy element has prob-
ability 1.0 if the student does not take the course and probability 0.0 otherwise).

3.4 Properties of Logical Bayesian Networks

We now discuss some properties of LBNs. Let us first define equivalence of LBNs.

Definition 3.11 (Equivalence of LBNs) We call two LBNs L1 and L2 equiv-
alent if

• an input interpretation is legal for L1 if and only if it is legal for L2, and

• for any legal input interpretation, L1 and L2 define the same joint probability
distribution.

Below we discuss two properties of LBNs that both have to do with cases in
which dependency statements can be rewritten into other dependency statements,
leading to an equivalent LBN.

1. A dependency statement with multiple atoms in the body can be rewritten
into a set of dependency statements with each only one atom in the body.
We call this process decomposing dependency statements.

2. Some dependency statements are redundant or contain redundant literals in
the context. Such redundant statements of literals can be removed.

Both these properties are relevant with respect to learning (we will make us of this
in Chapter 5).

1. The first property implies that we can restrict the hypothesis space to LBNs
with dependency statements with only one atom in the body since any other
LBN is equivalent to such an LBN.

2. The second property will be useful to simplify learned dependency state-
ments.

Below we only discuss these two properties for LBNs in which the random
variable declarations are disjoint (the head of any random variable declaration
does not unify with the head of any other random variable declaration). The
reason for this is that these properties are most easily formulated for such LBNs
and that only considering such LBNs is no restriction: any set of non-disjoint
random variable declarations can be translated into an equivalent set of disjoint
random variable declarations by introducing an extra logical predicate.
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Example 3.11 (Disjoint random variable declarations) The following two
random variable declarations are not disjoint.

random(ranking(S)) <- bachelor_student(S).

random(ranking(S)) <- master_student(S).

If we include the following clauses as background knowledge (in each input inter-
pretation)

student(S) <- bachelor_student(S).

student(S) <- master_student(S).

then we can replace the two original random variable declarations by the following
one.

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).

3.4.1 Decomposing Dependency Statements

We now show that a dependency statement with multiple atoms in the body can
be decomposed into an equivalent set of dependency statements with each only
one atom in the body.

Theorem 3.2 (Decomposing dependency statements) Consider an LBN L1

containing a dependency statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c. n ≥ 2.

Let L2 be the LBN obtained by replacing this dependency statement by the following
set of dependency statements































a | a1 ← c, l11, . . . , l
1
m1

.
...

a | ai ← c, li1, . . . , l
i
mi

.
...

a | an ← c, ln1 , . . . , lnmn
.

where li1, . . . , l
i
mi

is the conjunction of the bodies of the random variable declara-
tions with the atoms a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an in the head.

Then L1 and L2 are equivalent.

We prove this theorem in Appendix A.
The intuition behind this decomposition is best explained in two steps.
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1. Recall that a dependency statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c. n ≥ 2

only ‘fires’ if all atoms in the body are defined as random variables (Sec-
tion 3.3.2.1). Hence, such a dependency statement can be replaced by the
following set of ‘decomposed’ dependency statements.







































a | a1 ← c, random(a2), . . . , random(an).
...

a | ai ← c, random(a1), . . . , random(ai−1),
random(ai+1), . . . , random(an).

...
a | an ← c, random(a1), . . . , random(an−1).

The function of the extra random/1 atoms in the context of these decom-
posed dependency statements is to ensure that these statements fire if and
only if the original dependency statement fires too.

2. For each of these decomposed dependency statements, we can replace all the
random/1 atoms in the context by their definition as given by the random
variable declarations (in logic programming terminology, this is called un-
folding the random/1 atoms). The result of this step is the set of dependency
statements given by Theorem 3.2.

We now illustrate this using two examples.

Example 3.12 (Decomposing dependency statements) Consider again the
LBN for the university example, in particular the following random variable dec-
larations and dependency statement.

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

In a first step, this dependency statement can be decomposed into the two fol-
lowing statements.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S) <- random(difficulty(C)).

grade(S,C) | difficulty(C) <- random(intelligence(S)).

In a second step, we can replace the random/1 atoms in the context by their
definition as given by the random variable declarations.
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grade(S,C) | intelligence(S) <- course(C).

grade(S,C) | difficulty(C) <- student(S).

Example 3.13 (Decomposing dependency statements (2)) As a more ad-
vanced example, consider the following random variable declarations and depen-
dency statement.

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(thesis_score(S)) <- student(S), in_master(S).

ranking(S) | intelligence(S), thesis_score(S).

The dependency statement only fires if both intelligence and thesis-score are defined
as random variables. Note that ranking and intelligence are defined for students
but thesis-score is defined only for particular students, namely master students.
Hence, the dependency statement only fires for master students.

In a first step, this dependency statement can be decomposed as follows.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- random(thesis_score(S)).

ranking(S) | thesis_score(S) <- random(intelligence(S)).

In a second step, we can again replace the random/1 atoms by their definition.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- student(S), in_master(S).

ranking(S) | thesis_score(S) <- student(S).

In the next section we show how these statements can be further simplified.

3.4.2 Redundancy in Dependency Statements

We now show that some LBNs contain redundant dependency statements or re-
dundant literals in the context of the dependency statements.

The definitions below are relative to some set of random variable declarations,
but we leave this set implicit. Redundancy at the level of dependency statements
can be defined as follows.

Definition 3.12 (Redundant dependency statement) We call a dependency
statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c1

redundant with respect to another dependency statement with the same head and
body but context c2 if the conjunction random(a), random(a1), . . . , random(an), c1

implies c2.
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The condition in this definition is such that the second dependency statement (with
c2 in the context) fires whenever the first statement fires. Since both statements
have the same head and body, this makes the first statement redundant.

Redundancy at the level of context literals in dependency statements can be
defined in a very similar way.

Definition 3.13 (Redundant context literal) We call a literal l in the context
of a dependency statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c, l

(with c a conjunction of logical literals) redundant if the conjunction random(a),
random(a1), . . . , random(an), c implies l.

The following theorem shows that removing redundant dependency statements
or redundant literals preserves the semantics of an LBN.

Theorem 3.3 (Redundancy in dependency statements) Consider an LBN
L1 and an LBN L2 obtained by removing redundant dependency statements and/or
redundant context literals from L1. Then L1 and L2 are equivalent.

We prove this theorem in Appendix A.
We now illustrate this by continuing Example 3.13.

Example 3.14 (Redundant context literal) Consider the random variable dec-
larations and dependency statements obtained in Example 3.13.

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(thesis_score(S)) <- student(S), in_master(S).

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- student(S), in_master(S).

ranking(S) | thesis_score(S) <- student(S).

In both dependency statements, the literal student(S) is redundant. The intuition
is that these statements only fire if ranking(S) is a random variable, which requires
that S is a student (according to the random variable declaration of ranking(S)).
Hence we can remove these literals from the context.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- in_master(S).

ranking(S) | thesis_score(S).

Note that the second statement does not specify in the context that S should be
a master student. This is indeed not needed since thesis-score is only defined for
master students and hence the statement only fires for master students anyway.

In this example only redundant literals occurred. An example where redundant
statements occur can be found later in this dissertation (Section 5.4.1).
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3.5 Related Work

We now discuss some related work. There are many probabilistic logic formalisms
that, like LBNs, are extensions of Bayesian networks with logical or relational
elements (see Section 3.2). Most of these formalisms are strongly related to LBNs.
We restrict our discussion to the formalisms Probabilistic Relational Models and
Bayesian Logic Programs, since they are most strongly related to LBNs. Next,
we briefly discuss the relation of LBNs to formalisms that are extensions of logic
programming with probabilities. Finally, we show how LBNs can be used to
represent noisy-or, a dependency model that is used by many other formalisms.

3.5.1 Probabilistic Relational Models

We now discuss the formalism Probabilistic Relational Models [Friedman et al.,
1999; Getoor et al., 2001a,b, 2002]. First we briefly explain the formalism, then we
discuss its relation to LBNs. Finally, we briefly discuss the formalism PRL [Getoor
and Grant, 2006], which is a reformulation of Probabilistic Relational Models using
elements of logic programming.

3.5.1.1 The Formalism Probabilistic Relational Models

The formalism Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) is based on concepts of
relational databases. Recall from Section 2.4.1.1 that a relational database con-
sists of a set of tables. Each table represents an object or relationship class and
has a number of attributes. There are three kinds of attributes: primary keys,
foreign keys and other attributes (called descriptive attributes in the terminology
of PRMs).

A PRM consists of three components. First, the relational schema describes the
set of classes and their attributes. Second, the dependency structure defines the
set of parents that a descriptive attribute conditionally depends on (these parents
can be other descriptive attributes or aggregates of descriptive attributes). Third,
a set of CPDs (one for each descriptive attribute) quantifies these dependencies.
The CPDs in PRMs are of the same kind as CPDs in Bayesian networks, for
instance conditional probability tables or attribute-value probability trees. Such
CPDs are simpler than the logical CPDs used in LBNs.

The semantics of a PRM is that it defines a joint probability distribution for
the so-called relational skeleton. The relational skeleton specifies the values for all
primary and foreign keys for all objects but leaves the values of the descriptive
attributes unspecified. The PRM defines a joint probability distribution of these
unspecified values under the form of a Bayesian network.

Example 3.15 (PRM for university example) Consider part of our univer-
sity example in which we only consider the intelligence and ranking of students,
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Student

Takes

Course

AVG
intelligence

ranking

grade

difficulty

Figure 3.5: The dependency structure of the PRM for the university example.
Rectangles represent classes, lines represent relationships between classes (through
foreign keys), oval nodes represent descriptive attributes, and directed edges rep-
resent conditional dependencies.

difficulty of courses, and grades of students for courses (this is similar to an ex-
ample by Getoor et al. [2001a]). The PRM for this example will contain three
tables. First, the Student table, with a primary key and descriptive attributes
intelligence and ranking. Second, the Course table, with a primary key and a
descriptive attribute difficulty. Third, the Takes table, with a primary key, two
foreign keys referring to the primary keys of Student and Course, and a de-
scriptive attribute grade.

The dependency structure of this PRM is shown in Figure 3.5. This specifies
that the grade of a student for a course depends the intelligence of the student
and the difficulty of the course), and that the ranking of a student depends on an
aggregate of all his grades, in this case the average (as indicated by the label ‘AVG’
next to the appropriate edge).

Note that the number of courses taken by a student (and hence the number of
grades of a student) can vary. This does not affect the CPD for ranking, however,
since the values of all grades of a student are first summarized into a single value
(in this case the average). Hence, the CPD for ranking has always only one input,
namely the average grade. Such a CPD is simpler than the logical CPDs used in
LBNs and can be specified using any attribute-value format such as a conditional
probability table or an attribute-value probability tree.

A possible relational skeleton for this PRM could for instance specify that there
are students emma and mike, and courses ai and ml, and that emma takes both
courses and mike only takes ai. The Bayesian network defined by the PRM for
this relational skeleton is shown in Figure 3.6. This Bayesian network is exactly
the same as the one that we would obtain when using LBNs (the upper part of
Figure 3.1, p. 49).

3.5.1.2 Relation to Logical Bayesian Networks

LBNs can be seen as the counterpart of PRMs in a logic programming based lan-
guage. First, (for the simplest kinds of problems) the distinction between logical
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intelligence(mike)intelligence(emma) difficulty(ai)difficulty(ml)

grade(mike,ai)grade(emma,ml) grade(emma,ai)

ranking(emma) ranking(mike)

Figure 3.6: The structure of the Bayesian network defined by the PRM for the
university example. This is exactly the same Bayesian network as defined by the
corresponding LBN.

and probabilistic predicates in LBNs corresponds to the distinction between key
attributes and descriptive attributes in PRMs. Second, there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence with respect to functionality between the components of an LBN and
those of a PRM: the set of random variable declarations corresponds to the rela-
tional schema, the set of dependency statements corresponds to the dependency
structure, and the logical CPDs correspond to the CPDs plus aggregate functions
in a PRM. Due to this correspondence, it is trivial to translate any PRM to an
equivalent LBN.

The main advantage of LBNs over PRMs is that LBNs are more expressive.
This difference is mainly due to the fact that PRMs use a relational database
language, whereas LBNs use a full logic programming language. We now show
two ways in which this difference becomes apparent.

First, the quantitative component of LBNs is more expressive than
that of PRMs. In other words, the logical CPDs specified as logical probability
trees are more expressive than the combination of aggregate functions and simple
CPDs used in PRMs. This is especially relevant for attributes that depend on sev-
eral other attributes. With logical probability trees we can achieve complex com-
binations of aggregation and selection over these attributes (recall Sections 2.4.1.3
and 2.4.1.4). With the approach of PRMs this is not the case since each attribute
is first aggregated over and only then its influence is combined with that of the
other attributes.

Example 3.16 (Complex aggregate conditions) Suppose that the ranking of
a student not only depends on his grades for all his courses but also on the difficulty
of these courses. Concretely, suppose that the ranking depends on the average grade
of all the courses that the student is taking and that have a high difficulty level.
Using logical probability trees, this can expressed by having a condition such as

avg(G, (difficulty(C, h), grade(S, C, G)), Avg), Avg = a
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in an internal node of the tree for ranking(S).3 In PRMs this cannot be expressed.

Second, LBNs have the concept of non-monotonic negation [Alferes
et al., 1998], while PRMs do not. A typical application of non-monotonic negation
is default reasoning or dealing with exceptions [Brachman and Levesque, 2004].
The advantage of using negation in such cases is that it leads to compact models.

Example 3.17 (Modelling exceptions using negation) Suppose that a stu-
dent gets a grade for a course if he takes that course unless he is absent on the
exam (being absent is considered to be an exception). In LBNs, we can express
this using the following random variable declaration with negation in the body.

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C), not(absent(S,C)).

In each input interpretation, we then have to specify the appropriate absent/2
facts. This is a compact way of modelling this exception, since the number of such
facts is supposed to be small (because being absent is the exception).

In PRMs we cannot express this as such. Due to the lack of negation, the
approach taken by PRMs would be to use a relationship class present, rather than
absent. In the relational skeleton, we would then have to specify all instances of
this relationship. This would lead to a non-compact model, since there will typically
be many such instances (because being present is the regular case).

3.5.1.3 The Formalism PRL

The formalism PRL, standing for Probabilistic Relational Language, is a refor-
mulation of Probabilistic Relational Models using elements of logic programming
[Getoor and Grant, 2006]. One difference with PRMs is that PRL allows the use
of more complex aggregates, in a similar way as LBNs. We already argued above
that LBNs can be seen as the counterpart of PRMs in a logic programming based
language. Since this is essentially also the case for PRL, it is no surprise that PRL
is very close to LBNs. Note that the formalism PRL was introduced later than
LBNs [Fierens et al., 2004, 2005].

3.5.2 Bayesian Logic Programs

We now discuss the formalism Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs). Like LBNs,
this formalism combines elements of Bayesian networks with elements of logic
programming. When this formalism was first introduced, it was defined without
logical predicates [Kersting and De Raedt, 2001a,b,b, 2002]. Later, a modified
definition has been given that includes logical predicates [De Raedt and Kersting,
2004]. This is also the way BLPs are implemented [Kersting and Dick, 2004].

3Note that it is not only possible to represent such complex aggregates using logical probability
trees, but also to learn them from data [Van Assche et al., 2006].
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First we briefly explain the definition of BLPs without logical predicates. Then
we discuss the relation of this formalism to LBNs. Finally, we discuss the definition
of BLPs with logical predicates.

The reason why we first discuss BLPs without logical predicates (and their
relation to LBNs) is that the literature on BLPs does not explain why logical
predicates are needed. We explain this below by pointing out some problems that
arise when logical predicates are not used. As such, our discussion can contribute
to the understanding of BLPs and can further clarify the function of logical pred-
icates.

3.5.2.1 The Formalism Bayesian Logic Programs

In the definition of BLPs without logical predicates, all predicates are ‘Bayesian’
predicates and have an associated range (like probabilistic predicates in LBNs).
Ground atoms are used to represent random variables. The core of a BLP is a set
of Bayesian clauses of the form

a | a1, . . . , an,

where a, a1, . . . , an are atoms (built from Bayesian predicates). As a quantita-
tive component, BLPs associate to each clause a CPD and to each predicate a
combining rule (such as noisy-or, see Section 3.5.4).

The semantics of a BLP is that it defines a joint probability distribution of a
set of random variables. As for LBNs and PRMs, this distribution takes the form
of a Bayesian network. The random variables are the ground atoms in the least
Herbrand model of the set of clauses, computed by treating the Bayesian clauses
as standard definite clauses. The clauses also determine the parents of the random
variables: a variable Xpar is a parent of a variable X if there is a ground instance
of a clause with X in the head and Xpar in the body. The CPDs in the Bayesian
network are determined by the CPDs and combining rules in the BLP.

We now show how to model the university example using BLPs (as for PRMs
we only consider a part of the full example).

Example 3.18 (BLP for university example) To model the university exam-
ple, we need six Bayesian predicates: student/1, course/1, takes/2, intelligence/1,
ranking/1, difficulty/1 and grade/2. We need the following Bayesian clauses.4

intelligence(S) | student(S).

difficulty(C) | course(C).

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C), takes(S,C).

ranking(S) | grade(S,C).

4According to these clauses, ranking is only defined for students who take at least one course
(have at least one grade). If we would want ranking to be defined also for students who do not
take any course, we need an additional clause ranking(S) | student(S).
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student(mike)student(emma) course(ai)course(ml)

intelligence(mike)intelligence(emma) difficulty(ai)difficulty(ml)

takes(mike,ai)takes(emma,ml) takes(emma,ai)

grade(mike,ai)grade(emma,ml) grade(emma,ai)

ranking(emma) ranking(mike)

Figure 3.7: The structure of the Bayesian network defined by the BLP for the
university example.

student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

Note that a statement such as student(mike). is a Bayesian fact and not a logical
fact. Hence, this does not state that mike is a student but that there is a random
variable that indicates whether mike is a student or not.

The Bayesian network defined by this BLP is shown in Figure 3.7. It indeed
contains random variables such as student(mike), course(ai) and takes(mike, ai).
In contrast, such random variables were not included in the Bayesian network
defined by the corresponding LBN or PRM (Figure 3.6).

3.5.2.2 Relation to Logical Bayesian Networks

The most important difference between BLPs as defined above and LBNs is that
BLPs do not have logical predicates. In LBNs the user can decide for each prop-
erty or relation whether to model it using a logical or a probabilistic predicate. In
contrast, in BLPs as defined above, all properties and relations should be mod-
elled using probabilistic (Bayesian) predicates. Hence, when there is deterministic
information about a particular property or relation, with LBNs we can exploit
this, whereas with BLPs we cannot exploit this. We explain this difference and its
consequences with an example.

Example 3.19 (Deterministic knowledge in LBNs and BLPs) In the uni-
versity example we know the set of courses. In other words, we have deterministic
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knowledge about the predicate course/1. However, in BLPs without logical predi-
cates, there is no way to take this into account. The only option is to model this
predicate as a Bayesian predicate. To ensure that difficulty is defined for each
course C, we need to include the Bayesian clause difficulty(C) | course(C).
This causes two problems.

• Each random variable of the form difficulty(C) has course(C) as a par-
ent. For instance, in the Bayesian network of Figure 3.7, difficulty(ai) has
course(ai) as a parent. The problem with this is that a random variable
difficulty(C) is meaningless if course(C) takes the value false. This becomes
apparent when trying to specify the CPD for such a dependency. This CPD
should specify a probability distribution on the range of difficulty/1 for the
case where course(C) is true and for the case where course(C) is false. The
latter distribution cannot be filled in meaningfully, see Table 3.2.

• The Bayesian networks, and hence also the support networks for queries,
contain many random variables about which we have deterministic knowledge
(like all random variables of the form course(C)). This makes the support
networks larger than necessary, which slows down probabilistic inference.

When modelling this example using LBNs, we can exploit the fact that we have
deterministic knowledge about the set of courses, and make course/1 a logical
predicate. In this way, we do not have the above problems.

• A random variable of the form difficulty(C) does not have course(C) as a
parent (only probabilistic atoms can be parents). Hence, the logical CPD for
the predicate difficulty/2 does not need to specify a probability distribution
for the case where course(C) is false, so there are no meaningless entries in
this logical CPD.

• The Bayesian networks do not contain random variables of the form course(C).
Hence, the support networks are smaller than for BLPs.

If we would have probabilistic knowledge about course/1, we would have to
model it using a probabilistic predicate in LBNs. This would essentially cause the
same problems for LBNs as for BLPs. However, our point is that these problems
occur in LBNs only if we have probabilistic knowledge about course/1, while in
BLPs the same problems occur irrespective of whether this is the case or not. This
shows that with LBNs we can exploit deterministic knowledge in order to avoid
certain problems (such as meaningless CPD entries or large support networks),
whereas with BLPs this is not possible.

Apart from the above problems, not having logical predicates also implies that
it is not possible to use non-monotonic negation. As already discussed for PRMs
(Example 3.17), this leads to problems in dealing with exceptions.
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P (difficulty(C))
course(C) high low

true 0.6 0.4
false ? ?

Table 3.2: The CPD that quantifies the clause difficulty(C) | course(C) in
the BLP for the university example. Note that the probability distribution in
the second row of this CPD cannot be filled in meaningfully (as indicated by the
questions marks).

3.5.2.3 Bayesian Logic Programs with Logical Predicates

In the more recent literature about BLPs [De Raedt and Kersting, 2004; Kersting
and Dick, 2004], logical literals are included. To be precise, two disjoint sets
of predicates are distinguished, Bayesian predicates and logical predicates. The
atoms in the body of a Bayesian clause can be either Bayesian or logical, but only
ground Bayesian atoms become random variables in the Bayesian network. This
solves the problems discussed above.

The addition of logical predicates obviously brings BLPs closer to LBNs. One
remaining difference is the way in which dependencies are quantified. LBNs use
logical probability trees to do this, while BLPs use conditional probability tables
with combining rules. The most-often used combining rule is noisy-or. In Sec-
tion 3.5.4 we explain how to model noisy-or dependencies using logical probability
trees.

Another difference between LBNs and BLPS with logical predicates is that
LBNs use one set of statements to specify the set of random variables and a
separate set of statements to specify the dependencies, whereas BLPs use the
same set of clauses for both purposes. The advantage of the approach of LBNs
is that knowledge can be represented in a more modular way in some cases. The
advantage of BLPs is that the models are more compact in such cases.

Example 3.20 (Modularity and compactness of LBNs and BLPs) Consi-
der again the information that we have about grades in the university example.
There are two pieces of knowledge related to grades (see Example 3.1, p. 46):

• “a student taking a certain course, receives a grade for that course”, and

• “the grade of a student for a course depends on the intelligence of the student
and the difficulty of the course”.

We now show how to represent these two pieces of knowledge using LBNs and
BLPs.
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• In LBNs, we can represent these two pieces of knowledge separately. The
first is represented by a random variable declaration

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

and the second by the following dependency statement.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

• In BLPs, we cannot simply represent these two pieces of knowledge sepa-
rately. The first could be represented by the following clause.

grade(S,C) | takes(S,C).

with grade/2 a Bayesian predicate and takes/2 a logical predicate. This
indeed insures that, if a student S takes a course C, then a random variable
grade(S, C) is defined. However, to represent the second piece of knowledge,
we might be tempted to use the following clause.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

with intelligence/1 and difficulty/1 Bayesian predicates. This does not spec-
ify what we intended, however. The problem is that this clause causes a ran-
dom variable grade(S, C) to be defined for every student-course pair, even
if the student does not take the course (since intelligence is defined for all
students and difficulty is defined for all courses). The correct clause can be
obtained by adding a logical atom takes(S, C) to the body.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C), takes(S,C).

This in turn makes the first clause (grade(S,C) | takes(S,C)) obsolete.

In summary, to represent the second piece of knowledge in BLPs, we have to
take into account also the first piece of knowledge, while in LBNs we can represent
both separately. This shows that knowledge can be represented in a more modular
way using LBNs. On the other hand, the model for BLPs is more compact since
we can represent both pieces of knowledge using a single clause, while in LBNs this
is not possible.
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3.5.3 Probability Distributions on Interpretations

In the previous sections we discussed some formalisms that are extensions of
Bayesian networks. Another class of formalisms are those that are extensions
of logic programming with probabilities (see Section 3.2). For most of these for-
malisms, the models define a probability distribution on interpretations of the
predicates used. Below we choose one formalism as a representative of this class
and show how to model the university example using this formalism. The goal is
not to give a full explanation of this formalism but rather to give a general idea
about how the formalisms of this class work.

Below we use the formalism Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions [Ven-
nekens et al., 2004].5 This formalism is semantically very close to several other
well-known formalisms such as Independent Choice Logic [Poole, 1997], PRISM
[Sato and Kameya, 1997, 2001] and ProbLog [De Raedt et al., 2007], but has a
different syntax. A Logic Program with Annotated Disjunctions (LPAD) is a set
of annotated disjunctive clauses of the form

a1 : α1 ∨ . . . ∨ an : αn ← l1, . . . , lm,

where a1, . . . , an are atoms, α1, . . . , αn are probabilities (such that
∑n

i=1 αi ≤ 1)
and l1, . . . , lm are literals. Essentially, the semantics of such a clause is that, if
the conjunction l1, . . . , lm is true, this causes one of the atoms ai to become true,
according to the probability distribution determined by αi’s. Note that a normal
clause is semantically a special case of an annotated disjunctive clause (the case
where n = 1 and α1 = 1). By combining the above semantics of all clauses in an
LPAD, the LPAD defines a probability distribution on the set of interpretations
of its predicates.

Example 3.21 (LPAD for university example) The LPAD below represents
part of the university example. For the sake of notation we abbreviate the predicate
names and assume that the range of all random variables is {high, low} (abbrevi-
ated to {h, l}).

int(S,h):0.4 v int(S,l):0.6 <- student(S).

diff(C,h):0.5 v diff(C,l):0.5 <- course(C).

gr(S,C,h):0.4 v gr(S,C,l):0.6 <- int(S,l), diff(C,l), takes(S,C).

gr(S,C,h):0.2 v gr(S,C,l):0.8 <- int(S,l), diff(C,h), takes(S,C).

gr(S,C,h):0.8 v gr(S,C,l):0.2 <- int(S,h), diff(C,l), takes(S,C).

gr(S,C,h):0.6 v gr(S,C,l):0.4 <- int(S,h), diff(C,h), takes(S,C).

student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

5Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions have more recently been reintroduced under
the name CP-logic [Vennekens et al., 2006].
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There are six predicates in this LPAD: student/1, intelligence/2, course/1,
difficulty/2, takes/2 and grade/3. Hence, this LPAD defines a probability distri-
bution on the set of interpretations of these six predicates.

There is a strong link between LBNs (and related formalisms such as Prob-
abilistic Relational Models and Bayesian Logic Programs) and formalisms such
as LPADs that define probability distributions on interpretations. Concretely, an
LBN can also be seen as a definition of a probability distribution on interpreta-
tions, but with two differences.

• In LBNs we distinguish the predicates about which we have deterministic
knowledge (logical predicates) from the other predicates (probabilistic pred-
icates). Instead of defining a probability distribution on interpretations of all
predicates, an LBN defines a probability distribution on interpretations of
the probabilistic predicates as a function of the logical predicates. We already
discussed the reasons for this distinction in Sections 3.3.4.2 and 3.5.2.2.

• In LBNs we assume that the probabilistic predicates are functional. That is,
we assume that one particular argument of a probabilistic atom represents
the output of a partial function while all other arguments represent the
inputs (with a partial function we mean that the output is only defined
for particular values of the inputs, and for such values it is unique). For
instance, in the above LPAD, the predicate grade/3 is functional: in each
atom grade(S, C, G), the arguments S and C can be seen as inputs and G
as output. Given values of S and C, the value of G is unique if S takes C
and is undefined otherwise.

The requirement that probabilistic predicates are functional establishes a
mapping between probabilistic atoms and random variables (made explicit
in LBNs by dropping the output argument of the probabilistic atoms, for
instance grade(S, C) instead of grade(S, C, G)). Hence, each probability
distribution on interpretations of the probabilistic predicates is equivalent
to a joint probability distribution of these random variables. The advantage
of this is that it becomes possible to reuse many notions and algorithms from
Bayesian networks to represent such distributions, perform inference and do
learning. The disadvantage of this approach is that when some predicates in
the original problem description do not satisfy this requirement, the problem
needs to be rewritten first.

3.5.4 Noisy-Or Dependencies

We now discuss how to represent noisy-or dependencies [Vomlel, 2006] using LBNs.
A noisy-or dependency describes the influence of a set of boolean random variables
C1, . . . , Cn (called causes) on another boolean variable E (called the effect). Noisy-
or embodies the principle of independent causation: each cause independently
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makes the effect true with a certain probability p. Mathematically, this means the
following:

P (E = true | C1, . . . , Cn) = 1− P (E = false | C1, . . . , Cn) = 1− (1− p)m,

where m is the number of causes that is true.

Example 3.22 (Noisy-or for lottery) Consider a number of people and a num-
ber of lotteries. Suppose that the probability of a given person winning a given
lottery (provided that he participates) is p, and that winning a lottery makes a per-
son rich. The dependency of being rich on participating in lotteries is a noisy-or
dependency. Indeed, for a given person, the probability of getting rich is equal to
1− (1− p)m, with m the number of lotteries that he participates in.

The reason why noisy-or is worth discussing here, is that it is used in many
probabilistic logic formalisms, either explicitly or implicitly.

• Several formalisms that are extensions of Bayesian networks use combining
rules and often use noisy-or. This is for instance the case for Relational
Bayesian Networks [Jaeger, 1997], Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting and
De Raedt, 2001a] and First Order Conditional Influence Language [Natara-
jan et al., 2005].

• Several formalisms that are extensions of logic programming do not explicitly
use combining rules but have noisy-or implicitly embedded in their seman-
tics. This is for instance the case for Logic Programming with Annotated
Disjunctions (LPADs) [Vennekens et al., 2004], Probabilistic Horn Abduc-
tion [Poole, 1993], Independent Choice Logic [Poole, 1997], PRISM [Sato
and Kameya, 1997] and CP-logic [Vennekens et al., 2006]. For a discussion
of this issue in the context of the latter formalism, see Meert et al. [2007].

To the best of our knowledge, it is not possible to represent a noisy-or depen-
dency using a single logical probability tree. Nevertheless, any noisy-or dependency
can be represented using LBNs with logical probability trees as CPDs. This fol-
lows from the fact that any noisy-or dependency can be described by a two-step
process [Vomlel, 2006]. First, each cause Ci is mapped onto a new Boolean random
variable Hi, which is true with probability p if Ci is true and false otherwise. Sec-
ond, all of the Hi’s are combined through a (deterministic) logical-or function to
yield E. Hence, to represent a noisy-or dependency using LBNs, we introduce an
extra predicate (corresponding to the above Hi’s) and then represent the noisy-or
dependency in two steps.

Example 3.23 (LBN for lottery example) Modelling the lottery example re-
quires the probabilistic predicates participates/2 and rich/1, with the obvious ran-
dom variable declarations.
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participates(P, L, yes)

true: p false: 1-p true: 0.0 false: 1.0

Figure 3.8: Logical CPD for wins(P, L) in the lottery example, represented as a
logical probability tree.

wins(P, L, yes)

true: 1.0 false: 0.0 true: 0.0 false: 1.0

Figure 3.9: Logical CPD for rich(P ) in the lottery example, represented as a
logical probability tree.

random(participates(P,L)) <- person(P), lottery(L).

random(rich(P)) <- person(P).

To model the noisy-or dependency of rich/1 on participates/2, we introduce an
extra predicate wins/2. The body of the random variable declaration for wins/2
should be the same as for participates/2.

random(wins(P,L)) <- person(P), lottery(L).

The noisy-or dependency is then modelled in two steps as follows.

wins(P,L) | participates(P,L).

rich(P) | wins(P,L).

The corresponding logical CPDs for wins/2 and rich/1 can easily be represented as
logical probability trees. Figure 3.8 shows the logical CPD for wins/2, it specifies
that wins(P, L) is true with probability p if participates(P, L) is true, and false
otherwise. Figure 3.9 shows the logical CPD for rich/1, it specifies that rich(P )
is the logical-or of all random variables wins(P, L).6

Note that this way of modelling noisy-or using LBNs is generally applicable, al-
though interpreting the meaning of the extra predicate might not always be as
easy as in the above example.

6The latter follows from the fact that free variables in literals in internal nodes are existentially
quantified. Hence the test in the internal node should be interpreted as ∃L wins(P,L, yes).
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3.6 Towards Learning Logical Bayesian Networks

from Relational Data

We now discuss a road-map towards learning LBNs from relational data. We
discuss three general issues: what is the learning task, what data do we learn
from, and what is our strategy for solving the learning task.

In the learning task that we consider, the logical predicates, the probabilistic
predicates and the random variable declarations are given. The goal is to find the
dependency statements and corresponding logical CPDs that maximize some scor-
ing criterion. The reason why we assume that the random variable declarations are
given is that it is usually quite trivial to specify them by hand for a given problem
domain. Moreover, we show below that, if the random variable declarations are
not given, they can be learned in a preprocessing step.

The data that we learn from is a set of mega examples. Each mega example
is a set of connected pieces of information (that can generally not be further
decomposed into disjoint subsets). For instance, in a dataset about the inheritance
of genes among family members, each mega example would correspond to one
particular family; in a dataset for the university domain, each mega example
corresponds to one particular collection of students, professors and courses with
all their relations and properties. We assume that mega examples are mutually
independent. Learning from a dataset consisting of independent mega examples
(as opposed to learning from a single relational database) is useful for instance for
cross validation. In our learning setting, each mega example consists of two parts:

• An input interpretation (an interpretation of the logical predicates). We
refer to this part of the mega example as the logical part.

• The set of all random variables for that input interpretation (as determined
by the random variable declarations) together with their observed values.
We refer to this part as the probabilistic part.

This is similar to the data used for learning Bayesian Logic Programs [De Raedt
and Kersting, 2004] and Relational Bayesian Networks [Jaeger, 2007].

Example 3.24 (Mega example for university domain) Consider again the
university domain with logical predicates student/1, course/1 and takes/2, and
probabilistic predicates intelligence/1, ranking/1, difficulty/1 and grade/2. The
logical part of a possible mega example for this domain could looks as follows.

student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

The corresponding probabilistic part could look as follows.
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intelligence(mike)=low intelligence(emma)=high

ranking(mike)=c ranking(emma)=a

difficulty(ai)=easy difficulty(ml)=hard

grade(emma,ai)=a grade(emma,ml)=b grade(mike,ai)=c

We assume complete data, that is, we assume that we have observed a value
for each of the random variables. Learning LBNs from incomplete data is future
work (see Section 7.2).

We now briefly discuss our strategy for solving the learning task. We will
work this out in detail in the remaining chapters of this dissertation.

If the random variable declarations are not given, we can learn them in a
preprocessing step. Note that to learn the random variable declarations we do not
need all the information specified in each mega example. Concretely, we do not
need the observed values of the variables, but only information about the input
interpretation and the random variables that exist for that input interpretation.
We can retain from each mega example only this information and write it in a
slightly different way, such that it takes the form of an interpretation of the logical
predicates and the random/1 predicate. By doing this for each mega example
in the original dataset, we can construct a derived dataset. We can then apply
a traditional (non-probabilistic) clause learner, such as Claudien [De Raedt and
Dehaspe, 1997], to this derived dataset to learn clauses with random/1 in the head
and the logical predicates in the body. The output of such a learner will be a set
of random variable declarations. We illustrate this with an example below. Note
that this way of learning the random variable declarations is similar to the way
initial clauses are learned for Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting and De Raedt,
2001b].

Example 3.25 (Learning random variable declarations) Consider the mega
example given above (Example 3.24). From this mega example we can derive the
following interpretation of the logical predicates and the random/1 predicate.

student(mike). student(emma).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml).

takes(mike,ai).

random(intelligence(mike)). random(intelligence(emma)).

random(ranking(mike)). random(ranking(emma)).

random(difficulty(ai)). random(difficulty(ml)).

random(grade(emma,ai)). random(grade(emma,ml)).

random(grade(mike,ai)).

This interpretation contains all information that is needed to learn random variable
declarations. By using such interpretations (one for each original mega example)
as input for a clause learner, we can learn clauses such as the following.
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random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(S).

...

Such clauses indeed correspond to random variable declarations.7

When we know the random variable declarations (because they were given or
we learned them first) and we also know the dependency statements, then learning
logical CPDs amounts to learning logical probability trees (Section 5.3). When the
dependency statements are not known, learning is more complex. We then need
to perform some heuristic search and in each step of the search we again learn
logical CPDs by learning logical probability trees.

Note that we heavily rely on an algorithm for learning logical probability
trees. This leads to some requirements for this algorithm (these requirements
counteract with each other, so a trade-off needs to be found).

• The probability estimates of the trees should be accurate:
As we will see, the score of an LBN is the sum of the scores of the logical
CPDs in the LBN (at least for all common scoring criteria). Hence, it is
important that we can learn high scoring logical CPDs, in other words,
logical CPDs that give accurate probability estimates.

• The learned trees should be compact :
As we will see, the compactness of the learned trees directly determines
the compactness (number of dependency statements) of the learned LBN.
Often, a compact LBN is desired, for instance for the sake of interpretability
or efficiency of inference.

• The algorithm for learning the trees should be computationally efficient :
As mentioned above, we need to perform some search and in each step of
the search we need to learn several probability trees. This means that the
algorithm for learning probability trees is called many times. Hence, it is
important that the running time of this algorithm is not prohibitively high.

In Chapter 4 we consider several alternative approaches for learning probability
trees and investigate in detail how they influence the quality of the probability
estimates, compactness and efficiency.

As mentioned above, if the dependency statements are unknown, we need to
perform some kind of heuristic search. As we will see, this search can be carried
out in several search spaces, such as the space of dependency statements, the

7In practice, we can drop the predicate random/1 from the examples (and write
intelligence(mike) instead of random(intelligence(mike)), . . . ), then learn clauses with
intelligence/1, ranking/1, . . . in the head, and afterwards add random(.) to the learned clauses
in order to obtain the random variable declarations. This can be useful when using a rule learner
that cannot handle functors.
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space of predicate dependency graphs, the space of predicate orderings or the
space of atom orderings. We will investigate several of these search strategies. In
Chapter 5 we only consider non-recursive LBNs, since this simplifies the search.
In Chapter 6 we then generalize our approach to recursive LBNs.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the probabilistic logic formalism Logical Bayesian
Networks and compared it to related formalisms. We showed how to use logical
probability trees as CPDs for Logical Bayesian Networks. We also outlined a road-
map towards learning Logical Bayesian Networks from relational data and used
this road-map to explain the link between this chapter and the remaining chapters.



Chapter 4

Learning Probability Trees

In this chapter we discuss various approaches for learning probability trees and
experimentally compare these approaches in terms of quality of the probability
estimates, size of the trees and computational efficiency.

Our discussion applies almost entirely to both attribute-value probability trees
and logical probability trees. Hence, in this chapter we mostly use the term ‘prob-
ability trees’, only mentioning explicitly whether we consider attribute-value trees
or logical trees when this is necessary.

4.1 Introduction

Probability trees are useful in several ways. They can be used for probability-
based ranking : ranking examples according to the probability of belonging to a
certain class [Provost and Domingos, 2003]. They can also be used more directly
for probability estimation, for instance as a compact way of specifying conditional
probability distributions (CPDs) in probabilistic models such as Bayesian networks
[Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998], dependency networks [Heckerman et al., 2000]
and Logical Bayesian Networks. Using probability trees as CPDs leads to a number
of requirements for the trees and the corresponding learning algorithm (as already
discussed in the previous chapter, Section 3.6): the trees should of course give
accurate probability estimates and should be relatively small (because the size of
the resulting networks is directly determined by the size of the trees), and the
learning algorithm should be efficient (because we need to apply it many times).

Probability trees, and decision trees in general, are usually learned by first
constructing a large tree and then pruning this tree. Pruning is done by traversing
the tree in a bottom-up manner while removing subtrees that are not beneficial
according to some pruning criterion. As we explain below, the choice of the pruning
criterion is a key issue in learning probability trees.

85
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The choice of the pruning criterion influences all three factors mentioned above.
First, the choice of the pruning criterion determines the degree of pruning and
this directly determines the size of the tree. Second, the size of the tree in turn
influences the quality of its probability estimates, since a tree that is too small
underfits and a tree that is too large might overfit. Third, the choice of the pruning
criterion also influences the efficiency of the learning algorithm, since computing
the information needed to decide whether a subtree should be pruned or not can
be cheap or expensive, depending on the complexity of the pruning criterion.

The above shows that the choice of the pruning criterion is very important
in several respects. Moreover, it has been argued that to obtain good probability
estimates one might have to use other pruning criteria than to obtain good classifi-
cation accuracy [Provost and Domingos, 2003]. While the effect of pruning criteria
on classification accuracy has been well-studied [Esposito et al., 1997; Frank and
Witten, 1998], only recently there is more interest in the effect on probability esti-
mates (or probability-based rankings). For instance, Provost and Domingos [2003]
compare error based pruning with no pruning, Neville et al. [2003] compare ran-
domization test pruning with chi-square pruning and Ferri et al. [2003] introduce
cardinality based pruning. However, in none of the above papers more than two
pruning criteria are compared at the same time. Hence, there is no clear view on
the relative performance of all different criteria. Concretely, it is unclear which
pruning criteria for probability trees are preferable under which circumstances.
The goal of this chapter is to gain more insight into this.

4.1.1 Contributions and Bibliographical Note

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows. First, we give a survey of six
pruning criteria including a discussion of their theoretical advantages and disad-
vantages. Two of these pruning criteria have not been used before (but are variants
of existing pruning criteria). Second, we perform an extensive experimental study
of their relative performance and we identify and explain situations where cer-
tain criteria fail while other criteria behave more robustly. This leads to concrete
recommendations about which criterion to use under which circumstances.

Most of the work in this chapter has been published before [Fierens et al.,
2005b,a] or appeared in a technical report [Fierens et al., 2007].

4.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First we discuss the basics
of learning probability trees. Then we discuss six of the most important prun-
ing criteria for probability trees. Next we experimentally compare these pruning
criteria. Finally, we discuss some related work and conclude.
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4.2 Learning Probability Trees

In this section we give some background on learning probability trees which is
needed for the rest of the chapter. First we give a generic algorithm for learning
decision trees using pruning. Then we show how this generic algorithm can be
used for learning probability trees. Finally, we give some details about the tree
learner that we use in this study.

We only consider binary trees in this study. The motivation for this choice is
discussed below (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Learning Decision Trees Using Pruning

Decision trees are usually learned by first constructing a large ‘unpruned’ tree in
a top-down manner and then pruning this tree in a bottom-up manner.

To learn an unpruned tree, we need a dataset of labelled examples and a set
of candidate-tests. We start from the empty tree. For each candidate test we
compute the heuristic value, which indicates how well the test splits the data
(according to a splitting criterion such as information gain). We then look for
the test tbest with the highest heuristic value. If this test effectively splits the
data (succeeds for some examples and fails for others) we add it to the tree, sort
each of the examples down to the appropriate leaf, and continue growing the tree
by applying the same procedure recursively to learn the left and right subtrees.
Otherwise we return a leaf. This corresponds to Algorithm 4.1.

Pruning a tree can be done in two ways which we call subtree pruning and
substump pruning (a substump is a subtree with only one internal node). In
subtree pruning we first recursively prune the left and right subtree, resulting in a
new tree Tnew . Then we use a pruning criterion to decide whether Tnew is better
than a tree Tleaf consisting of a single leaf. If so we return Tnew, otherwise we
return Tleaf . Substump pruning is very similar to subtree pruning. The only
difference is that we only consider the possibility of replacing a tree Tnew by a leaf
if Tnew is a stump, but not if it is larger. The algorithms for pruning correspond to
Algorithm 4.2, the difference between subtree and substump pruning is indicated
by a box.

The advantage of subtree pruning is that it can remove a subtree of arbitrary
size in a single step while substump pruning needs multiple steps to do this (since
it never removes more than a stump in each step). The disadvantage of subtree
pruning is that it usually requires a more complex pruning criterion since deciding
whether an arbitrary tree is better than a leaf is more complex than deciding
whether a stump is better than a leaf.
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Algorithm 4.1 Learning an unpruned decision tree.

procedure unpruned tree(D: dataset, C: set of candidate-tests):
if D is pure
then

return create leaf(D)
else

for each candidate-test t ∈ C
h(t) =splitting heuristic(t,D)

end for
tbest = argmaxt∈C(h(t))
Dleft = {e ∈ D|tbest succeeds for e}
Dright = D \ Dleft

if Dleft 6= ∅ and Dright 6= ∅
then
Tleft =unpruned tree(Dleft, C)
Tright =unpruned tree(Dright, C)
return (Tleft, tbest, Tright)

else
return create leaf(D)

4.2.2 Parameters of the Algorithm for Learning Probability
Trees

Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are the generic algorithms for learning and pruning decision
trees. These algorithms contain three parameters that have to be instantiated in
order to obtain a concrete algorithm for learning probability trees: a pruning
criterion, a splitting criterion (used in the splitting heuristic function) and a
way to create leaf nodes (the create leaf function). We now briefly discuss the
latter two. We discuss pruning criteria in detail in Section 4.3.

As a splitting criterion we use information gain. The reason is that some prun-
ing criteria used in this chapter are derived under this assumption, namely Mini-
mum Description Length and Bayesian Information Criterion (see Section 4.3). In
initial experiments we found that information gain performed slightly better than
other common splitting criteria such as gain ratio and chi-square, but differences
were very small. This is consistent with the conclusions of Ferri et al. [2003] who
conducted extensive experiments to evaluate several splitting criteria (including
some specifically tailored for probability estimation) in terms of area under the
ROC curve and concluded that “differences between them are negligible”.

For probability trees, creating a leaf means estimating the class probabilities in
that leaf. It is well-known that it is crucial to use smoothing since non-smoothed
probability estimates tend to be too extreme (too close to or even equal to 0 or
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Algorithm 4.2 Subtree pruning (without box) and substump pruning (with box).

procedure prune(T : unpruned tree, D: dataset ):
if T is a leaf
then

return T
else

// option1: prune the subtrees:
decompose T in Tleft, troot and Tright

Dleft = {e ∈ D|troot succeeds for e}
Dright = D \ Dleft

Tleft new =prune(Tleft,Dleft)
Tright new =prune(Tright,Dright)
Tnew = (Tleft new, troot, Tright new)
// option2: collapse into a leaf:
Tleaf =collapse to leaf(Tnew)
// choose the best of the two options:

if Tnew is a stump and

pruning criterion(Tnew , Tleaf ,D)
then

return Tleaf

else
return Tnew
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1), resulting in poor performance on unseen examples [Provost and Domingos,
2003]. We use Laplace correction for smoothing since it has been found very
effective for probability trees despite being very simple and parameterless [Provost
and Domingos, 2003; Ferri et al., 2003]. With Laplace correction, the estimated

probability of class i in a leaf l is
Ni,l+1

P

j
(Nj,l+1) =

Ni,l+1
(
P

j
Nj,l)+C

, with Ni,l the number

of examples of class i in leaf l, and C the number of classes. More complex
smoothing techniques have been proposed as well, such as m-branch [Ferri et al.,
2003], curtailment [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001], shrinkage [Wang and Zhang, 2006]
and others [Ling and Yan, 2003], but they typically require tuning parameters.

4.2.3 Learning Probability Trees using Tilde

All pruning criteria considered in this study are equally relevant in the attribute
value case as in the relational case. Hence, for our experimental evaluation, we
want to use both attribute-value datasets and relational datasets. The Tilde sys-
tem for logical decision trees [Blockeel and De Raedt, 1998] can deal with both
kinds of datasets: it was designed to deal with relational datasets, but it can of
course also handle attribute-value datasets (since they are a special case of rela-
tional datasets). This is why we use this system in our study.

The tests in internal nodes of logical decision trees in Tilde are conjunctions
of literals (possibly with aggregates, recall Section 2.4.1.4). Since such tests either
succeed or fail, trees learned by Tilde are always binary. Tilde was developed as
a relational upgrade of the well-known C4.5 system for attribute-value decision
trees [Quinlan, 1993]. Hence, when applying Tilde with its standard settings on
attribute-value data, it coincides with C4.5 except for the fact Tilde uses only
binary tests whereas C4.5 can also use n-ary tests (n ≥ 2). In Tilde, we deal with
n-ary attributes (n > 2) by having a binary candidate test for each of the n possible
values (for instance, an attribute with range {a, b, c} yields three candidate tests:
whether the attribute equals a or not, b or not, and c or not).

4.3 Probability Tree Pruning Criteria

In this section we survey six pruning criteria for probability trees. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first detailed survey of pruning criteria for probability
trees.

When selecting the pruning criteria to be included in this study, we focused
on criteria that have been used before for probability trees and that are relatively
well-known. Together the criteria included in this study offer a good coverage of
the different families of pruning criteria. First, from the criteria using hypothesis
tests for pairwise correlations we include chi-square tests and randomization tests.
Second, from the information-theoretic or complexity-based criteria we include
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Minimum Description Length and Bayesian Information Criterion (there are sev-
eral others such as Minimum Message Length [Wallace and Patrick, 1993]). Third,
from the criteria based on classification accuracy we include Error Based Pruning
(there are many others, see Esposito et al. (1997)). Finally we also consider the
option of not pruning at all since this has been suggested as a good approach for
learning probability trees [Provost and Domingos, 2003].

For each of the above six pruning criteria we discuss the main idea, some details
of how to implement it and the advantages and disadvantages. Note that we use
some of the pruning criteria for substump pruning and others for subtree pruning.
In general, we use subtree pruning when possible. This is the case for criteria that
assign global scores to trees (such as Minimum Description Length). However,
some criteria are of a local nature (such as criteria based on hypothesis tests for
pairwise correlations) and cannot easily be used for subtree pruning, hence we use
them for substump pruning.

4.3.1 Simple Hypothesis Tests (Chi-Square Test)

4.3.1.1 Main Idea

For substump pruning we basically need a way to decide whether a stump
should be retained or replaced by a leaf. One possible way to do this is to check
whether the test in the internal node of the stump is really correlated with the
class attribute. This can be checked using any standard hypothesis tests such as
the χ2 (chi-square) -test. If the test in the stump is really correlated with the class
attribute, then we retain the stump, otherwise we replace it by a leaf.

4.3.1.2 Details

A naive approach could be to directly use a χ2-test with a standard significance
level (α = 0.05) to check whether the test tbest in the internal node of the stump
is correlated with the class attribute or not. To do this we formulate the null
hypothesis that tbest is not correlated with the class attribute and check whether
we can reject this null hypothesis. Concretely, we compute the χ2-score of tbest

and then compute the probability that a χ2-score at least that high is obtained if
the null hypothesis is true. If this probability is lower than 0.05, then we reject the
null hypothesis and conclude that tbest is indeed correlated with the class attribute.

The above naive approach suffers from the ‘multiple tests problem’ or ‘multiple
comparisons problem’ [Jensen and Cohen, 2000; Cohen and Jensen, 1997]. The
problem is that it does not take into account that tbest is not a random test but
was chosen as the best test of a set of candidate tests. Not taking this into account
increases the probability of a type I error (the probability that tbest will appear
correlated with the class attribute while it is not). Hence, we use Bonferroni
correction: instead of using a fixed significance level (α = 0.05), we adapt the
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significance level to the number of candidate tests: α = 0.05
Ntest

with Ntest the
number of candidate tests. This solves the multiple tests problem [Jensen and
Cohen, 2000].

Hypothesis tests with Bonferroni correction can be used for substump pruning
as follows. In the first phase we learn an unpruned tree but while doing so we
check for each node whether the best test in that node is really correlated with
the class attribute and we store this result for later use. In the second phase we
then use substump pruning where we replace a stump by a leaf if the test in that
stump was uncorrelated with the class attribute, and retain the stump otherwise.
This pruning criterion has been proposed before by Jensen and Schmill [1997]. We
refer to this pruning criterion as Chi.

4.3.1.3 Discussion

This pruning criterion is very simple but has some disadvantages that arise from
the assumptions typically made by hypothesis tests. There are three main as-
sumptions. First, the Bonferroni correction for computing the significance level
assumes that all candidate tests are mutually independent. When this is not the
case the Bonferroni correction ‘overcorrects’ the significance level, thereby increas-
ing the probability of wrongly rejecting the best test [Jensen and Cohen, 2000].
As a consequence, trees might be learned that are too small. Second, to determine
the probability of a certain χ2-score, we need the chi-square sampling distribu-
tion. However, in theory this sampling distribution is only appropriate if we have
enough examples for each class (at least 5 to 10), which is often not the case when
applying the χ2-test in nodes towards the bottom of a tree or when the data is
strongly skewed [Frank and Witten, 1998]. Third, it is assumed that examples are
independent, which might be violated in some datasets. Since this last assumption
is made by all pruning criteria in this study, we do not discuss it any further.

4.3.2 Randomization Tests

4.3.2.1 Main Idea

Randomization tests are an alternative to simple hypothesis tests such as the chi-
square test. The advantage is that they avoid assumptions typically made by the
chi-square test. Randomization tests can be used for substump pruning in the
same way as chi-square tests in the previous section.

4.3.2.2 Details

We again formulate the null hypothesis that the best test tbest of a set of candidate
tests is not correlated with the class attribute. To see whether we can reject
this null hypothesis, we compute the heuristic value h(tbest) of tbest and compute
the probability of obtaining a heuristic value at least that high under the null
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hypothesis. To compute this probability using randomization tests, we construct
an empirical sampling distribution rather than using a fixed sampling distribution
such as the chi-square distribution.

To construct an empirical sampling distribution we repeat the following pro-
cedure Nrand times (we use Nrand = 100): randomly permute the class labels of
all examples (enforcing the null hypothesis), compute the heuristic value of each
candidate test based on the class labels, select the best test trand

best and store its
heuristic value h(trand

best ). The probability of obtaining a heuristic value of at least
h(tbest) is then estimated as the fraction of times that h(trand

best ) is at least h(tbest).
If this probability is lower than 0.05, then we reject the null hypothesis and con-
clude that tbest is indeed correlated with the class attribute. Note that when we
construct the empirical distribution as above, we are already taking into account
the fact that tbest is not a random test but was chosen as the best test of a set
of candidate tests. This avoids the multiple tests problem, making Bonferroni
correction unnecessary.

As far as we know, this substump pruning strategy has not been used before.
However, randomization tests have been used before for subtree pruning and for
prepruning. We discuss these existing approaches and the differences with our
approach in Section 4.5. We refer to our approach as Rand.

4.3.2.3 Discussion

The advantage of Rand is that it is very flexible: it avoids the first two assump-
tions made by the Chi criterion. Hence, it is no problem if candidate tests are
mutually dependent or if only a few examples are available of a certain class. A
disadvantage of Rand is that it is computationally expensive since for each can-
didate test a heuristic value needs to be computed Nrand times (instead of only
once, as for Chi). However, this does not imply that Rand is a factor Nrand

slower than Chi, as we will see in our experimental results (Section 4.4.3.4).

4.3.3 Minimum Description Length (MDL)

4.3.3.1 Main Idea

In subtree pruning we need a way to decide whether a given tree is better than
the same tree with some subtree replaced by a leaf. If we have a scoring criterion
for trees, then we can simply compute the score for both trees and select the tree
with the best score. Minimum Description Length (MDL) provides one way of
defining such a scoring criterion.

4.3.3.2 Details

MDL is a general criterion for determining the quality of a model. MDL aims to
find a balance between the fit of the model to the training data and the complexity
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of the model. The MDL criterion for probability trees developed by Friedman and
Goldszmidt [1998] is as follows. The score of a probability tree on a dataset is the
sum of the description length of the tree and the description length of the data
given the tree: score(T ,D) = DL(T ) + DL(D | T ) (lower scores are better). Let
N denote the total number of examples in the dataset, C the number of classes
and Ntest the number of candidate tests in a node. The description length of the
tree DL(T ) can be seen as a complexity penalty for the tree T . It is defined as
1+0.5(C−1)log2(N) if T is a leaf and as 1+ log2(Ntest)+DL(Tleft)+DL(Tright)
otherwise, with Tleft and Tright the subtrees of T . The description length DL(D |
T ) of the data given a probability tree is defined as −log2(CL), with CL the
conditional likelihood of the tree given the data (Section 2.2.3.1, p. 16).1

When using the above MDL criterion for subtree pruning, there are two op-
timizations to improve efficiency. The first optimization reduces the time for
learning an unpruned tree by exploiting the fact that it can sometimes be derived
that a subtree will definitely be pruned later, even before actually building this
subtree. In such cases we immediately create a leaf in the ‘unpruned’ tree instead
of first building this subtree. For details we refer to Fierens et al. [2007]. The
second optimization reduces the time for checking whether a subtree should be
pruned or not by exploiting the fact that the two scores that have to be compared
(score with and without this subtree) have several terms in common that cancel
out. Hence, we only have to compute the terms that are not common. For details
we refer to Friedman and Goldszmidt [1998].

4.3.3.3 Discussion

A general disadvantage of MDL is that if often overpenalizes models: the com-
plexity penalties are so high that a very simple model is selected, resulting in poor
performance [Domingos, 1998]. This has for instance been observed for classifi-
cation trees [Quinlan and Rivest, 1989] and Bayesian networks [Chickering and
Heckerman, 1997].

4.3.4 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

4.3.4.1 Main Idea

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is a general criterion for determining
the quality of a model. BIC was originally proposed as a Bayesian approach to
model selection [Schwarz, 1978], but it can also be interpreted as a reformulation
of MDL [Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998; Hastie et al., 2001, Section 7.8]. Since

1Other MDL criteria have been proposed for classification trees [Quinlan and Rivest, 1989;
Mehta et al., 1995] but these are not applicable to probability trees since they rely on the fact
that leaves contain a single class label, which leads to different complexity penalties.
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we already discussed MDL, we will focus on the latter interpretation. BIC can be
used for subtree pruning in the same way as MDL in the previous section.

4.3.4.2 Details

BIC can be seen as MDL with a modified definition of the description length of a
model. In MDL the description length of a model depends on the entire model,
but in BIC it only depends on the number of independent numerical parameters.
In the case of probability trees, this means that BIC only takes into account the
probabilities in the leaves, whereas MDL also takes into account the tests in the
internal nodes. As a consequence, the complexity penalties for BIC are smaller
than those for MDL.

The BIC criterion in itself is well-known [Domingos, 1998] and is widely applied
to certain kinds of models, such as Bayesian networks [Chickering and Heckerman,
1997]. However, it appears that we are the first to apply BIC to probability
trees. The BIC criterion that we propose is as follows. We define DL(T ) as
0.5(C − 1)log2(N) if T is a leaf (note that C − 1 is the number of independent
parameters in a leaf) and as DL(Tleft) + DL(Tright) otherwise, where Tleft and
Tright are the subtrees of T . We define the description length DL(D | T ) of the
data given the tree as −log2(CL), with CL the conditional likelihood of the tree
given the data (this is the same as for MDL).

4.3.4.3 Discussion

Because complexity penalties for BIC are smaller than those for MDL, models
learned by BIC are more complex than those learned by MDL. This is usually an
advantage since MDL often learns models that are too simple and perform poorly.
Nevertheless, also BIC often selects models that are too simple because complexity
penalties are still too high [Chickering and Heckerman, 1997; Hastie et al., 2001,
Section 7.7].

4.3.5 Error Based Pruning (EBP)

4.3.5.1 Main Idea

Error Based Pruning (EBP) was developed for classification trees. The idea behind
EBP is to minimize the estimated number of errors that a tree would make on
unseen data [Quinlan, 1993]. The estimated number of errors of a tree is computed
as the sum of the estimated number of errors of all its leaves. EBP can be used
for subtree pruning as follows: we replace a subtree by a leaf if the estimated
number of errors of the leaf is smaller than the estimated number of errors of the
subtree.
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4.3.5.2 Details

To estimate the number of errors on unseen data that a leaf l in a tree would cause,
the training data in l is considered as a statistical sample. The number of errors
on unseen data (of the same size as the training data) for l is then estimated as
the upper bound of a confidence interval around the actual number of errors on
the training data for l. To be precise, let Nl denote the total number of examples
in leaf l and let El denote the actual number of errors on the training data in a
leaf l (i.e. the number of training examples in l that do not have the most frequent
class in l). The error rate el on the training data in l is defined as the fraction
El

Nl
. Assuming that errors on the training data are binomially distributed, we can

compute a confidence interval around this error rate. As in the C4.5 system we
use a confidence level of 0.25 [Quinlan, 1993, Section 4.3]. The upper bound ul of
this confidence interval is the estimated error rate on unseen data. The estimated
number of errors of l is then the product ulNl.

EBP is one of the most widely used pruning strategies [Esposito et al., 1997].
It is also the pruning strategy used by the C4.5 system [Quinlan, 1993].2 However,
there is one difference between EBP as explained above and EBP as implemented
by C4.5: we do not apply ‘grafting’. In grafting, a subtree can be replaced not only
by a leaf, but also by one of its own subtrees [Quinlan, 1993; Esposito et al., 1997].
The reason why we do not apply it for EBP is that other pruning criteria such as
MDL and BIC have been proposed without grafting as well (although grafting is
in principle possible), and we do not want to bias the comparison between EBP
and these criteria.

4.3.5.3 Discussion

EBP tries to minimize the classification error. A disadvantage of EBP is that it
does not work well on datasets with a very skewed class distribution. In such cases
EBP typically learns a very small tree that almost always predicts the majority
class [Bradley, 1997; Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001; Fierens et al., 2005b]. While this
might indeed give good classification accuracy, this usually gives poor probability
estimates. Hence, for probability trees EBP is expected not to be the best choice.
Nevertheless, EBP is widely used, also for probability trees [Provost and Domingos,
2003; Ferri et al., 2003], and hence we include it in our comparison.

2Next to EBP, C4.5 applies an additional form of pruning known as collapsing, even when
building so called ‘unpruned’ trees [Provost and Domingos, 2003]. Since collapsing harms prob-
ability estimates, we never apply it.
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NoPruning

MDL

BICRandChi EBP

Figure 4.1: Relations between the size of the trees learned using the different
pruning criteria. A directed arc from a criterion C1 to a criterion C2 denotes that
the tree for C1 is a subtree of the tree for C2.

4.3.6 No Pruning

4.3.6.1 Main Idea

The last pruning criterion simply corresponds to not pruning at all: we simply
learn an unpruned tree. Provost and Domingos [2003] incorporated this strategy
together with Laplace correction in the C4.5 system and called the result C4.4.
We refer to this strategy as NoPruning.

4.3.6.2 Discussion

Unpruned trees are typically very large (hundreds or even thousand of nodes on
common datasets). Provost and Domingos [2003] argue that such trees are suited
for probability estimation since they give a very fine-grained fragmentation of the
attribute space which makes it possible to accurately model any probability distri-
bution on this space. However, they also mention a competing effect: such large
trees typically have only a few examples in the leaves, which can result in overfit-
ting (high variance in the estimated probabilities and hence poor performance on
unseen examples). Another obvious disadvantage of unpruned trees is that they
are less interpretable since they are so large.

4.3.7 Relations Between the Six Pruning Criteria

Figure 4.1 summarizes some relations that hold between the trees learned by the
above pruning criteria (on the same dataset). Obviously, the tree for NoPruning

is the biggest since this is the unpruned tree. The trees for the other pruning
criteria are subtrees (with the same root) of the tree for NoPruning. Also, the
tree for MDL is a subtree of the tree for BIC since the complexity penalty for
MDL is higher than for BIC.
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4.4 Experimental Comparison of Pruning Crite-

ria

In this section we experimentally compare the six pruning criteria from the previ-
ous section. We first explain the datasets, the evaluation criteria and the experi-
mental setup. Then we discuss in detail our results.

4.4.1 Datasets

We use 20 attribute-value datasets and 6 relational datasets. Table 4.1 gives the
most important characteristics of these datasets.

All attribute-value datasets are from the UCI repository [Merz and Murphy,
1996]. To deal with missing values we preprocessed each dataset in the same way
as Frank and Witten [1998]: we first eliminated all attributes having more than
10% of missing values and then removed all examples for which the remaining
attributes still had missing values.

The relational datasets biodegradability, diterpenes and mutagenesis are stan-
dard datasets from the field of Inductive Logic Programming.3 The cora dataset
is a subset of the papers collected by McCallum et al. [1999]. We predict the high
level topic of a paper and selected all papers for which at least one author, one
reference and the number of pages are given, and that have a single topic. The
gene dataset is from the KDD Cup 2001.4 We predict the localization of a gene
(the five least frequent localizations were discarded since together they only cover
13 examples). The hiv dataset is part of the NCI repository [Kramer et al., 2001].
As is common for this dataset, the class labels ‘active’ and ‘moderately active’
were taken together since they are very infrequent.

For discrete attributes we include a candidate test for each possible value (for
example, a ternary attribute leads to three candidate tests, see Section 4.2.3). For
continuous attributes, we use minimal entropy discretization [Dougherty et al.,
1995] to generate seven thresholds, and then use candidate tests of the form ‘at-
tribute value is smaller than threshold’.

4.4.2 Evaluation Criteria and Setup

As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, we are interested in three factors that
are influenced by the choice of the pruning criterion: the quality of the probability
estimates of the tree, the size of the tree, and the computational efficiency of the
learning algorithm. This leads to the following evaluation criteria.

• To evaluate the quality of the probability estimates of a tree, we measure the
conditional log-likelihood (CLL) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC).

3Information on these datasets is available on http://www-ai.ijs.si/∼ilpnet2/apps/.
4Information on this dataset is available on http://www.cs.wisc.edu/∼dpage/kddcup2001/.
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Examples Classes Skew Tests
annealing 812 5 51
australian credit 653 2 45.3% 79
balance scale 625 3 16
breast wisconsin 683 2 35.0% 63
chess kr-kp 3196 2 47.8% 74
diabetes 768 2 34.9% 56
german credit 1000 2 30.0% 91
heart cleveland 296 2 46.0% 57
ionosphere 351 2 35.9% 225
mushroom 8124 2 48.2% 119
pen digits 7494 10 112
primary tumor 336 21 31
segment 2310 7 117
soybean 630 15 44
splice 3190 3 287
thyroid 3247 4 67
vehicle 846 4 126
voting 435 2 38.6% 48
vowel 990 11 87
yeast 1484 10 46
biodegradability 328 2 43.6% 569
cora 865 10 71
diterpenes 1503 23 186
gene (kdd’01) 1230 10 1761
hiv (ncs) 41768 2 3.6% 58
mutagenesis 230 2 40.0% 139

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the datasets: number of examples, number of classes,
skew (fraction of examples of the minority class; only for two-class datasets) and
number of candidate-tests for the root node. The top shows the 20 attribute-value
datasets, the bottom the 6 relational datasets.
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Recall that CLL measures the quality of the probability estimates them-
selves, whereas AUC measures the quality of probability-based rankings
(Section 2.2.3.1, p. 16). AUC only depends on the relative ordering of the
estimated probabilities but not on whether the probabilities are calibrated.
Hence, when probability estimates are poorly calibrated, AUC can still be
high but CLL will always be low. Most existing work on probability trees
uses AUC as an evaluation criterion, rather than CLL. This is somewhat sur-
prising since CLL is a common evaluation criterion for Bayesian classifiers
[Grossman and Domingos, 2004], which basically serve the same purpose as
probability trees. We use both AUC and CLL since they are complementary.

• To evaluate tree size, we measure the number of internal nodes of the tree.
Since we always learn binary trees, this is equal to the number of leaf nodes
minus one.

• To evaluate the computational efficiency of the learning algorithm, we mea-
sure the running time (the time in seconds to build a tree).

For all evaluation criteria, except running time, we report results that are averages
of ten different runs of five-fold cross-validation on a dataset. For running time,
we simply report the time to build a tree on an entire dataset.

For comparing two pruning criteria, we report ‘direct’ wins, ties and losses as
well as significant wins, ties and losses. To compute direct wins, ties and losses, we
do not use any statistical test: a criterion wins if its average result (over the runs
of the cross-validation) is better. To compute significant wins, ties and losses, we
use two-tailed paired t-tests: a criterion wins if it is significantly better according
to the t-test (with α = 0.05). To compute the t-tests we use the ‘averaging over
sorted runs’ approach of Bouckaert and Frank [2004] since this avoids the usual
problems with applying t-tests on repeated experiments, such as an elevated type
I error and low replicability.

For comparing more than two pruning criteria, we report average ranks over
all datasets (the best criterion on a dataset has rank 1 on that dataset, the second
best rank 2, etc.).

4.4.3 Results and Discussion

We now discuss our experimental results for tree size, quality of the probability
estimates (AUC and CLL) and running times. We discuss tree size first, such that
we can later relate the results for AUC and CLL to the results for tree size.

4.4.3.1 Tree Size

Table 4.2 gives the detailed results. Since the number of classes turns out to be
important for our conclusions, we report it for each dataset between brackets and
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we sort the datasets accordingly. In the table we use Rand as a reference against
which we compute wins, ties and losses (the reason is that Rand is overall the best
criterion, as we will see below). The symbol “•” next to a result for a criterion on a
dataset means that this criterion is significantly better than Rand on this dataset
(significant win). The symbol “◦” means that the criterion is significantly worse
than Rand (significant loss). For tree size better means smaller. In addition to the
individual significance results on the datasets, we give a summary at the bottom
of the table. For instance, the entry “22/4/0” in the column of MDL indicates
that MDL significantly wins against Rand on 22 datasets and significantly loses
on 0 datasets (on 4 datasets there is no significant difference). Similarly, the entry
“26/0/0” in the column of MDL indicates the ‘direct’ wins, ties and losses (without
significance tests, see Section 4.4.2).

We now state the main observations and explain them.

1. Trees for MDL are smaller than for all other pruning criteria.
This holds for each of the 26 datasets, hence MDL has an average rank of
1.0. As mentioned before (Section 4.3.3), a general characteristic of MDL is
that the complexity penalties are often so high that only very simple models
are learned. Our results confirm that this is also the case when using MDL
for learning probability trees.

2. Trees for BIC are larger than for MDL when the number of classes is low
and of similar size otherwise.
In Section 4.3.4 we noted that an advantage of BIC is that the complex-
ity penalties are smaller than for MDL and hence less simple models might
be learned. Indeed, when the number of classes is low, the trees for BIC
are considerable larger than for MDL. However, when the number of classes
increases, differences become smaller. This is explained as follows. The
complexity penalty for BIC is linear in the number of classes, whereas the
complexity penalty for MDL is the same plus some additional terms indepen-
dent of the number of classes. Hence, with an increasing number of classes,
the term linear in the number of classes will start to dominate the other
terms in the MDL penalty, and the MDL penalty will get closer to the BIC
penalty. The same behaviour of MDL and BIC was found in an experiment
in which we systematically varied the number of classes in a dataset [Fierens
et al., 2007]. This confirms the above explanation.

3. Trees for Chi and Rand are larger than for BIC when the number of classes
is high, otherwise trees for BIC are larger.
This is explained by the fact that the complexity penalty for BIC is linear
in the number of classes, resulting in small trees if the number of classes is
high, while no such effect plays for Chi or Rand.

4. Trees for EBP are larger than for the other criteria (MDL, BIC, Chi and
Rand), except on skewed datasets.
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Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPr

austr credit (2) 5.1 4.9 10.3 ◦ 9.9 ◦ 27.1 ◦ 89.0 ◦
biodegrad (2) 5.6 1.9 • 18.7 ◦ 7.9 31.3 ◦ 63.9 ◦
breast wisc (2) 7.6 4.4 • 10.1 ◦ 8.1 11.7 ◦ 26.0 ◦
chess kr-kp (2) 27.1 17.9 • 27.8 26.4 27.8 41.4 ◦
diabetes (2) 10.9 3.9 • 14.3 8.7 46.6 ◦ 179.6 ◦
ger credit (2) 12.2 2.0 • 29.8 ◦ 24.4 ◦ 103.9 ◦ 168.8 ◦
heart cleve (2) 5.9 3.4 • 14.0 ◦ 6.4 21.0 ◦ 48.5 ◦
hiv (2) 284.7 24.0 • 63.0 • 272.0 46.9 • 2101.2 ◦
ionosphere (2) 6.6 2.9 • 14.5 ◦ 8.6 14.6 ◦ 20.1 ◦
mushroom (2) 9.8 9.3 9.8 9.8 9.5 9.8
mutagenesis (2) 2.5 1.0 4.2 ◦ 2.0 8.3 ◦ 46.1 ◦
voting (2) 3.7 2.5 6.8 ◦ 5.1 6.8 ◦ 20.1 ◦
balance scale (3) 21.2 10.6 • 13.4 • 13.4 • 53.4 ◦ 128.9 ◦
splice (3) 33.3 13.9 • 23.4 • 39.1 ◦ 79.6 ◦ 112.2 ◦
thyroid (4) 8.6 3.1 • 4.2 • 9.5 8.5 59.2 ◦
vehicle (4) 27.0 8.7 • 13.8 • 19.9 • 100.2 ◦ 170.0 ◦
annealing (5) 18.2 4.2 • 5.0 • 9.8 • 18.5 76.5 ◦
segment (7) 35.1 11.1 • 12.6 • 27.6 • 59.1 ◦ 86.1 ◦
cora (10) 20.1 4.9 • 5.8 • 26.6 ◦ 94.2 ◦ 165.7 ◦
gene (10) 30.5 6.4 • 8.7 • 40.8 ◦ 142.1 ◦ 210.8 ◦
pen digits (10) 139.9 33.1 • 37.0 • 104.2 • 213.1 ◦ 264.4 ◦
yeast (10) 30.5 5.3 • 5.3 • 20.7 • 119.2 ◦ 427.0 ◦
vowel (11) 75.2 8.6 • 10.3 • 34.1 • 138.0 ◦ 153.9 ◦
soybean (15) 28.9 6.0 • 6.1 • 17.6 • 68.7 ◦ 114.4 ◦
pr tumor (21) 14.5 0.5 • 1.0 • 5.7 • 83.5 ◦ 140.3 ◦
diterpenes (23) 42.0 2.1 • 2.7 • 12.4 • 55.9 ◦ 111.9 ◦
average 34.9 7.6 14.3 29.6 61.1 193.7
wins/ties/losses 26/0/0 15/1/10 14/1/11 3/0/23 0/1/25
significant w/t/l 22/4/0 15/3/8 10/11/5 1/4/21 0/1/25
average rank 3.29 1.00 2.96 3.15 4.65 5.94

Table 4.2: Tree size (number of internal nodes) for the six pruning criteria.
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The only dataset where the tree for EBP is significantly smaller than for
BIC, Chi and Rand is the hiv dataset. This is not surprising since hiv is
a strongly skewed dataset and it is known that EBP learns extremely small
trees on such datasets [Bradley, 1997; Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001]. This was
confirmed by an experiment in which we systematically varied the skewness
of the hiv dataset: we found that the tree for EBP is smaller than for BIC,
Chi and Rand only on strongly skewed samples, while the opposite holds
on less skewed samples [Fierens et al., 2007].

5. Trees for NoPruning are always the largest.
This is obvious. The average difference with the other criteria goes from a
factor 3.2 (for EBP) to a factor 25.5 (for MDL).

4.4.3.2 Quality of the Probability Estimates: AUC

We now discuss the quality of the probability estimates in terms of AUC. The
results are given in Table 4.3. We will relate these results to the results for tree
size.

The main observations are the following.

1. Of all pruning criteria, Rand performs best.
The only criterion that sometimes significantly outperforms Rand is No-

Pruning. This happens on 2 datasets (the opposite happens on 5 datasets,
so overall Rand is preferable over NoPruning). These two datasets are
balance scale and biodegradability. For balance scale this can be explained
by the fact that the true concept (which is known) cannot be represented
as a tree using our set of candidate tests. Hence the concept needs to be
approximated and this appears to be better possible for larger trees (indeed,
for balance scale sorting the criteria for tree size is the same as sorting them
for AUC). For biodegradability it is possible that a similar explanation holds
but we have no concrete evidence for this.

2. Chi performs slightly worse than Rand.
Chi is significantly outperformed by Rand on 4 datasets. On each of these
datasets the tree for Rand is bigger than the tree for Chi (while in total
this is only the case on half of the datasets). This suggests that on these 4
datasets Chi prunes too much.

3. BIC performs poorly when the number of classes is high, otherwise it has
performance comparable to Rand. The same holds for MDL but to a smaller
extent (i.e. on fewer datasets).
BIC is significantly outperformed by Rand on 12 datasets, while there is no
significant difference on the 14 other datasets. Interestingly, these 12 datasets
almost all have a high number of classes whereas the 14 other datasets all
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Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPr

austr credit (2) 91.5 91.6 91.6 91.2 91.5 89.9 ◦
biodegrad (2) 73.7 68.1 77.4 73.4 77.9 79.5 •
breast wisc (2) 97.7 96.5 98.0 97.8 97.1 98.1
chess kr-kp (2) 99.9 99.7 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.9
diabetes (2) 78.8 77.0 78.7 78.2 78.0 76.1
ger credit (2) 72.3 68.2 ◦ 72.0 71.5 71.4 71.0
heart cleve (2) 83.4 80.5 83.8 83.5 83.4 83.9
hiv (2) 75.4 68.6 ◦ 73.5 ◦ 75.1 63.6 ◦ 76.1
ionosphere (2) 92.7 92.1 93.5 93.1 93.3 93.6
mushroom (2) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
mutagenesis (2) 74.6 73.8 75.3 74.4 73.1 78.6
voting (2) 98.2 97.5 98.3 98.3 97.6 98.3
balance scale (3) 87.4 84.9 ◦ 85.7 ◦ 85.7 ◦ 88.2 91.8 •
splice (3) 98.4 98.1 98.4 98.4 98.3 98.1 ◦
thyroid (4) 99.6 99.2 99.2 99.6 99.4 99.6
vehicle (4) 89.9 86.5 ◦ 88.7 89.2 89.6 88.7
annealing (5) 89.0 83.1 ◦ 83.4 ◦ 85.8 ◦ 86.2 90.9
segment (7) 99.5 98.7 ◦ 98.8 ◦ 99.4 99.4 99.5
cora (10) 91.9 88.4 ◦ 89.1 ◦ 91.8 91.7 90.4 ◦
gene (10) 86.8 77.1 ◦ 80.4 ◦ 86.8 86.0 85.3
pen digits (10) 99.3 98.5 ◦ 98.6 ◦ 99.3 99.3 99.3
yeast (10) 80.1 78.2 ◦ 78.2 ◦ 80.0 79.1 75.2 ◦
vowel (11) 92.9 86.0 ◦ 87.3 ◦ 91.9 92.2 92.1
soybean (15) 96.3 90.1 ◦ 90.3 ◦ 95.4 ◦ 95.4 95.0 ◦
pr tumor (21) 73.2 54.5 ◦ 59.6 ◦ 71.0 73.5 71.0
diterpenes (23) 85.6 69.5 ◦ 70.7 ◦ 82.0 ◦ 85.1 84.8
average 88.8 84.9 86.6 88.2 88.1 88.7
wins/ties/losses 1/0/25 8/1/17 7/1/18 5/0/21 12/1/13
significant w/t/l 0/12/14 0/14/12 0/22/4 0/25/1 2/19/5
average rank 2.33 5.65 3.56 3.17 3.50 2.79

Table 4.3: Area Under ROC Curve (%) for the six pruning criteria.
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have a low number of classes. This coincides with our observations for tree
size: if the number of classes is high, trees for BIC are significantly smaller
than for Rand (due to the complexity penalty for BIC), while otherwise
they are slightly bigger. This suggests that the linear dependency of the
complexity penalty for BIC on the number of classes is probably too strong.
Hence, on datasets with a high number of classes the learned trees are too
small to perform well. Again, this was confirmed by the experiment in which
we systematically varied the number of classes in a dataset [Fierens et al.,
2007].

For MDL the dependency of performance on the number of classes also holds
but to a somewhat smaller extent than for BIC: MDL is outperformed by
Rand on two more datasets than BIC and these datasets have a low number
of classes, namely 2 and 4. When comparing MDL to the other criteria,
we see that MDL often has the worst performance of all criteria (hence its
average rank of 5.65). Recall from the previous section that MDL has the
smallest trees of all criteria due to the high complexity penalty used. This
suggests that the complexity penalty for MDL is indeed too high to give
good performance.

4. EBP performs well except on skewed datasets.
EBP is significantly outperformed by Rand only on one dataset, namely
hiv. Moreover, on this dataset EBP has by far the worst AUC of all criteria.
This coincides with our observations about tree size: hiv is the only dataset
on which the tree for EBP is smaller than the tree for Rand, which was
expected because of the strong skewness of hiv. An experiment in which
we systematically varied the skewness of the hiv dataset confirmed that the
poor performance of EBP on the original hiv dataset is indeed due to the
skewness [Fierens et al., 2007]. On all datasets other than hiv, the trees for
EBP are larger than for Rand. However, this additional tree size apparently
does not improve AUC since EBP never significantly outperforms Rand.

There is a common pattern in the above observations. If the tree for some
criterion (on a particular dataset) is smaller than the tree for Rand, then this
criterion often performs significantly worse than Rand (on that dataset) . Usually
these are cases where the criterion has some deficit on that dataset that causes it
to build too small trees (such as BIC on datasets with a high number of classes,
or EBP on strongly skewed datasets). On the other hand, if the tree for some
criterion is larger than the tree for Rand, then this criterion very rarely performs
significantly better than Rand. This suggests that Rand finds a good balance
between underfitting and overfitting.
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4.4.3.3 Quality of the Probability Estimates: CLL

We now discuss CLL. Results for CLL are shown in Table 4.4. For convenience we
show negative normalized CLL (lower is better).

The main observations are the following.

1. Of all pruning criteria, Rand performs best.
The only criterion that sometimes significantly outperforms Rand is No-

Pruning but this happens only on one dataset (the opposite happens on 16
datasets). That Rand performs best is in line with the conclusions that we
had for AUC, but for CLL this is even more pronounced (better rank and
less losses for Rand).

2. Chi performs slightly worse than Rand.
Chi is significantly outperformed by Rand on 3 datasets. On each of these
datasets the tree for Rand is bigger than the tree for Chi. This suggests
that on these datasets Chi prunes too much.

3. BIC performs poorly when the number of classes is high, otherwise it has
performance comparable to Rand. The same holds for MDL but to a smaller
extent.
Again, these conclusions are in line with the conclusions in terms of AUC.
Concretely, the datasets on which Rand significantly outperforms MDL and
BIC are to a large extent the same for CLL as for AUC. Moreover, these
datasets almost all have a high number of classes and these are also the
datasets on which the trees for MDL and BIC are the smallest. This confirms
our conclusion that on datasets with a high number of classes MDL and BIC
learn trees that are too small.

4. NoPruning performs poorly, especially on datasets with a high number of
classes. The same holds for EBP but to a smaller extent.
For NoPruning and EBP the conclusions in terms of CLL are quite different
than in terms of AUC. In terms of AUC, NoPruning was significantly
outperformed by Rand on only 5 datasets, while in terms of CLL this is the
case on the same 5 datasets and on 11 additional datasets (mainly datasets
with a high number of classes). Similar remarks apply to EBP: in terms of
AUC, EBP was significantly outperformed by Rand on only 1 dataset, while
in terms of CLL this is the case on the same dataset and on 7 additional
datasets.
The fact that NoPruning and EBP perform poorly in terms of CLL can
be explained by poor calibration of their probability estimates. Probability
estimates are called well-calibrated if they correspond to fractions in the
data [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001]. Probabilities that are estimated from only
a few examples are often poorly calibrated. Since NoPruning and EBP
have the largest trees of all criteria, and hence the fewest examples in the
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Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPr

austr credit (2) 0.502 0.501 0.513 0.523 0.549 0.647 ◦
biodegrad (2) 0.880 0.886 0.892 0.891 0.907 0.925
breast wisc (2) 0.226 0.261 0.214 0.223 0.239 0.225
chess kr-kp (2) 0.046 0.068 ◦ 0.045 0.047 0.048 0.036
diabetes (2) 0.766 0.769 0.779 0.764 0.820 0.916 ◦
ger credit (2) 0.806 0.806 0.858 0.841 0.967 ◦ 1.051 ◦
heart cleve (2) 0.745 0.774 0.768 0.748 0.785 0.829
hiv (2) 0.184 0.197 ◦ 0.188 ◦ 0.189 ◦ 0.200 ◦ 0.208 ◦
ionosphere (2) 0.427 0.404 0.438 0.450 0.427 0.448
mushroom (2) 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002
mutagenesis (2) 0.854 0.833 0.856 0.827 0.882 0.821
voting (2) 0.214 0.222 0.212 0.211 0.222 0.217
balance scale (3) 0.922 0.962 0.956 0.954 0.898 0.789 •
splice (3) 0.282 0.282 0.276 0.288 0.305 ◦ 0.337 ◦
thyroid (4) 0.068 0.084 ◦ 0.077 0.068 0.073 0.091 ◦
vehicle (4) 0.941 1.071 ◦ 0.980 0.952 1.070 ◦ 1.161 ◦
annealing (5) 0.579 0.662 ◦ 0.651 ◦ 0.602 0.599 0.725 ◦
segment (7) 0.293 0.385 ◦ 0.360 ◦ 0.307 0.304 0.318 ◦
cora (10) 1.303 1.435 ◦ 1.398 ◦ 1.337 1.368 1.600 ◦
gene (10) 1.692 1.950 ◦ 1.870 ◦ 1.704 1.789 ◦ 1.878 ◦
pen digits (10) 0.388 0.595 ◦ 0.565 ◦ 0.411 ◦ 0.390 0.411 ◦
yeast (10) 1.759 1.778 1.779 1.716 1.878 ◦ 2.426 ◦
vowel (11) 1.684 2.232 ◦ 2.152 ◦ 1.828 ◦ 1.676 1.693
soybean (15) 1.453 1.901 ◦ 1.892 ◦ 1.510 1.562 ◦ 1.736 ◦
pr tumor (21) 3.266 3.649 ◦ 3.533 ◦ 3.207 3.492 ◦ 3.778 ◦
diterpenes (23) 2.010 2.261 ◦ 2.217 ◦ 1.989 2.013 2.221 ◦
average 0.857 0.96 0.941 0.869 0.903 0.98
wins/ties/losses 4/0/22 4/1/21 7/1/18 2/0/24 4/1/21
significant w/t/l 0/13/13 0/16/10 0/23/3 0/18/8 1/9/16
average rank 1.87 4.46 3.60 2.63 3.85 4.60

Table 4.4: Negative normalized Conditional Log-Likelihood for the six pruning
criteria (lower is better).
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leaves, they suffer from poor calibration more than the other criteria. That
NoPruning has low CLL mainly on datasets with a high number of classes
is explained by the fact that calibration typically depends on the number of
classes: the more classes, the lower the number of examples per class, the
poorer the calibration.
The fact that NoPruning and EBP perform relatively well in terms of AUC,
despite poor calibration, is explained by the fact that AUC is insensitive to
calibration (see Section 4.4.2).

Note that several techniques have been proposed to improve calibration of large
probability trees [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001; Wang and Zhang, 2006; Ferri et al.,
2003; Ling and Yan, 2003]. We did not apply any of these recalibration techniques
in this work for two reasons. First, investigating the influence of recalibration on
the performance of different pruning criteria is beyond the scope of this study and
is more suited as the topic of a separate study. The reason for this is that it is
not clear which recalibration technique should be incorporated since it is unknown
which of these techniques perform best and most of them require parameter tun-
ing to perform well. Second, while applying some recalibration technique in our
tree learner might indeed somewhat improve CLL for NoPruning and EBP, it is
unlikely to change our conclusions. Recalibration might decrease the gap in terms
of CLL between Rand on the one hand and NoPruning and EBP on the other
hand, but we strongly expect that Rand would still be better than NoPruning

and EBP. We expect this because in terms of AUC, which is insensitive to cali-
bration, Rand is also better than NoPruning and EBP (although with smaller
differences).

4.4.3.4 Running Time

Table 4.5 shows the results for running time. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the same
results but split up into attribute-value datasets and relational datasets. We only
show summaries, for full results we refer to Fierens et al. [2007]. We always show
running times relative to Rand.

The running time for a pruning criterion consists of two parts: the time to build
the unpruned tree and the time to do the actual pruning. For all pruning criteria
considered, the pruning time is negligible as compared to the time for building the
unpruned tree. This is because all information needed for pruning (entropy in
nodes, description length of nodes, χ2-scores, randomizations, . . . ) is computed
and stored during the construction of the unpruned tree. Hence, we do not need
to access the dataset anymore during the pruning step, which makes this step very
efficient.

The time to build an unpruned tree for a pruning criterion can be decomposed
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absolute relative relative relative relative relative
time for time for time for time for time for time for

Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPruning

avg 92.5s 0.17 0.23 0.43 0.42 0.42
min 0.9s 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.08
max 1693.1s 0.59 0.74 0.84 0.86 0.81

Table 4.5: Summary of running times for the six pruning criteria over all
datasets. Minimum, maximum and average running times were computed over
these datasets. For Rand we show absolute running times in seconds, for the
other criteria we show relative running times with respect to Rand.

absolute relative relative relative relative relative
time for time for time for time for time for time for

Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPruning

avg 23.0s 0.12 0.17 0.37 0.36 0.36
min 0.9s 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.08
max 146.7s 0.22 0.38 0.83 0.83 0.80

Table 4.6: Summary of running times for the six pruning criteria over all attribute-
value datasets.

absolute relative relative relative relative relative
time for time for time for time for time for time for

Rand MDL BIC Chi EBP NoPruning

avg 327.3s 0.34 0.42 0.63 0.62 0.61
min 14.2s 0.23 0.23 0.39 0.39 0.39
max 1693.1s 0.59 0.74 0.84 0.86 0.81

Table 4.7: Summary of running times for the six pruning criteria over all relational
datasets.
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as follows:

Tunpruned =
∑

n∈nodes

∑

t∈tests(n)

Ttest(n, t) + N Theur(n, t),

where the first sum is over all nodes in the tree, the second sum is over all candidate
tests for a node, Ttest(n, t) denotes the time to execute a test t on all examples
in node n (i.e. to compute whether t succeeds or not on each of the examples),
Theur(n, t) denotes the time to compute the heuristic value (information gain) of
t in n, and N is the number of times that the computation of the heuristic value
needs to be repeated (this is Nrand + 1 for Rand and 1 for all other pruning
criteria). Note that for Rand, a heuristic value needs to be computed Nrand + 1
times, but the test has to be executed on the examples only once (because we
randomize class labels and this does not influence whether an example succeeds
for the test or not).

We now explain our main observations.

1. Of all pruning criteria, Rand has the highest running times. The time for
the other criteria is on average between a fraction 0.17 and 0.43 of the time
for Rand.
The time to build an unpruned tree for Rand is the highest of all criteria
since for each candidate test in each node a heuristic value needs to be
computed Nrand+1 times, instead of only once as for the other criteria.
However, as our results show, this does not mean that Rand is a factor
Nrand+1 (=101) slower than the other criteria. The computational overhead
for Rand with respect to the other criteria depends on the ratio of Ttest to
Theur. According to our experiments, Ttest is a lot larger than Theur. Hence,
the overhead for Rand is typically a lot smaller than a factor Nrand + 1.

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show that the overhead of Rand is smaller on relational
datasets than on attribute-value datasets. This is because candidate tests
are usually more expensive (i.e. Ttest is larger) for relational datasets than
for attribute-value datasets due to issues such as aggregates and lookahead
[Van Assche et al., 2006; Blockeel and De Raedt, 1997].

2. Running times for MDL and BIC are slightly smaller than for Chi, EBP
and NoPruning.
This is because for MDL and BIC we use an optimization that allows us to
stop building the unpruned tree earlier (see Section 4.3.3).

3. Running times for Chi, EBP and NoPruning are almost equal.
This is because for each of these criteria we have to build the full unpruned
tree, and only simple computations have to be performed for each candidate
test (these computations are roughly equally expensive for Chi, EBP and
NoPruning).
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We conclude that randomization is obviously the most computationally ex-
pensive criterion but that the overhead relative to the other criteria is relatively
small.

4.4.3.5 Main Conclusions

The main conclusion from our experiments is that Rand is the best pruning crite-
rion to optimize the quality of the probability estimates in terms of AUC and CLL.
Rand regularly significantly outperforms the other criteria. In contrast, there is
only one criterion that sometimes significantly outperforms Rand, namely No-

Pruning, but this happens very rarely. Additionally, NoPruning has the draw-
back that its trees are typically very large (on average a factor 5.6 larger than for
Rand). The drawback of Rand is that it has a higher running time than the
other criteria.

Based on these observations, our recommendation is to use Rand whenever its
running time is not prohibitive and to use some alternative otherwise. In general
the best alternative is Chi, which has trees of comparable size and also performs
relatively well for AUC and CLL. In specific scenarios other alternatives exist as
well. On datasets with a low number of classes, BIC typically performs quite well.
When tree size is not important and the goal is to maximize AUC (rather than
CLL), NoPruning is a good option too.

4.4.3.6 Additional Results

We performed several additional experiments that are somewhat outside the main
scope of this study. We now briefly discuss these results, for details we refer to
Fierens et al. [2007].

First, for all experiments reported in this chapter, we measured not only AUC
and CLL but also classification accuracy. Since the focus of this study is probabil-
ity estimation, classification accuracy is not of direct importance. Nevertheless, it
is interesting to see whether the pruning criteria that are good for probability es-
timation are also good for classification. It turns out that the conclusions in terms
of classification accuracy are slightly different than in terms of AUC and CLL.
The best criterion is no longer Rand but EBP. This is not surprising since EBP
was designed to maximize classification accuracy and is the most used criterion for
classification. Rand is the second best criterion and is significantly outperformed
by EBP on 3 datasets. MDL again has the worst performance of all criteria.

Second, we also performed experiments with prepruning. The approach taken
in this chapter is postpruning: in the first step we learn an unpruned tree top-
down and in the second step we prune this tree bottom-up. In prepruning, these
two steps are combined into a single step: we learn a tree top-down and use
a pruning criterion to decide when to stop the construction of the tree along a
branch. A potential drawback of prepruning is that it more easily gets stuck in
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a local optimum than postpruning. Most of the pruning criteria that we used in
this chapter for postpruning can be adapted for prepruning. We experimentally
compared prepruning and postpruning for four criteria: Chi, Rand, MDL and
BIC. The conclusion was as expected: although postpruning is computationally
more expensive, it is preferable over prepruning since it is more ‘reliable’ (it never
performs significantly worse but sometimes performs significantly better). This is
consistent with the common knowledge about pruning for classification trees.

4.5 Related Work

In Section 4.1 we already briefly discussed the main previous work on pruning cri-
teria for probability trees [Provost and Domingos, 2003; Ferri et al., 2003; Neville
et al., 2003; Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998]. In this section we discuss in more
detail existing work about randomization tests for pruning decision trees (in the
context of classification or probability estimation). There are two reasons why,
from all pruning criteria in this study, we discuss randomization in more detail.
First, randomization is the best criterion in our experiments and hence deserves
most attention. Second, while randomization has been used before for pruning de-
cision trees, these previous approaches have some subtle yet important differences
with our approach. We know of three approaches that are strongly related to our
approach:

1. Neville et al. [2003] use randomization tests for prepruning relational prob-
ability trees. The main difference between their approach and our Rand

criterion is that they randomize attribute values whereas we randomize class
labels.

• While both approaches are equivalent on attribute-value data, the ad-
vantage of their approach is that it corrects certain kinds of bias that
often occur in relational data [Jensen et al., 2003]. Recall that our main
conclusion from the experiments is that randomization performs best of
all pruning criteria. Applying the approach of Neville et al. to our work
could further improve the results of randomization on the relational
datasets and hence could make our conclusion even stronger.

• The disadvantage of their approach is that it is computationally more
expensive than our Rand criterion. Whereas we have to compute the
result of each candidate test on each example only once, Neville et
al. have to compute it Nrand times, with Nrand the number of ran-
domizations (since randomizing attribute values changes these results,
while randomizing class labels does not). Hence, the running time for
their approach is Nrand times the running time without randomization,
whereas the running time for our Rand criterion is a lot smaller (see
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Section 4.4.3.4).5 This is the reason why we did not use their approach
in our work.

2. Oates and Jensen [1998] use randomization tests for subtree pruning. When
a subtree starting in some internal node is considered for pruning, they
randomize the class labels of all examples in that node, build a pruned
tree on this randomized data, compute a score for this tree and repeat this
procedure Nrand times. By storing all the computed scores for that node,
an empirical sampling distribution for the score of a subtree under the null
hypothesis is obtained. To decide whether the node should be pruned or not,
the score of the actual subtree (build on non-randomized data) is compared
to this sampling distribution.

• The advantage of their approach is that it might give slightly better
results than our Rand criterion since they use subtree pruning whereas
we use substump pruning. Hence, again it holds that applying this
approach to our work could make our conclusion about the superiority
of randomization even stronger.

• The disadvantage of their approach is that it is computationally ex-
pensive. When an internal node is considered for pruning, for each ran-
domization a new subtree needs to be build on the randomized data.
Hence, the running time is Nrand times the running time without ran-
domization (again the authors do not report running times). This is
not the case for our Rand criterion.

3. Frank and Witten [1998] use randomization tests for prepruning. They use
randomization to compute the acceptability for each candidate test individ-
ually but do not use Bonferroni correction to take into account the influence
of the number of candidate tests.

• Not using Bonferroni correction has the disadvantage of potentially
overfitting when there are many candidate tests (the more tests, the
more likely that at least one of them looks acceptable, even if they are
all uncorrelated to the class attribute). Note that in our Chi crite-
rion we also compute the acceptability for each candidate test individ-
ually but we do apply Bonferroni correction. In our Rand criterion
we compute the acceptability of the best candidate test (instead of the
acceptability of each candidate test individually), which makes Bonfer-
roni correction unnecessary. This has the advantage of automatically
taking into account the influence of not only the number of candidate
tests but also of any potential mutual dependencies between candidate
tests.

5Neville et al. [2003] do not discuss the computational complexity or running times of their
algorithm, but we do not see how this can be made more efficient.
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To the best of our knowledge there is no existing work on randomization tests
for pruning decision trees that discusses in detail the computational complexity
or running times of the proposed algorithms. Hence, we are the first to show
that randomization tests for decision tree pruning are computationally feasible in
practice. Concretely, although the running time of our randomization criterion is in
theory linear in the number of randomizations Nrand, in practice the computational
overhead with respect to other pruning criteria is a lot smaller than a factor Nrand

(in our experiments with Nrand = 100, the average overhead is a factor 2 to 6).

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we gave a survey of six of the most important pruning criteria
for probability trees including a discussion of their theoretical advantages and
disadvantages. We also performed an extensive experimental study of the rela-
tive performance of these pruning criteria and provided explanations of the main
observations.

Our main conclusion is that a pruning criterion based on randomization tests
gives the best probability estimates and rankings, and also learns relatively small
trees. Our recommendation is to use this criterion whenever its running time is
not prohibitive. Otherwise, the best alternative is a chi-square based criterion
that often performs equally well (but sometimes significantly worse and never
significantly better). Under specific conditions, other alternatives exist as well.
When the number of classes is low, the Bayesian Information Criterion typically
performs quite well. When tree size is not important and the goal is to obtain
good rankings (rather than good probability estimates), learning unpruned trees
is a good option too.

In the next chapters we will use the algorithm for learning probability trees
as a component of algorithms for learning Logical Bayesian Networks. In specific,
we will use the pruning criteria based on randomization tests and the Bayesian
Information Criterion, since they perform best according to this study.



Chapter 5

Learning Non-recursive
Logical Bayesian Networks

In this chapter we introduce two algorithms for learning non-recursive Logical
Bayesian Networks from relational data. The first algorithm is based on searching
over directed acyclic graphs and is relatively close to existing learning algorithms
for formalisms related to Logical Bayesian Networks. The second algorithm is
based on searching over orderings. We experimentally compare these algorithms
on two relational domains.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we introduced the probabilistic logic formalism Logical Bayesian
Networks (LBNs). In this chapter we consider the problem of learning LBNs
from relational data. First we consider the problem of learning the logical CPDs,
given the random variable declarations and dependency statements. We show that
this boils down to learning logical probability trees, which can be done using the
algorithms discussed in the previous chapter. Then we discuss the more challenging
task of learning both the dependency statements and the logical CPDs. We discuss
several heuristic search strategies that can be used to solve this task.

Several probabilistic logic formalisms, including LBNs, are extensions or ‘up-
grades’ of Bayesian networks. A popular way of developing learning algorithms
for such formalisms is to upgrade the learning algorithms that exist for Bayesian
networks. The most popular learning algorithm for Bayesian networks is probably
DAG-search [Heckerman et al., 1995].1 Most of the learning algorithms for for-
malisms related to LBNs are essentially upgrades of this algorithm [Getoor et al.,

1The acronym DAG stands for directed acyclic graph.

115
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2001a; Kersting and De Raedt, 2001b; Natarajan et al., 2006]. In 2005, ordering-
search was introduced, an alternative algorithm for learning Bayesian networks
that was found to perform at least as well as DAG-search while usually being
faster [Teyssier and Koller, 2005]. Unlike DAG-search, ordering-search has not yet
been upgraded towards probabilistic logical models.

The good performance of ordering-search for Bayesian networks motivates us to
investigate how ordering-search can be upgraded for learning LBNs, and whether
also in that case it still performs well as compared to DAG-search. It is non-
obvious that the efficiency advantage of ordering-search over DAG-search that
was observed for Bayesian networks also holds in the case of LBNs. The reason
for this is that ordering-search needs to be implemented quite differently for LBNs
than for Bayesian networks due to the fact that simple conditional probability
tables can no longer be used (see Section 5.4.3.2).

In this chapter we only deal with non-recursive LBNs. Learning recursive LBNs
is more complex and is hence postponed to the next chapter.

5.1.1 Contributions and Bibliographical Note

The main contributions of this chapter are three-fold. First, we introduce two
algorithms for learning non-recursive LBNs: an algorithm based on DAG-search
(which is relatively close to existing learning algorithms for probabilistic logic
formalisms related to Logical Bayesian Networks), and an algorithm based on
ordering-search. Second, we discuss the relationship of these two algorithms to
the learning algorithms for Bayesian networks and for formalisms related to LBNs.
Third, we experimentally compare these algorithms on two relational domains.
Our approach is not only applicable to LBNs, but also to other formalisms dealing
with directed probabilistic logical models, such as Probabilistic Relational Models
[Friedman et al., 1999; Getoor et al., 2001a], Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting
and De Raedt, 2001b, 2002] and Relational Bayesian Networks [Jaeger, 2007].

Most of the work in this chapter has been published before [Fierens et al.,
2007b] or appeared in a technical report [Fierens et al., 2007c].

5.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

This rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First we discuss the learning set-
ting. Then we discuss how to learn logical CPDs given the dependency statements.
Next we discuss how to learn both the logical CPDs and the dependency state-
ments using ordering-search and DAG-search. Finally, we experimentally compare
the various algorithms and conclude.
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5.2 The Learning Setting

We now discuss the learning setting that we consider in this chapter. Most of this
has been discussed before (as part of the road-map towards learning LBNs given
in Section 3.6), but for convenience we now repeat the main issues: what is given,
what needs to be learned, and what data do we learn from.

In all learning settings that we consider, we assume that the logical predicates
and the probabilistic predicates are given. In this chapter we also assume that the
random variable declarations are given; if this is not the case, they can be learned
in a preprocessing step (recall Section 3.6). The goal is to learn the dependency
statements and logical CPDs that maximize some scoring criterion with respect
to the data. In this chapter we only consider learning non-recursive LBNs: LBNs
that have an acyclic predicate dependency graph (p. 57).

The data that we learn from is a dataset of independent mega examples. Each
mega example consists of two parts: a logical part that is an interpretation of the
logical predicates, and a probabilistic part that is an assignment of values to all
random variables.

Example 5.1 (Mega example for university domain) Recall the university
domain as described in Example 3.2 (p. 48). There are five logical predicates for
this domain: student/1, course/1, prof/1, takes/2 and teaches/2. There are
eight probabilistic predicates, with the following random variable declarations.

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).

random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).

random(rating(C)) <- course(C).

random(ability(P)) <- prof(P).

random(popularity(P)) <- prof(P).

random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

random(satisfaction(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).

The logical part of a mega example for this domain is an interpretation of the
logical predicates and could for instance look as follows.

student(mike). student(emma).

prof(john).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

teaches(john,ai). teaches(john,ml).

The probabilistic part of this mega example assigns a value to each of the random
variables for the logical part (the set of random variables is determined by the
random variable declarations).
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intelligence(mike)=low intelligence(emma)=high

ranking(mike)=c ranking(emma)=a

difficulty(ai)=easy difficulty(ml)=hard

rating(ai)=good rating(ml)=good

ability(john)=high popularity(john)=high

grade(emma,ai)=a grade(emma,ml)=b

grade(mike,ai)=c

satisfaction(emma,ai)=high satisfaction(emma,ml)=high

satisfaction(mike,ai)=low

We assume that we have complete data: we have observed a value for each
of the random variables. Learning LBNs from incomplete data is future work
(see Section 7.2). We use the term ‘mega example’ rather than simply ‘example’
because, as we will see below, each mega example can give rise to multiple smaller
examples for learning logical CPDs.

5.3 Learning Logical CPDs

Our goal is to learn both the dependency statements and logical CPDs from data.
As a first step we now consider the problem of learning the logical CPDs given
the dependency statements (and random variable declarations).

Recall that we represent logical CPDs as logical probability trees like the tree in
Figure 5.1. Such trees can be learned using the algorithms discussed in the previous
chapter. These algorithms require two inputs: a dataset of labelled examples and
a set of candidate tests. We discuss how to obtain these inputs below. We also
discuss the choice of the pruning criterion and how this relates to the choice of a
criterion to score the learned trees (which is needed later, for learning dependency
statements). Given a dataset, a set of candidate tests, and a pruning criterion,
we can learn a logical CPD by simply applying the algorithm for learning logical
probability trees.

5.3.1 The Set of Candidate Tests

In our learning system for LBNs, the user needs to specify the language bias.
Concretely, for each probabilistic predicate ptarget, the user needs to specify all
possible tests that could ever be used in the logical CPD for ptarget. Since we
always learn logical CPDs under the form of logical probability trees in the Tilde
system, we use the same format for these specifications as in Tilde [Blockeel et al.,
2006]. There are three general kinds of tests that can be used: a) tests on the values
of a probabilistic atom, b) tests using logical predicates, and c) combinations of
the two. The literals used in each of these three kinds of tests can be standard
logical literals or aggregates (as discussed before in Sections 2.4.1.4 and 3.5.1.2).
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teaches(P, C), ability(P, low)

grade(S, C, a) grade(S, C, c)

high: 0.2 low: 0.8 high: 0.1 low: 0.9 high: 0.7 low: 0.3 high: 0.9 low: 0.1

Figure 5.1: Logical CPD for satisfaction(S, C) in the university domain, specified
as a logical probability tree.

When given the dependency statements, the concrete set of candidate tests for
the logical CPD for a predicate ptarget can be determined from the user-specified
language bias: it is the subset of all tests in the language bias that are consistent
with the dependency statements that have ptarget in the head. With ‘consistent’
we mean that the only probabilistic predicates that a candidate test can use, are
those predicates that occur in the body of these dependency statements. Further-
more, these probabilistic predicates can only be used in the way as determined
by the variable bindings and the context of the dependency statements. We fur-
ther explain this with an example below. Note that all logical predicates can be
used in candidate tests, without any restrictions (since logical predicates describe
background knowledge that is always available).

Example 5.2 (Candidate tests for logical CPD) Consider again the univer-
sity domain. Suppose that we are given the following two dependency statements
with satisfaction/2 in the head.

satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).

The candidate tests for the logical CPD of the predicate satisfaction/2 can use
the five logical predicates for this domain, in any of the ways as determined by the
user-specified language bias. In addition, the candidate tests can also use the proba-
bilistic predicates grade/2 and ability/1, but only in restricted ways. For instance,
in the logical probability tree for satisfaction(S, C), ability can be tested only for
professors P that teach C. Hence, a test such as teaches(P, C), ability(P, low) is
allowed, but ability(P2, low) is not allowed. Similarly, a test such as grade(S, C, a)
is allowed, but grade(S2, C2, a) is not allowed.

The above assumes that we are given the dependency statements with ptarget in
the head. Now suppose instead that we are given the set of probabilistic predicates
that can be used in the logical CPD for ptarget (for instance, instead of being
given the two above dependency statements with satisfaction/2 in the head, we
are given that grade/2 and ability/1 can be used as input for the logical CPD
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for satisfaction/2). The above method for deriving the set of candidate tests can
easily be generalized to this case: we simply select from the user-specified language
bias all candidate tests that use only these probabilistic predicates (or the logical
predicates), but this time without any restrictions as to how these predicates
can be used. We will make use of this approach later, for learning dependency
statements.

5.3.2 The Dataset

To learn a logical CPD for a probabilistic predicate ptarget we need not only a set
of candidate tests but also a dataset of labelled examples. We call such examples
CPD-examples (in contrast to mega examples). CPD-examples can be derived
from the mega examples in the original dataset. In general, a single mega example
can give rise to multiple CPD-examples since there can be multiple ground atoms
for the predicate ptarget in the mega example. Concretely, each random variable
X built from ptarget in each mega example m leads to one CPD-example. This
CPD-example is labelled with the value of X in m and consists of the logical part
of m plus the subset of the probabilistic part of m that is relevant for X given the
set of candidate tests. We further explain this with an example.

Example 5.3 (Deriving CPD-examples from a mega example) We conti-
nue the example about the logical CPD for satisfaction/2. Consider the mega ex-
ample given earlier (Example 5.1, p. 118). The logical part of this mega example
looks as follows.

student(mike). student(emma).

prof(john).

course(ai). course(ml).

takes(emma,ai). takes(emma,ml). takes(mike,ai).

teaches(john,ai). teaches(john,ml).

The probabilistic part of this mega example looks as follows (for brevity we only
show the part that we need later on).

ability(john)=high

grade(emma,ai)=a grade(emma,ml)=b

grade(mike,ai)=c

satisfaction(emma,ai)=high satisfaction(emma,ml)=high

satisfaction(mike,ai)=low

The above mega example contains three random variables for satisfaction/2:
satisfaction(emma, ai), satisfaction(emma, ml) and satisfaction(mike, ai). Note
that each of these random variables corresponds to one student-course pair for
which the student takes the course. Hence, this mega example leads to three CPD-
examples, one for each such pair.
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• The first CPD-example is about the pair emma/ai and has label ‘satisfac-
tion=high’. This CPD-example contains the logical part of the original mega
example, as shown above. In addition, this CPD-example also contains the
subset of the probabilistic part of the original mega example that is relevant
for the pair emma/ai, given the set of candidate tests. The candidate tests
that we considered are about the grade of the involved student for the course
(in this case the grade of emma for ai) and about the ability of the profes-
sors teaching the course (in this case the ability of john). Hence, the relevant
subset is {grade(emma,ai)=a, ability(john)=high}. In the CPD-example,
these observations are rewritten under the form of facts.

grade(emma,ai,a).

ability(john,high).

• The second CPD-example is about emma/ml and has label ‘satisfaction=high’.
In addition to the logical part of the original mega example, this CPD-
example contains the following information.

grade(emma,ml,b).

ability(john,high).

• The third CPD-example is about mike/ai and has label ‘satisfaction=low’. In
addition to the logical part of the original mega example, this CPD-example
contains the following information.

grade(mike,ai,c).

ability(john,high).

By applying Tilde to a dataset of such CPD-examples, we can indeed learn a
logical probability tree for satisfaction(S, C) like the one in Figure 5.1 (p. 119).

5.3.3 The Pruning and Scoring Criteria

To learn probability trees, we need a pruning criterion. As we will see in the next
section, when learning dependency statements we also need a scoring criterion to
score the learned trees. We consider two combinations of a pruning and scoring
criterion.

• Our most straightforward approach is to prune and score trees using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as explained in the previous chapter
(Section 4.3.4, p. 94).2

2To be precise, the score of a tree is minus the BIC score as defined in the previous chapter.
The minus sign is because in the previous chapter we formulated BIC such that scores need to be
minimized (in order to facilitate the comparison with MDL), whereas in this chapter it is more
convenient to formulate all scoring criteria such that scores need to be maximized.
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• Since we concluded in the previous chapter that BIC performs poorly when
the cardinality (number of possible values) of the random variables is high,
we also consider an alternative approach. In this approach we prune trees
using randomization tests (Section 4.3.2) since this works well even when the
cardinality is high. However, unlike BIC, randomization is only a pruning
criterion and cannot be used to score trees. Of course, we cannot use BIC
to score the trees learned using randomization since this would not solve
our original problem. As a simple solution, we instead use likelihood as a
scoring criterion, although this has the drawback of not penalizing extra
dependency statements which could potentially lead to overfitting. We refer
to this alternative approach as “randomization/likelihood”.

5.4 Learning Logical CPDs and Dependency State-
ments

In the previous section we showed how to learn the logical CPDs given the depen-
dency statements: we simply apply the learning algorithm for logical probability
trees with the appropriate candidate tests, dataset and pruning criterion. In this
section we show how to learn both the logical CPDs and the dependency
statements. Recall that we assume that the random variable declarations are
given. Hence, when we learn logical CPDs and dependency statements, we obtain
a complete LBN.

In a first step, we consider a simplified problem: learning the logical CPDs
and dependency statements, when given for each logical CPD the probabilistic
predicates that can be used as input. We show that in this case each of the logical
CPDs can be learned separately (using the method of the previous section), and
that the dependency statements can then be obtained by simply extracting them
from the learned logical CPDs.

In the next step, we consider the general problem of learning the logical CPDs
and dependency statements, when no knowledge such as above is given. As in the
case of Bayesian networks, it turns out that we then need to resort to heuristic
search and that this search can be carried out in several search spaces. We give a
generic search algorithm that makes abstraction of the search space that is used.
Next we show how to instantiate this generic search algorithm in two different
ways, corresponding to two different search spaces. The two resulting algorithms
are essentially upgrades of the ordering-search and DAG-search algorithms for
Bayesian networks.

5.4.1 A Simplified Learning Task

We now show how to learn the logical CPDs and dependency statements, under
the simplifying assumption that we know for each logical CPD the probabilistic
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predicates that can be used as input for this logical CPD. Furthermore, we assume
that these sets of probabilistic input predicates are ‘acyclic’ with respect to each
other: for instance, if the probabilistic predicate p is an input for the logical CPD
of predicate q, then q can not be an input for the logical CPD of p.

5.4.1.1 Decomposability of the Learning Task

Under the above restrictions, we want to learn the non-recursive LBN that maxi-
mizes the scoring criterion. All scoring criteria that we consider are decomposable,
which means that the score of an LBN is equal to the sum of the scores of its log-
ical CPDs. In addition, any LBN that we learn under the above restriction (that
the sets of inputs are ‘acyclic’) will always be a non-recursive LBN. Hence, the
learning problem decomposes: to learn the LBN that maximizes the score, we can
separately learn for each probabilistic predicate the logical CPD that maximizes
the score. Learning a logical CPD given the set of probabilistic predicates that
can be used as input, can be done as explained in the previous section.

Using the above approach, we can learn all the logical CPDs. However, to
obtain a complete LBN, we also need corresponding dependency statements. It
turns out that the dependency statements can be extracted from the learned log-
ical CPDs. This is possible because the dependency statements are in principle
redundant given the logical CPDs (in the same way as that the directed graph of
a Bayesian network is redundant given the CPDs, recall Section 3.3.4.1, p. 59).

Below we explain how to extract the dependency statements from a logical
probability tree for a probabilistic predicate ptarget. This yields a set of depen-
dency statements with ptarget in the head. To obtain a complete set of dependency
statements, this procedure is applied to the probability tree for each probabilistic
predicate. At the end, we perform a post-processing step in which we simplify the
extracted dependency statements by removing redundant statements and redun-
dant literals (by applying the methods of Section 3.4.2, p. 66).

5.4.1.2 Extracting Dependency Statements from a Logical CPD

When extracting dependency statements from a logical probability tree with as
target the probabilistic atom atarget, we want to find the set of dependency state-
ments that is consistent with the tree: the tree should never test any probabilistic
atom that is not a parent of atarget according to the set of dependency statements.
We do this by creating a dependency statement for each probabilistic atom in each
internal node of the tree. Call the probabilistic atom aparent and the node N .3 In
the most general case, apart from aparent, the node N can contain a number of
other probabilistic atoms and a conjunction l of logical literals. We then create a
dependency statement of the form atarget | aparent ← l, path(N), where path(N)

3To be precise, aparent is the probabilistic atom as it occurs in the internal node, but with
its last argument (which indicates the value of the random variable) removed.
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is a conjunction of logical literals that describes the path from the root to N .
Each node on this path can contribute a number of logical literals to path(N). A
succeeded node (that is a node for which the succeeding branch of the tree was
chosen in the path) contributes all logical literals that it contains. A failed node
that does not contain any probabilistic atoms contributes the negation of all its
logical literals. A failed node that contains probabilistic atoms does not contribute
to the path (letting such a node contribute the negation of its logical literals could
be inconsistent since we cannot be sure that the logical literals caused the failure,
rather than the probabilistic atoms).

Example 5.4 (Extracting dependency statements) Consider the logical pro-
bability tree shown in Figure 5.1 (p. 119). For this tree, atarget is satisfaction(S, C).
For the root node, aparent is ability(P ), l is teaches(P, C) and the path is empty.
For the internal node below the root to the left, aparent is grade(S, C), l is empty
and the path is teaches(P, C). For the internal node below the root to the right,
aparent is grade(S, C) and l and the path are both empty. The three resulting
dependency statements for these nodes are respectively the following.

satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C) <- teaches(P,C).

satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).

The second statement can be removed since it is redundant with respect to the third
statement.

According to the above procedure, the probabilistic atoms in the internal nodes
never contribute to path(N) for a node N . The reason for this is that path(N)
is the context of the dependency statement and the context can only contain
logical literals but no probabilistic atoms. This implies that generally not all
independence information specified in a logical probability tree can be captured
by the dependency statements. This is not surprising since it also holds in the
case of Bayesian networks: context-specific independence can be specified using
certain CPD formats but cannot be captured by the directed graph of the Bayesian
network (Section 2.3.1.3, p. 24).

Note that with the above approach we can only learn dependency statements
with one atom in the body. The fact that we cannot learn dependency statements
with multiple atoms in the body is no restriction since each such statement is
equivalent to a set of dependency statements with only one atom in the body (this
was proven in Section 3.4.1, p. 64).

5.4.2 Learning Logical CPDs and Dependency Statements:
A Generic Search Algorithm

In the previous sections we considered simplified variants of the learning task: we
have shown that it is relatively easy to learn the logical CPDs given the dependency
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statements, or given for each logical CPD the set of probabilistic input predicates
(if these sets are ‘acyclic’). We now consider the task of learning the logical CPDs
and dependency statements when we are not given such knowledge.

A general approach for learning the logical CPDs and dependency statements
is to formulate the problem in terms of search over ‘solutions’, where a solution
is any kind of knowledge that makes learning logical CPDs easy. For instance, a
solution can be:

• a set of dependency statements

• an ordering on the set of probabilistic predicates
Given such an ordering, we use as probabilistic input predicates for the logical
CPD for a predicate p all the predicates that precede p in the ordering. The
ordering ensures that the sets of input predicates are ‘acyclic’ with respect
to each other.

• an acyclic predicate dependency graph
Given such a graph, we use as probabilistic input predicates for the logical
CPD for a predicate p all the parents of p in the graph. The acyclicity of
the graph ensures that the sets of input predicates are ‘acyclic’ with respect
to each other.

Since we typically do not know the optimal solution beforehand, we need to search
over the possible solutions. Once we found the optimal solution and the logical
CPDs for that solution, we can obtain a complete LBN by extracting the depen-
dency statements from the logical CPDs.

For the above kinds of solutions, exhaustive search is obviously infeasible.
Hence we need to resort to heuristic search. The generic search algorithm that
we use is essentially hillclimbing-search through the space of solutions, see Algo-
rithm 5.1. The score of a solution is defined as the sum of the scores for the logical
CPDs for that solution.4 The neighbourhood of the current solution is defined as
the set of solutions that can be obtained by making a small modification to the
current solution. Note that the branching factor of the search is equal to the size
of the neighbourhoods.

In this study, we use the generic search algorithm with two kinds of solutions:
orderings on the probabilistic predicates and acyclic predicate dependency graphs.
We refer to these two approaches as respectively ordering-search and DAG-search.
To use the generic search algorithm with such a specific kind of solutions we have
to “instantiate” the algorithm: we have to decide how to

• obtain an initial random solution5,

4This again assumes that the scoring criterion is decomposable.
5Since the initial solution might influence the final result (because the algorithm only converges

to a local optimum), it could be useful to perform random restarts, i.e. multiple runs with different
initial random solutions. However, in our experiments we found the gain of this to be very small.
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Algorithm 5.1 Generic algorithm for learning non-recursive LBNs.

procedure learn nonrecursive lbn:
// STEP1: learn the optimal (non-recursive) logical CPDs
// by performing hillclimbing-search in the space of solutions:
Solcurrent = random solution
compute score(Solcurrent)
repeat until convergence

for each Solcand ∈ neighbourhood(Solcurrent)
compute ∆score(Solcand) = score(Solcand)− score(Solcurrent)

end for
if max(∆score(Solcand)) > 0

// select the best candidate solution
Solcurrent = argmax(∆score(Solcand))

end if
end repeat
// STEP2: extract dependency statements from the learned logical CPDs:
for each probabilistic predicate p

extract the dependency statements for p from the logical CPD for p
end for

• define the neighbourhood of a solution,

• learn logical CPDs given a solution.

We explain these issues for ordering-search in Section 5.4.3 and for DAG-search in
Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3 Ordering-Search

Ordering-search was introduced for Bayesian networks by Teyssier and Koller
[2005]. They experimentally compared ordering-search to DAG-search and found
that ordering-search is always at least as good and usually faster. As an explana-
tion they note that the space of orderings is smaller than the space of DAGs and
that ordering-search does not need acyclicity tests, which are costly if there are
many variables.

Until now ordering-search has not yet been upgraded towards probabilistic logic
formalisms. The above conclusions from the case of Bayesian networks motivated
us to investigate this upgrade. Below we show how to apply ordering-search for
learning non-recursive LBNs. We also briefly discuss the main difference between
our approach for LBNs and the approach of Teyssier and Koller for Bayesian
networks.
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5.4.3.1 Ordering-Search for LBNs

Ordering-search for LBNs corresponds to applying the generic search algorithm
(Algorithm 5.1) with as ‘solutions’ orderings on the set of probabilistic predicates.
This is essentially hillclimbing-search through the space of orderings. Concretely,
we instantiate the generic search algorithm as follows.

• As an initial ordering we use a random ordering.

• The neighbourhood of an ordering O is defined as the set of orderings that
can be obtained by swapping a pair of adjacent predicates in O. This is the
same as done for Bayesian networks [Teyssier and Koller, 2005], but with the
role of random variables taken over by probabilistic predicates. This implies
that the size of the neighbourhood, and hence the branching factor of the
search, is linear in the number of probabilistic predicates.

• To learn a logical CPD for a predicate p, given an ordering O, we use as
probabilistic input predicates all predicates preceding p in O, and learn a
logical probability tree as explained before.

Note that we use as probabilistic input predicates for the logical CPD of p all
predicates preceding p in the ordering. Hence, if the learned logical CPDs would
always effectively use all input predicates, then we would learn a ‘fully connected’
LBN (an LBN that contains as many dependencies as possible under the constraint
of being non-recursive). In practice, we usually want to learn an LBN that is more
compact than the fully connected LBN, for instance for the sake of interpretability
or efficiency of inference. In our approach, this problem is solved by the fact that
we learn logical CPDs as probability trees, which are ‘selective’: they typically
select from all inputs the relevant ones (this is why we included tree size as an
evaluation criterion in our study of learning algorithms for probability trees in
Chapter 4).

5.4.3.2 Ordering-Search for LBNs versus Ordering-Search for Bayesian
Networks

The main difference between our approach for LBNs and the approach of Teyssier
and Koller [2005] for Bayesian networks is that we use probability trees as CPDs
whereas they use conditional probability tables. Recall that for LBNs we
cannot simply use tables as CPDs since they are too restrictive (see Section 3.3.2.3,
p. 52). However, for Bayesian networks it would be possible to use (attribute-
value) probability trees instead of tables. Such an approach would have both an
advantage and a disadvantage with respect to efficiency:

• The advantage of using probability trees is that we need to learn less CPDs
than when using conditional probability tables. This is a consequence of the
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fact that probability trees are selective but conditional probability tables are
not.
Suppose that we are given an ordering and a random variable X for which we
need to learn the CPD. Using probability trees, we simply learn a CPD with
as input all random variables preceding X in the ordering, and we let the
learning algorithm select from all these variables the relevant ones. Using
tables, selecting from all the variables the relevant ones is more complex
because tables are not selective. Hence, the approach of Teyssier and Koller
[2005] is to put an upper bound k on the number of inputs for the CPDs.
Concretely, they compute the score of all CPDs for X that have at most
k random variables (from all the variables preceding X in the ordering) as
inputs, and then determine the parents of X as all random variables that
are used in the highest scoring CPD. The drawback of this is that there are
many such CPDs. Hence this is computationally only feasible for small k
(Teyssier and Koller [2005] use at most k = 4).

• The disadvantage of using probability trees is that learning a single CPD is
computationally less efficient than when using conditional probability tables
(with an upper bound on the number of inputs).
Using tables with an upper bound on the number of inputs allows Teyssier
and Koller to compute beforehand the sufficient statistics for all CPDs that
could ever be needed during the search over orderings. As a consequence,
the actual search over orderings becomes very fast. In contrast, when using
probability trees it is not efficient to learn all CPDs beforehand. Hence, in
our ordering-search algorithm for LBNs we do not learn probability trees
beforehand but learn them on the fly as they are needed.

To summarize, using probability trees instead of conditional probability tables
has two opposing effects: fewer CPDs need to be learned but learning a single
CPD is less efficient. It is unclear what the combined effect of these two op-
posing effects is since this has not yet been studied. Although using conditional
probability tables in LBNs is not an option (since they are too restrictive), this
issue is nevertheless relevant for our work: it implies that it is non-obvious that
the efficiency advantage of ordering-search over DAG-search that was observed by
Teyssier and Koller [2005] also holds in the case of LBNs. This is part of our mo-
tivation for experimentally comparing ordering-search and DAG-search for LBNs
in Section 5.5.

5.4.4 DAG-Search

DAG-search is the most traditional and most straightforward approach for learning
Bayesian networks [Heckerman et al., 1995]. Hence it is evident to also consider it
for learning LBNs.
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5.4.4.1 DAG-Search for LBNs

DAG-search for LBNs corresponds to applying the generic search algorithm with
as ‘solutions’ acyclic predicate dependency graphs. This is essentially hillclimbing-
search through the space of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Concretely, we in-
stantiate the generic search algorithm as follows.

• To find an initial predicate dependency graph we borrow some elements
from the ordering-search algorithm. Specifically, we generate a random ini-
tial ordering, learn logical CPDs for this ordering and extract the predicate
dependency graph from these logical CPDs.6

• The neighbourhood of the current predicate dependency graph is defined
as the set of all acyclic graphs that can be obtained by adding, deleting or
reversing an edge in the current graph. This is the same as typically done
for Bayesian networks. This implies that the size of the neighbourhood,
and hence the branching factor of the search, is quadratic in the number of
probabilistic predicates (since there are a quadratic number of possibilities to
add an edge).

• To learn a logical CPD for a predicate p, given a predicate dependency
graph G, we use as probabilistic input predicates all predicates that are
parents of p in G, and learn a logical probability tree as explained before.

5.4.4.2 Extending DAG-Search with Lookahead

We implemented one extension to the above DAG-search algorithm for LBNs:
lookahead. When using lookahead we not only try adding one edge but also adding
two edges with the same head during a single step. This is useful when adding only
one of the two edges does not change the score, which is the case when the parent
introduced by one edge is not predictive for the head in itself but only together
with the parent introduced by the other edge. One example of such a case is
when the head is the XOR of both parents. Another example is when the function
of one predicate inside the logical CPD for the head is only to introduce a new
logical variable used by another predicate in the logical CPD (this is the common
reason for lookahead in inductive logic programming [Blockeel and De Raedt, 1997;
Quinlan, 1990]).

Example 5.5 (Lookahead for the UWCSE domain) The UWCSE domain
that we will use in our experiments is a real-world domain about graduate students,

6In our experiments, we use the same random initial ordering for ordering-search and DAG-
search. Hence, both algorithms always start from the same point. This ensures that an exper-
imental comparison of both algorithms evaluates the search process itself and not the starting
point of the search.
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advised by(S, P, yes), teaches(P, C, yes)

yes: 0.3 no: 0.7 yes: 0.1 no: 0.9

Figure 5.2: Logical CPD for assistant(S, C) in the UWCSE domain.

professors and courses in a computer science department [Richardson and Domin-
gos, 2006]. Three of the relations in this domain, modelled as probabilistic pred-
icates, are assistant/2 (between a graduate student and a course), advised by/2
(between a graduate student and a professor) and teaches/2 (between a professor
and a course). Suppose that there is a dependency of assistant/2 on advised by/2
and teaches/2, quantified by the logical CPD in Figure 5.2. This dependency states
that a graduate student is more likely to be the assistant for a particular course if
he is advised by a professor who teaches this course.

When using DAG-search without lookahead, we might never learn the above de-
pendency. Suppose that we start with a predicate dependency graph in which there
are no edges to assistant/2. Adding an edge from advised by/2 to assistant/2,
will not increase the score since any graduate student S is advised by some profes-
sor P . However, if we use lookahead and add both an edge from advised by/2 to
assistant/2, and from teaches/2 to assistant/2 at the same time, then we could
learn the logical CPD of Figure 5.2, which would increase the score.

Of course, in order for lookahead at the level of the dependency graph to have
an effect, lookahead also needs to be applied at the level of logical CPDs. In our
case this means that the logical probability trees should be learned using lookahead
[Blockeel and De Raedt, 1997].

5.4.5 Efficiently Implementing the Search

We now briefly explain how ordering-search and DAG-search can be implemented
efficiently. The approach below applies equally well to Bayesian networks as to
LBNs. In fact, in the case of Bayesian networks this approach is entirely standard
[Heckerman et al., 1995].

When using a decomposable scoring criterion (like all scoring criteria in this
study), the generic search algorithm and the ordering-search and DAG-search al-
gorithms derived from it can be implemented quite efficiently. This is because
decomposability has two beneficial effects on the computation of the score-change
for a candidate solution (∆score(Solcand) in Algorithm 5.1, p. 126).

• Locality : the score-change for a candidate solution only depends on the score
of the logical CPDs that are different for the candidate solution than for the
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current solution. For ordering-search and DAG-search there are at most two
such logical CPDs for each candidate solution.7 Hence, score-changes can be
computed quite efficiently.

• Reusability : many of the score-changes that are computed during one iter-
ation of the loop (the “repeat” in Algorithm 5.1) are still valid during the
next iteration and can be reused. To be precise, a score-change due to a
modification m1 is still valid after a modification m2 to the current solution
if and only if the set of probabilistic input predicates that is changed by m1

was not changed by m2.

5.4.6 Discussion and Related Work

We are the first to upgrade ordering-search towards probabilistic logic formalisms.
In contrast, for several probabilistic logic formalisms, learning algorithms exists
that can be seen as upgrades of DAG-search. This is the case for Probabilistic
Relational Models [Friedman et al., 1999; Getoor et al., 2001a], Bayesian Logic
Programs [Kersting and De Raedt, 2001b, 2002] and First Order Conditional In-
fluence Language [Natarajan et al., 2006]. However, these existing algorithms are
somewhat different from the DAG-search algorithm that we use for LBNs. Re-
formulated in LBN terminology, these algorithms essentially search over sets of
dependency statements. This means that, in order to structure the search, oper-
ators need to be defined that modify dependency statements. In contrast, in our
DAG-search algorithm we search over predicate dependency graphs and we obtain
dependency statements by extracting them from the learned logical CPDs.

The difference between our DAG-search algorithm for LBNs and the existing
algorithms for other formalisms can also be explained in a different way. Con-
sider the DAG-search algorithm for Bayesian networks as a starting point. This
algorithm essentially consist of two components. First, there is an algorithm for
learning the CPD of a variable given its parents. Second, since the optimal par-
ents are unknown, there is a search algorithm that is wrapped around the CPD
learning algorithm. To upgrade this DAG-search algorithm towards probabilistic
logic formalisms, we essentially need to extend the algorithm with some logical
or relational aspects. Our approach for LBNs was to move all the relational as-
pects into the CPD learning algorithm and leave the search algorithm unchanged.
This applies to both our DAG-search algorithm and our ordering-search algorithm
(indeed, in both cases the search that we use is exactly the same as that for

7For ordering-search there are exactly two such logical CPDs since a new candidate ordering is
obtained by swapping two adjacent predicates in the current ordering and this influences only the
logical CPDs for these two predicates. For DAG-search there are at most two such logical CPDs
since a new candidate predicate dependency graph is obtained by adding/deleting/reversing an
edge in the current graph, and adding/deleting an edge influences only the logical CPD for the
predicate that the edge points to, while reversing an edge influences the logical CPDs for both
predicates involved.
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Bayesian networks, with the role of random variables taken over by probabilistic
predicates). In contrast, the approach taken for other formalisms was to move at
least some of the relational aspects into the search algorithm (by searching over
sets of dependency statements rather than over predicate dependency graphs).

To summarize, our approach is to move all the relational aspects into the CPD
learning algorithm and leave the search algorithm unchanged. This is of course
only possible because we use a very expressive CPD format, namely logical prob-
ability trees. For instance, for Probabilistic Relational Models such an approach
would not be possible since they use only attribute-value CPDs (Section 3.5.1).
Our approach has advantages and disadvantages.

• A consequence of our approach is that we can obtain learning algorithms
for LBNs simply by combining any search algorithm for Bayesian networks
with an algorithm for learning logical probability trees. The advantage
of this is that we can directly use existing state-of-the-art techniques in
both algorithms. In terms of the search algorithm, this includes for instance
techniques to implement the search efficiently (as in the previous section).
In terms of the learning algorithm for logical probability trees, this includes
for instance the ability to deal with complex aggregates (Sections 2.4.1.4
and 3.5.1.2).

• The disadvantage of our approach is that it only applies to non-recursive
LBNs and restricted cases of recursive LBNs. To learn recursive LBNs in
general, our DAG-search and ordering-search algorithms are insufficient. We
discuss this in detail in the next chapter.

5.5 Experiments

We now experimentally compare the algorithms for learning LBNs that we intro-
duced in this chapter. We first discuss the datasets used and the experimental
setup. Then we discuss our experimental results, analyze running times of the
algorithms in more detail and briefly discuss the influence of the scoring criterion.

5.5.1 Datasets

We perform experiments on two relational domains: the UWCSE dataset and the
university domain.

The UWCSE dataset is a real-world dataset that is currently a popular bench-
mark in the field of probabilistic logic learning [Richardson and Domingos, 2006].
This dataset was constructed by extracting information about graduate students,
professors and courses from the web pages of a computer science department. The
dataset consists of five mega examples, each corresponding to a specific research
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area. Since in this dataset relations are of special importance8, we decided to
model them using probabilistic predicates. We used only four logical predicates:
student/1, prof/1, course/1 and same area/2. The random variable declarations
look as follows.

random(phase_in_PhD(S)) <- student(S).

random(year_in_PhD(S)) <- student(S).

random(student_nb_publications(S)) <- student(S).

random(position(P)) <- prof(P).

random(prof_nb_publications(P)) <- prof(P).

random(level(C)) <- course(C).

random(teaches(P,C)) <- prof(P),course(C),same_area(P,C).

random(assistant(S,C)) <- student(S),course(C),same_area(S,C).

random(advised_by(S,P)) <- student(S),prof(P),same_area(S,P).

random(co_author(S,P)) <- student(S),prof(P),same_area(S,P).

In total the dataset contains 140 students, 132 courses and 52 professors, leading
to 9607 random variables. Of course, since this is a real-world dataset the true
dependencies are unknown.

For the university domain we generated artificial datasets from the hand-coded
LBN for this domain (the LBN given in Example 3.2, p. 48). To be precise, the
logical part of each mega example was specified by hand and the probabilistic part
was constructed by sampling from the given LBN. Each mega example contains
20 students, 10 courses and 5 professors, leading to 230 random variables. We
generated datasets with a varying number of mega examples (5, 10, 15, 31, 62, 125
and 250). Since the datasets for this domain were artificially generated we refer
to this domain as the synthetic university domain.

5.5.2 Evaluation Criteria and Setup

We use five evaluation criteria.

• Normalized test log-likelihood : the log-likelihood on the test data divided by
the number of mega examples.

• Normalized train score: the score on the training data divided by the number
of mega examples. This is not important in itself but can give some insight
into the degree of overfitting of an algorithm.

• The number of dependency statements learned, smaller is usually better be-
cause of ease of interpretation.

8For instance, this dataset has been used for predictive learning with the ‘advised by’ relation
as the target [Richardson and Domingos, 2006].
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• The number of ‘correct’ dependencies learned. Of course, we can only report
this for those experiments in which we know the true LBN that generated
the data (the experiments on the synthetic university domain).
Our goal is to assess the degree to which a learned LBN matches the true
LBN. A simple measure for this would be the number of dependency state-
ments that the true LBN has in common with the learned LBN. However,
the problem with this is that even in theory it is not always possible to learn
the true direction (which atom is in the head and which in the body) of each
dependency statement from data. The reason for this is that changing the
direction of some of the dependency statements in an LBN might yield an
LBN that is Markov equivalent to the original LBN with respect to the data
and hence has the same score on the data.9 Our solution is to measure the
maximum overlap between the true LBN and the Markov equivalence class
Clearned of the learned LBN (we look for the LBN in Clearned that has the
most directions in common with the true LBN).

• Running time.

We use three algorithms in our experiments: ordering-search (OS), DAG-search
without lookahead (DS) and DAG-search with lookahead (DSL). For all evaluation
criteria we report the results for the various algorithms. For test log-likelihood and
train score we additionally report the results for the ‘empty LBN’ as a baseline.
With an ‘empty LBN’ we mean an LBN with no dependency statements, this is
the LBN according to which all random variables are independent.

For all experiments we performed five-fold cross validation. For the synthetic
university domain, mega examples were divided over equal-sized folds randomly.
For UWCSE, each fold corresponds to one mega example. We report the average
results over the folds and use two-tailed paired t-tests (with α=0.05) to assess the
significance of differences between two algorithms.

In the following sections we only give summaries of our experimental results.
The full results are given in Appendix B.

5.5.3 Influence of the Search Algorithm: Ordering-Search
versus DAG-Search

We first focus on the comparison of OS and DS. At the end of this section we
briefly discuss the usefulness of lookahead for DAG-search (i.e. we compare DS
and DSL), and we also show some of the dependencies learned in the experiments.

9We call two LBNs Markov equivalent with respect to a dataset of mega examples if, for each
mega example, the Bayesian networks defined by the two LBNs are Markov equivalent. This
definition together with the fact that Markov equivalent Bayesian networks have the same score
(for all common scoring criteria, see Chickering [2002]), implies that Markov equivalent LBNs
also have the same score.
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Dataset (#Vars) LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Dep #CorDep Time
Univ5 (1150) / / / / OS
Univ10 (2300) / / / / OS
Univ15 (3450) / / / / OS
Univ31 (7130) / / / / OS
Univ62 (14260) / / / / OS
Univ125 (28750) / / / DS OS
Univ250 (57500) / / / DS OS
UWCSE (9607) / DS / - OS
Univ5 (1150) / DS OS / OS
Univ10 (2300) / / OS / OS
Univ15 (3450) / DS / / OS
Univ31 (7130) / / / DS OS
Univ62 (14260) / / / / OS
Univ125 (28750) / DS OS / OS
Univ250 (57500) / / / / OS
UWCSE (9607) DS DS DS - OS

Table 5.1: Influence of the search algorithm: significance of differences be-
tween results for OS and DS (upper half of table: BIC; lower half: random-
ization/likelihood). ‘#Dep’ is the number of dependency statements learned, and
‘#CorDep’ is the number of correct dependencies learned.

Our experimental results for OS and DS are summarized in Table 5.1. An entry
in this table (for a particular evaluation criterion and dataset) has the following
meaning: if one of the two algorithms is significantly better than the other we
show the best algorithm; if there is no statistically significant difference between
the two algorithms we fill in “/”. Note that for the UWCSE dataset we cannot
measure the number of correct dependencies learned since we do not know the
true LBN for this dataset. For the synthetic university domain we also plotted
the results as a function of dataset size in Figure 5.3.

For all datasets OS and DS obtain significantly better test log-likelihood
and train score than the empty LBN.10 Table 5.1 shows that the train score is
significantly better for DS than for OS in several cases. However, this difference
on training data only carries over to the test data in one case, in all the other
cases there is no significant difference in test log-likelihood between OS and DS.11

The evolution of test log-likelihood and train score as a function of the dataset

10This conclusion is based on additional t-tests not shown in Table 5.1.
11Note that in this one case DS with randomization/likelihood performs better than OS with

randomization/likelihood, but it does not perform better than OS with BIC (as we verified using
additional t-tests not shown in Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.3: Influence of the search algorithm: results for OS and DS on synthetic
university datasets of varying size. For train score and test log-likelihood we also
show the results for the empty LBN.

size (Figure 5.3) is as expected: both improve rapidly when initially increasing the
dataset size but this improvement slows down when moving to bigger datasets, and
likelihood and score saturate. The figure also shows that the differences between
OS and DS are very small as compared to the differences with the empty LBN.

The results for the number of dependency statements learned are less
clear. In three cases OS learns significantly fewer dependency statements than
DS, but in one case the opposite holds. Also, the evolution of the number of
dependency statements as a function of the dataset size (Figure 5.3) does not
show any clear trends.

Since for the synthetic university domain we know the true LBN, we can mea-
sure the number of correct dependencies learned. DS learns significantly
more correct dependencies in three cases while the opposite never occurs. The evo-
lution of the number of correct dependencies learned as a function of the dataset
size (Figure 5.3) is as expected: it increases rapidly when initially increasing the
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Algorithms LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Dependencies Time
OS vs DSL / DSL / OS
DS vs DSL / / / DS
OS vs DSL / DSL OS OS
DS vs DSL / / DS DS

Table 5.2: Influence of lookahead: significance of differences between results for
OS/DS and DSL on the UWCSE dataset (upper half of table: BIC; lower half:
randomization/likelihood).

dataset size and then saturates. For sufficiently big datasets, DS learns nearly
all true dependencies (on average 6.7 out of 7) while OS does slightly worse (on
average 5.7). We had a closer look at the experiments with the biggest dataset
size in which not all true dependencies were learned and found that the problem
was always in having the wrong direction for a dependency but never in missing
a dependency (that is, all true ‘undirected’ dependencies are always learned but
sometimes a dependency is learned in the wrong direction even though the two
directions are not Markov equivalent). This can also explain why the above differ-
ences in the number of correct dependencies learned between OS and DS do not
lead to significant differences in test log-likelihood.

For both OS and DS the running time appears to be linear in the dataset
size (Figure 5.3). Nevertheless, running time is always significantly smaller for OS
than for DS, with differences between a factor 3.0 to 4.1 (see Appendix B). We
analyze running times in more detail later (Section 5.5.4).

Overall we conclude that OS is competitive with DS in terms of quality of the
learned LBNs, and OS is significantly faster.

5.5.3.1 Influence of Lookahead in DAG-Search

We now discuss the usefulness of lookahead in DAG-search. We only applied DAG-
search with lookahead (DSL) on the UWCSE dataset but not on the synthetic
university domain since there we know the true LBN and lookahead is not needed
to learn that LBN (there are no probabilistic predicates whose only function is to
introduce a new logical variable).

Our experimental results for DSL are summarized in Table 5.2. When compar-
ing DS and DSL we see that there is no significant difference in test log-likelihood
or train score. However, DSL sometimes learns significantly more dependency
statements (i.e. learns a less compact model) and is always significantly slower
than DS (differences are between a factor 1.9 and 2.4). Hence there is no reason
to prefer DSL over DS. We conclude that lookahead in DAG-search has no added
value on the UWCSE dataset.
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5.5.3.2 Learned Dependencies on the UWCSE Dataset

The true dependencies for the UWCSE dataset are unknown since it is a real-
world dataset. To obtain more insight into this dataset we looked at the learned
dependency statements. In order to give these dependency statements a common
sense interpretation, we also analyzed the corresponding logical CPDs. Most of the
dependencies that were frequently learned (for the various algorithms and folds)
confirm our intuitions about this dataset. Some examples are the following.

• phase in PhD(S) depends on year in PhD(S):
The logical CPD specified that a student is more likely to be in a later phase
if he is in a higher year.

• student nb publications(S) depends on year in PhD(S):
A student is more likely to have many publications if he is in a higher year.

• prof nb publications(P ) depends on advised by(S, P ):
A professor is more likely to have many publications if he advises more
students.

• assistant(S, C) depends on advised by(S, P ) and teaches(P, C):
A student is more likely to be the teaching assistant for a course if he is
advised by a professor who teaches that course. The root node of the logical
probability tree for assistant(S, C) was the same as in Figure 5.2 (p. 130).

• assistant(S, C) depends on level(C):
A student is more likely to be the teaching assistant for a course if the
level of the course is lower (the possible levels are undergraduate, advanced
undergraduate and graduate). This can be explained by the fact that the
lower the course level, the more teaching assistants the course has on average
(this is indeed the case according to the data).

5.5.4 Analysis of Running Times

In this section we analyze the running time of the various algorithms in more
detail by decomposing it into the running times of the main different steps in the
algorithms. Such an analysis has not been made before for ordering-search (also
not in the case of Bayesian networks).

5.5.4.1 Decomposing the Total Running Time

Any concrete algorithm derived from the generic search algorithm (Algorithm 5.1)
consists of two steps: searching for the optimal solution and extracting the de-
pendency statements from the logical CPDs for that solution. The time for the
second step can be ignored since it is very small (since this step does not require
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inspecting the data). Hence, the total running time Ttotal of the algorithms can
be decomposed as follows

Ttotal = Tinit + Tfirst + Trest,

where Tinit denotes the initialization time (the time for learning and scoring all
logical CPDs for the initial random solution), Tfirst denotes the time for the
first iteration (the first execution of the loop in the generic algorithm) and Trest

denotes the time for all other iterations. The reason for considering the first
iteration separately is that it typically takes a lot longer than any of the other
iterations since all the score-changes needed in the first iteration effectively have
to be computed, while in the next iterations most of them can be reused without
extra computation (recall Section 5.4.5, p. 130). Let I denote the number of
iterations not including the first one. If we define the average time per iteration
(not including the first one) as Tavg = Trest/I , we can rewrite the total running
time as follows.

Ttotal = Tinit + Tfirst + Tavg × I

We now discuss our experimental results for each of the above measures. Note
that Tinit is the same for all algorithms that we considered. Hence we only discuss
Tfirst, Tavg and I .

5.5.4.2 Influence of the Search Algorithm: Ordering-Search versus
DAG-Search

The total running time Ttotal is always significantly lower for OS than for DS, with
differences between a factor 3.0 and 4.1 (see Appendix B). This can be explained
as follows.

• The time for the first iteration, Tfirst, is always significantly lower for OS
than for DS. This was expected since in the first iteration all elements of
the neighbourhood of the initial solution have to be scored and the size of
the neighbourhood (the branching factor) is smaller for OS than for DS: it
is linear in the number of probabilistic predicates for OS but quadratic for
DS (Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4). In our experiments the difference in Tfirst

between OS and DS goes from a factor 2.8 to 4.6.

• The average time per iteration (not including the first one), Tavg, is also
always significantly lower for OS than for DS. This was expected for the
same reasons as for Tfirst above. In our experiments the difference in Tavg

between OS and DS goes from a factor 1.7 to 3.0.

• For the number of iterations I , the conclusions are less clear: in 10 cases I is
significantly lower for OS than for DS, while in the remaining 6 cases there
is no significant difference.
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Data LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Dep #CorDep Time
Univ 4/10/0 0/0/14 5/8/1 0/14/0 6/8/0
UWCSE 0/2/0 0/0/2 2/0/0 - 0/2/0
Total 4/12/0 0/0/16 7/8/1 0/14/0 6/10/0

Table 5.3: Influence of the scoring criterion: significant wins/ties/losses of BIC
versus randomization/likelihood. ‘#Dep’ is the number of dependency statements
learned, and ‘#CorDep’ is the number of correct dependencies learned.

We conclude that the main reason why OS is faster than DS, is that OS has a
smaller branching factor (linear in the number of probabilistic predicates, while it
is quadratic for DS).

5.5.4.3 Influence of Lookahead in DAG-Search

The total running time on the UWCSE dataset is significantly higher for DSL
than for DS. When analyzing running times we found that the time per iteration
(both Tfirst and Tavg) is always significantly higher for DSL than for DS. This was
expected since the branching factor for DSL is larger than for DS. However, we
also found that the number of iterations is not significantly different for DSL than
for DS. This was somewhat against our expectations. One would expect DSL to
need fewer iterations than DS to convergence since DSL can take bigger steps in
the search space (in a single step DSL can add not only one dependency statement
but also two dependency statements with the same head), but apparently this is
not the case.

5.5.5 Influence of the Scoring Criterion

In this section we briefly compare the results for the two scoring criteria that we
used: BIC and randomization/likelihood. The main results are summarized in
Table 5.3. This table is based on all results for OS and DS (we left out DSL since
we already concluded that it does not have any advantages over DS). An entry
like “5/8/1” in this table means that in 5 cases BIC is significantly better, in 8
cases there is no significant difference, and in 1 case randomization/likelihood is
significantly better.

The main conclusion from Table 5.3 is that BIC is preferable over randomiza-
tion/likelihood both in terms of test log-likelihood, number of dependency state-
ments learned and running time. In fact, it appears that randomization/likelihood
overfits. This hypothesis is based on two observations. First, although randomiza-
tion/likelihood is always significantly better than BIC on training data, it is never
significantly better and sometimes significantly worse than BIC on test data. Sec-
ond, randomization/likelihood often learns significantly more dependency state-
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ments than BIC while the number of correct dependencies learned is never sig-
nificantly higher than for BIC. In other words, the extra dependencies learned
by randomization/likelihood are mainly false or redundant dependencies. Upon
closer inspection, we found this overfitting behaviour to be the strongest on the
bigger datasets for the synthetic university domain (62 to 250 mega examples).

In our study on probability trees in Chapter 4 we concluded that randomization
is overall the best pruning criterion. The fact that in our present experiments
on learning LBNs (using probability trees as logical CPDs) BIC performs better
than randomization/likelihood can be explained in two ways. First, BIC has the
advantage that it can be used both to learn and to score trees, while randomization
is a pruning criterion that can only be used to learn trees but not to score them.
Hence, when learning trees using randomization we have to use another criterion
to score the trees, such as likelihood. However, the drawback of likelihood is
that it does not penalize extra dependency statements which could indeed lead
to overfitting. Second, in Chapter 4 we concluded that learning probability trees
using BIC works quite well as long as the cardinality (number of possible values)
of the target attribute is small. In the experiments in this chapter this is indeed
the case since all random variables have cardinality two or three. It is very well
possible that in domains with higher cardinalities, the performance of BIC would
degrade, and randomization/likelihood would perform better.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced two algorithms for learning non-recursive Logical
Bayesian Networks: an algorithm based on DAG-search (which is relatively close to
existing learning algorithms for formalisms related to Logical Bayesian Networks)
and an algorithm based on ordering-search. We experimentally compared these
algorithms on two relational domains. The main conclusion is that ordering-search
is competitive with DAG-search in terms of quality of the learned models and is
significantly faster than DAG-search due to a smaller branching factor.

In this chapter we only discussed learning non-recursive Logical Bayesian Net-
works. In the next chapter we show how, under a simplifying assumption, the
above algorithms can be used for learning recursive Logical Bayesian Networks.
We also introduce an algorithm which does not require this assumption.
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Chapter 6

Learning Recursive Logical
Bayesian Networks

In the previous chapter we introduced two algorithms for learning non-recursive
Logical Bayesian Networks from relational data. In this chapter we show that
under a simplifying assumption these algorithms (with a minor adaptation) can
also be used for learning recursive Logical Bayesian Networks. We also introduce
generalized ordering-search, an algorithm which does not require this assumption.

6.1 Introduction

In our learning setting for Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs), we learn from mega
examples that each consist of a logical part, which is an input interpretation,
and a probabilistic part. Recall that an LBN maps input interpretations to joint
probability distributions, or equivalently, to Bayesian networks. Hence, an LBN
defines a Bayesian network for each mega example. However, the semantics of an
LBN with respect to a particular mega example is of course only well-defined if
this Bayesian network is acyclic (Section 3.3.2.4, p. 56). When this is indeed the
case, we say that ‘the LBN is acyclic on the mega example’. When learning an
LBN from a dataset of mega examples, we usually want the learned LBN to have
a well-defined semantics for each mega example. Hence, we need some way to
ensure that we learn only LBNs that are acyclic on all mega examples.

In the previous chapter we considered the problem of learning non-recursive
LBNs. Since a non-recursive LBN is acyclic at the predicate level (it has an acyclic
predicate dependency graph), it is acyclic on any mega example. Hence, for each
candidate LBN, we only need to check whether it is acyclic at the predicate level
in order to know whether it is acceptable.

143
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When we presume that the data contains some recursive dependencies, we
need to learn recursive LBNs. The main difference with learning non-recursive
LBNs is that it is now more difficult to ensure that the learned LBN is acyclic on
all mega examples. In this chapter we discuss two settings for learning recursive
LBNs, which correspond to two different approaches of ensuring acyclicity. The
first setting requires a simplifying assumption but has the advantage that it can
be tackled using the ordering-search and DAG-search algorithms of the previous
chapter (with a minor adaptation). The second setting does not require this
simplifying assumption but instead requires a more complex learning algorithm.
We then introduce generalized ordering-search, an algorithm to learn recursive
LBNs in this second setting.

6.1.1 Contributions and Bibliographical Note

The contributions of this chapter are three-fold. First, we show how under a
simplifying assumption DAG-search and ordering-search can be used to learn re-
cursive LBNs. Second, we introduce generalized ordering-search, an algorithm to
learn recursive LBNs which does not require this simplifying assumption. Third,
we experimentally compare all these algorithms on several relational domains.

Parts of the work in this chapter have been published before [Ramon et al.,
2008].

6.1.1.1 Contributions of the Author

All the work discussed in the previous chapters was mainly done by the author
of this dissertation. This is not entirely the case for this chapter since significant
parts of the work on the generalized ordering-search algorithm [Ramon et al., 2008]
have been done by Jan Ramon and Tom Croonenborghs:

• The contributions of Jan Ramon and Tom Croonenborghs were to develop
an algorithm for learning recursive models, and to experimentally evaluate
this algorithm on datasets with recursive dependencies.

• The contributions of the author were to describe this algorithm as an ex-
tension of the ordering-search algorithm for LBNs, and to experimentally
compare it to ordering-search and DAG-search for learning non-recursive
LBNs.

6.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First we discuss the two
settings for learning recursive LBNs and briefly show how ordering-search and
DAG-search can be used to learn recursive LBNs in the first setting. Next, we
introduce generalized ordering-search, a new algorithm for the second learning
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setting. Finally, we experimentally evaluate generalized ordering-search, and com-
pare it to ordering-search and DAG-search.

6.2 Learning Settings

The general learning setting that we consider is the same as in the previous chapter:
we learn from a dataset of mega examples, we assume that we are given the
probabilistic predicates, logical predicates and random variable declarations of an
LBN, and we want to learn the dependency statements and logical CPDs. In
this section we discuss two specific instantiations of this general setting. These
two alternative settings for learning recursive LBNs correspond to two different
approaches of ensuring that the learned LBN is acyclic on all mega examples in
the dataset.

• In the first setting it is the responsibility of the user to ensure this. Con-
cretely, we let the user specify the relationship that can be used to control
the recursion, and which is guaranteed to yield an LBN that is acyclic on all
mega examples. This setting is of course only applicable when the user has
enough prior knowledge about the data to specify such a relationship.

• In the second setting we leave it to the learning algorithm to ensure that the
learned LBN is acyclic on all mega examples. Hence, no prior knowledge of
the user is needed but a more complex learning algorithm is required.

We now discuss these two settings in more detail.

6.2.1 Setting1: Prior Knowledge about Guaranteed Acyclic
Relationships

Recursive dependencies can occur in several different forms. One simple form of
recursion is where all recursive dependencies are controlled by the same relation-
ship (modelled using a logical predicate in LBNs). For such LBNs, the requirement
that the LBN is acyclic on a set of mega examples is equivalent to the requirement
that this relationship is acyclic for all mega examples.1 This is of course trivially
satisfied if this relationship is always acyclic. Such a relationship is called a guar-
anteed acyclic relationship (GAR) [Getoor et al., 2001a]. This occurs in several
practical cases, such as domains with self-recursion or temporal dependencies.

Example 6.1 (Gene domain) Consider the following LBN about the inheri-
tance of genes among family members.

random(gene(P)) <- person(P).

gene(C) | gene(P) <- parent(P,C).

1As usual, we call a relationship acyclic if its transitive closure is irreflexive.
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The probabilistic predicate gene/1 has range {present, absent}. Since this pred-
icate depends on itself, we call this dependency self-recursive and we say that
the parent/2 relationship controls the self-recursion. Given its usual meaning,
parent/2 is a GAR. Hence this LBN is acyclic on any set of mega examples.

Example 6.2 (Temporal dependencies) Consider the following LBN, which
models a temporal process over random variables p and q.

random(p(T)) <- timepoint(T).

random(q(T)) <- timepoint(T).

p(T) | q(T1) <- next(T,T1).

q(T) | p(T1) <- next(T,T1).

The recursion in this LBN is controlled by the next/2 relationship. Given its
obvious meaning, next/2 is a GAR. Hence, this LBN is acyclic on any set of
mega examples.

When the user has some prior knowledge about the data and assumes that all
recursive dependencies are controlled by the same GAR, then the learning problem
is quite close to that of learning non-recursive LBNs. We can then take an approach
that is similar to that of Getoor et al. [2001a] for learning Probabilistic Relational
Models. The idea is to let the user specify the guaranteed acyclic relation-
ship, and to restrict the hypothesis space of LBNs accordingly. Concretely, the
user should specify which logical predicate is the GAR, and in which direction this
predicate should be used (by specifying which arguments should bind with the
arguments of the parent atom and which with the arguments of the target/child
atom). The hypothesis space is then restricted to LBNs in which all recursive
dependencies are controlled by this predicate, in the right direction.

In this learning setting, we can learn recursive LBNs using the algorithms
developed for non-recursive LBNs in the previous chapter, with only a minor
adaptation. In fact, the search process of these algorithms can remain unchanged,
we only need to adapt the set of candidate tests for the logical CPDs. Let us
consider ordering-search. Recall that in the non-recursive case the set of candidate
tests for the logical CPD of a probabilistic atom X built from predicate p consists of
all tests using probabilistic atoms built from predicates preceding p in the current
ordering. In the learning setting considered here, this set instead consists of

• all tests using probabilistic atoms built from predicates preceding p in the
current ordering, unless these atoms are related to X through the GAR in
the inverse direction,

• and all tests using probabilistic atoms built from p or predicates that follow
p in the current ordering, if these atoms are related to X through the GAR
in the right direction.
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Example 6.3 (Candidate tests for gene domain) Consider again the gene
domain (Example 6.1). Suppose that the user specified parent/2 as the GAR (with
the first argument binding to the argument of the parent atom, and the second ar-
gument to that of the target atom). Let us consider the set of candidate tests for
the logical CPD for gene(C).

• The test parent(P, C), gene(P, present) is included as a candidate test be-
cause the gene/1 atom in this test is related to the target gene(C) through
the GAR in the right direction.

• The test gene(P, present) is not included because the gene/1 atom in this
test is not related to the target through the GAR.

• The test parent(C, P ), gene(P, present) is not included because the gene/1
atom in this test is related to the target gene(C) through the GAR in the
inverse direction.

Example 6.4 (Candidate tests for temporal LBN) Consider again the LBN
with the temporal dependencies (Example 6.2) but suppose that apart from pred-
icates p/1 and q/1 (which both take a timepoint as argument), there is now an
extra probabilistic predicate r/0 without arguments.

random(p(T)) <- timepoint(T).

random(q(T)) <- timepoint(T).

random(r).

Suppose that the user declared the relation next/2 as the GAR (with the second
argument binding to the argument of the parent atom, and the first argument to
that of the target atom), and that the current ordering on probabilistic predicates
is r/0, p/1, q/1.

• Logical CPD for r:
The set of candidate tests for this logical CPD is empty (because there are
only predicates following r in the ordering, and the atoms built from these
predicates cannot be linked to r through the GAR since r does not have a
timepoint as argument).

• Logical CPD for p(T ):
The set of candidate tests for this logical CPD includes tests of the form
r(val), and next(T, T1), p(T1, val), and next(T, T1), q(T1, val) (that is, tests
on r, and tests on previous timepoints for p/1 and q/1).

• Logical CPD for q(T ):
The set of candidate tests for this logical CPD includes the same tests as the
logical CPD for p(T ), plus tests of the form p(T, val) (because p/1 precedes
q/1).
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The approach explained above for ordering-search can also be applied to DAG-
search. In the above formulation, each condition of the form ‘p precedes q’ should
then be replaced by the condition that the predicate dependency graph contains an
edge from p to q. The resulting algorithm is quite close to the learning algorithm
for Probabilistic Relational Models [Getoor et al., 2001a].

6.2.2 Setting2: No Prior Knowledge

In the above learning setting we made the simplifying assumption that the user has
prior knowledge about which relationship controls the recursion. While providing
such prior knowledge might in practice often be feasible, there are also cases where
this is too hard. In such cases we have to use a different learning setting, in which it
is left to the learning algorithm to find the relationships that control the recursion
and to ensure that the resulting LBN is acyclic on all mega examples. The following
example was one of our motivations for considering this learning setting.

Example 6.5 (Blocks world) The blocks world [Slaney and Thiébaux, 2001]
is a popular benchmark in several subfields of artificial intelligence. This world
consists of a set of blocks that can be stacked on top of each other. An example of a
task that is often considered is that of learning how to create certain configurations
of blocks, such as a stack consisting of all blocks. One approach to this problem is
that of model-assisted reinforcement learning [Croonenborghs et al., 2007], which
requires a probabilistic model of the world. Since such a model might not be known
in advance, it needs to be learned from data.

In the particular task considered by Croonenborghs et al. [2007], the initial
configuration of blocks is known, as well as a stochastic action that was applied to
this configuration. The task is then to learn a probabilistic model of the resulting
configuration of blocks. The most obvious way to tackle this problem with LBNs is
to use logical predicates block/1, initial on/2 (indicating that a block was on top of
another block in the known initial configuration) and action/1, and a probabilistic
predicate on/2 (for the new configuration, which is unknown). We need a random
variable on(X, Y ) for each pair of blocks X and Y .

random(on(X,Y)) <- block(X), block(Y).

Of course some dependencies hold between all the different on/2 variables. There
are some simple, deterministic dependencies (for instance, if on(a, b) is true then
on(b, a) is false), but there might also be some more complex, probabilistic depen-
dencies (for instance, stacks of many blocks might be unlikely due to instability).
Obviously all these dependencies are self-recursive (since on/2 is the only proba-
bilistic predicate). However, it is quite difficult to predefine a guaranteed acyclic
relationship for these dependencies. Hence, for this problem it makes more sense
to leave it to the learning algorithm to find the relationships to control the recursion
than to ask this as input from the user.
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We have shown that a minor adaptation to the ordering-search and DAG-
search algorithms for non-recursive LBNs makes these algorithms applicable for
learning recursive LBNs under the learning setting of the previous section. In the
learning setting considered in this section, the user does not need to provide
any prior knowledge about the relationships that control the recursion. In this
setting, small adaptations to the algorithms for non-recursive LBNs are no longer
sufficient, and more complicated approaches have to be taken instead.

One formalism related to LBNs for which this learning setting has been con-
sidered is Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting and De Raedt, 2001b, 2002]. The
idea behind the learning algorithm for Bayesian Logic Programs is to search in
the space of sets of Bayesian clauses (the equivalent of dependency statements
in LBNs) and to explicitly check acyclicity of each candidate solution on all the
mega examples. Concretely, Kersting and De Raedt [2001b] compute the Bayesian
network for each candidate solution on each example, and check acyclicity of all
these networks. Of course, the same approach can be used for learning recursive
LBNs. The resulting algorithm can be seen as an extension of the DAG-search
algorithm of the previous chapter in which the search is not carried out at the level
of the predicate dependency graph but at the level of the dependency statements.
However, the drawback of such an algorithm is that it would be rather inefficient
because of the required acyclicity checks. To be precise, the computational cost
for checking acyclicity of a candidate solution would depend on both the number
of mega examples (since an acyclicity check is needed on each of the mega exam-
ples) and the size of the mega examples (since acyclicity is checked at the ground
level). In contrast, in the case of DAG-search for non-recursive LBNs, the cost for
checking acyclicity is independent of both these factors (since only one acyclicity
check is needed for each candidate solution, and it can be performed at the level
of the predicate dependency graph).

The above approach can be seen as an extension of DAG-search towards re-
cursive LBNs. From our experiments with non-recursive LBNs we concluded that
ordering-search is preferable over DAG-search. Hence, the obvious question is
whether also ordering-search can be extended towards recursive LBNs. In the
next section we show that this is indeed possible, by developing the generalized
ordering-search algorithm.

6.3 Generalized Ordering-Search for Learning Re-
cursive Dependencies

In this section we show how to learn recursive dependencies by searching over
orderings. First we explain what the main differences are with the non-recursive
case. Then we explain on a high-level how to adapt the ordering-search algorithm
for non-recursive LBNs to these differences. Then we discuss in detail the resulting
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algorithm, generalized ordering-search. Finally, we discuss some properties of this
algorithm.

6.3.1 Differences with Learning Non-recursive Dependen-
cies

We now discuss the main differences between using ordering-search to learn non-
recursive dependencies and to learn recursive dependencies.

6.3.1.1 Orderings on the Set of Random Variables

Let us first reconsider the ordering-search algorithm for non-recursive LBNs. In
this algorithm we consider orderings on the set of probabilistic predicates. We
argued that, given such an ordering, learning logical CPDs is easy. To learn the
logical CPD for a predicate p, we apply the learning algorithm for probability
trees to a dataset of CPD-examples. Each random variable X built from p in a
mega example m leads to a separate CPD-example (Section 5.3.2, p. 120). The
CPD-example for X contains the observations of all random variables in m that
are related to X and that are built from predicates that precede p in the current
ordering. We will refer these random variables as the ‘inputs’ for X in the logical
CPD. The key issue is here that the inputs for a random variable built from
predicate p are always only random variables built from predicates that precede p in
the predicate ordering. In this way, we can learn only non-recursive dependencies.

If we want to extend ordering-search so as to learn also recursive dependencies,
one idea is to consider orderings on the set of random variables instead
of on the set of predicates. Since random variables are represented as ground
probabilistic atoms, this means that we consider orderings on the ground level
instead of on the predicate level. To learn a logical CPD for a predicate p, we still
create a dataset with one CPD-example per random variable X built from p in each
mega example m. However, this CPD-example now contains the observations of
all random variables in m that are related to X and that precede X in the current
random variable ordering. In other words, the inputs for a random variable X are
now random variables that precede X in the current random variable ordering. In
this way, it would be possible to learn recursive dependencies.

Table 6.1 summarizes the main differences between the two alternative ways of
considering orderings discussed above. We now illustrate the above explanation of
how to learn a logical CPD given an ordering on the set of random variables.

Example 6.6 (Learning a logical CPD given an ordering) Consider again
our example about the inheritance of genes. Suppose that we have a mega example
with the following logical part

person(bill). parent(bill,emma).

person(mary). parent(mary,emma).
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orderings: on the set of probabilistic
predicates
(= predicate level)

on the set of random vari-
ables
(= ground level)

inputs for a
random vari-
able X built
from p:

random variables built
from predicates that
precede p in the predicate
ordering

random variables that pre-
cede X in the random
variable ordering

can learn: only non-recursive depen-
dencies

also recursive dependen-
cies

Table 6.1: Searching over orderings: learning non-recursive dependencies (left)
versus learning recursive dependencies (right).

person(emma).

and the following probabilistic part.

gene(bill)=present.

gene(mary)=absent.

gene(emma)=present.

This mega example contains three random variables built from gene/1, so this mega
example contributes three CPD-examples to the dataset for learning the logical CPD
of gene/1. The exact form of these CPD-examples depends on which ordering on
the random variables that we consider for this mega example: the CPD-example for
X contains the observations of all random variables in the original mega example
that precede X in the ordering. In addition, each CPD-example as always contains
the logical part of the original mega example.

Suppose that we use the following ordering (which is consistent with the parent/2
ordering): gene(bill), gene(mary), gene(emma). Then the above mega example
leads to the following three CPD-examples.

• The first CPD-example is about bill and has label ‘gene=present’. This CPD-
example contains only the logical part of the original mega example (since
there are no random variables preceding gene(bill) in the ordering).

• The second CPD-example is about mary and has label ‘gene=absent’. In
addition to the logical part of the original mega example, this CPD-example
contains the following information

gene(bill,present).
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parent(P, X), gene(P, present)

absent: 0.1 present: 0.9 absent: 0.8 present: 0.2

Figure 6.1: Logical CPD for gene(X). This logical CPD contains a self-recursive
dependency.

(because gene(bill) precedes gene(mary) in the ordering).

• The third CPD-example is about emma and has label ‘gene=present’. In
addition to the logical part of the original mega example, this CPD-example
contains the following information

gene(bill,present).

gene(mary,absent).

(because both gene(bill) and gene(mary) precede gene(emma) in the order-
ing).

If we construct a dataset of CPD-examples in this way and apply the algorithm
for learning logical probability trees on this CPD dataset (with the appropriate
candidate tests), then it is possible to learn recursive dependencies. Concretely,
with the ordering considered above, we could learn the dependency of gene(X) on
gene(P ) for parents P of X. An example of a logical CPD that could be learned
is shown in Figure 6.1.

Above we explained how to learn logical CPDs given an ordering on the set
of random variables. Of course, the optimal ordering might not be known in
advance. Hence, the idea is to perform some search over orderings, in analogy
to the search in the non-recursive case. However, there are several complications
with searching over orderings of the random variables rather than over orderings
of the probabilistic predicates. We discuss the two main problems below.

6.3.1.2 Problem1: A Model of the Optimal Ordering is Needed

One problem with considering orderings on the set of random variables is that this
set depends on the particular input interpretation or mega example considered.
Each mega example typically has a different set of random variables. Hence, it
is not sufficient to search for the optimal ordering. We rather need a general
model of the optimal ordering. For any input interpretation or mega example, this
model should determine an ordering on the appropriate set of random variables.
This contrasts with the non-recursive case, in which we consider orderings on the
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set of probabilistic predicates. In that case we simply need the optimal ordering
itself (rather than a model of the optimal ordering), since the set of probabilistic
predicates is fixed.

6.3.1.3 Problem2: The Search is not Efficient

First reconsider the non-recursive case, in which we use orderings on the set of
probabilistic predicates. Since we do not know the optimal ordering beforehand,
we need to search over orderings. As a search-operator we use swaps of adjacent
elements in the ordering. As explained in the previous chapter (Section 5.4.5,
p. 130), the search can then be implemented quite efficiently. Let us compute the
time needed to perform a single iteration of the search (one step in the “repeat”
loop of Algorithm 5.1, p. 126), this is essentially the time needed to score all
candidate orderings in the neighbourhood of the current ordering.

• The number of candidate orderings (the branching factor of the search) is
equal to the number of probabilistic predicates minus one (because this is
the number of possible swaps).

• Scoring a candidate ordering can be done relatively efficiently due to locality :
the score-change for a candidate ordering only depends on the score of the
two logical CPDs for which the predicates were swapped. Hence, only these
two logical CPDs have to be relearned in order to compute the score-change.

Hence the time of a single iteration is (#p− 1)× 2× TCPD, with #p the number
of probabilistic predicates, and TCPD the time needed for learning a single logical
CPD.

Now consider the recursive case, in which we use orderings on the set of random
variables. Also in this case we need to search over orderings (the fact that we need
a model of the optimal ordering rather than the ordering itself does not change
this, as we will see in the next sections). However, even if we use the same search-
operator as in the non-recursive case (swapping adjacent elements), the search is a
lot more expensive. Let us again compute the time needed for a single iteration. To
simplify the issue, suppose for the moment that we have only one mega example.

• The number of candidate orderings in the neighbourhood of the current
ordering (the branching factor) is equal to the number of random variables
minus one (because this is the number of possible swaps).

• Scoring a candidate ordering requires computing the score-change for the two
random variables that have been swapped. However, because logical CPDs
are specified on the predicate level (there is one logical CPD per probabilistic
predicate), this means that the logical CPDs for the involved predicates need
to be relearned entirely. In the best case the two random variables are built
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from the same predicate, and we only need to relearn only one logical CPD
(requiring time TCPD). Otherwise, we need to relearn two logical CPDs.

Hence the time of a single iteration is between (#n− 1)× TCPD and (#n− 1)×
2× TCPD, with #n the number of random variables in a mega example.

To summarize, in the non-recursive case the number of logical CPDs that need
to be learned during a single iteration (and hence also the time of a single iteration)
scales with the number of probabilistic predicates. In contrast, in the recursive case
this would scale with the number of random variables. Many relational datasets
have only a few probabilistic predicates but many random variables (for instance,
the real-world UWCSE dataset of the previous chapter has 10 probabilistic pred-
icates but 9607 random variables). Hence, it is not feasible in practice to search
over orderings of random variables in the same way as over orderings of predicates.

6.3.2 Generalized Ordering-Search: Outline of the Algo-
rithm

In the previous section we discussed two problems with using orderings of random
variables (that are not present when using orderings of probabilistic predicates):

• we need a general model of the optimal ordering, rather than the optimal
ordering itself;

• the search over orderings is not efficient because too many logical CPDs need
to be learned in each iteration.

Below we show how to solve these two problems. This will lead to an outline of
the generalized ordering-search algorithm.

6.3.2.1 Learning a Model of the Optimal Ordering

We need to find a general model of the optimal ordering. For any input interpre-
tation or mega example, this model should determine an ordering on the corre-
sponding set of random variables. Because it is too complex to learn a model that
directly determines an ordering on any arbitrary set, we take a simpler approach.
We learn a model that takes as input an ordering and two random variables ad-
jacent in this ordering, and that specifies whether these two variables should be
swapped or not. Given an input interpretation or a mega example, we can then
start from some initial ordering on the set of random variables and repeatedly
apply our learned model to decide whether random variables should be swapped
or not, until we are satisfied with the resulting ordering.

This approach requires that we learn a model that takes as input an ordering
and two adjacent random variables, and specifies whether to swap them or not. We
do this by learning a regression model that predicts the score-change for swapping
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the two variables. We learn this regression model in two steps. First we search
over orderings, in each step computing the score-change for swapping adjacent
variables and storing these statistics. Then we apply an algorithm for learning
logical regression trees to the dataset of collected statistics.

6.3.2.2 Making the Search over Orderings More Efficient

We argued above that searching over orderings of random variables in the same
way as we did for orderings of predicates is not efficient. Concretely, computing the
score for every new candidate ordering requires relearning some logical CPDs that
are specific to that ordering. Because there are so many candidate orderings (one
for every possible swap of two adjacent random variables in the current ordering),
relearning all these logical CPDs is computationally not feasible. However, we
argue below that in principle the logical CPDs learned for some ordering (by
generating CPD-examples for that ordering as in Section 6.3.1.1) can be used for
any other ordering. Concretely, the logical CPDs learned for some ordering can
be used to compute the score of any other ordering. This leads to the following
solution for our efficiency problem.

• In a first step we learn for each probabilistic predicate a logical CPD that
can be used for any ordering. We refer to these CPDs as ‘general’ logical
CPDs.

• In the second step we search over orderings, but instead of computing the
score of a candidate ordering using logical CPDs that were learned specifi-
cally for that ordering, we compute it using the general logical CPDs learned
in the first step.

Using this strategy, we only need to learn a logical CPD once for each probabilistic
predicate, namely in the first step. During the second step, we do not need to learn
any logical CPDs, we only have to apply the previously learned logical CPDs to
compute the scores. This solves our efficiency problem since applying a given
logical CPD is computationally much cheaper than learning a new logical CPD.

We now explain why in principle the logical CPDs learned for some ordering
can be used to compute the score of any other ordering. Computing the score of
an ordering using a set of logical CPDs boils down to repeatedly applying these
logical CPDs to predict a random variable X with as input all variables preceding
X in the ordering. Hence, by considering another ordering than the one that the
logical CPDs were learned for, we change the inputs that are given to the logical
CPDs. When using logical CPDs under the form of logical probability trees, this is
indeed no problem. Recall that we write the input for the logical probability tree
under the form of an interpretation (Section 3.3.2.3, p. 52). It is indeed the case
that a logical probability tree learned from some set of interpretations can also
be applied to any other interpretation (that is, the tree accepts any interpretation
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as an input). Hence, we can use the logical CPDs learned for some ordering to
compute the score of any other ordering. Note that we are essentially exploiting
the relational character of our logical CPDs, since with attribute-value CPDs this
would not be possible (an attribute-value CPD can only be used with always the
same fixed set of inputs).

The above only shows that it is in principle possible to use the logical CPDs
learned for some ordering to score another ordering. However, we cannot expect
that these logical CPDs are always very accurate in indicating how good a new
ordering is. A possible solution is to learn more general logical CPDs: logical
CPD that are learned from data not generated by a single ordering but generated
by many orderings. Concretely, we can take random samples from the set of all
orderings, and generate a CPD-example from each sample. We refer to logical
CPDs learned from such data as ‘general’ logical CPDs.

It is important to understand that our approach is an approximation. Ideally,
we want to compute the score of a candidate ordering using logical CPDs learned
specifically for that ordering, as this will give the most accurate indication of how
good that ordering is. However, because this is computationally not feasible, we
approximate this score with the score computed using the general logical CPDs.

6.3.2.3 Outline of The Learning Algorithm

By combining the steps discussed in the previous sections we obtain the following
three-step algorithm.

1. We learn general logical CPDs (by generating CPD-examples from many
different orderings).

2. We search over orderings using the general logical CPDs to evaluate alter-
native orderings, and store the resulting statistics.

3. We learn a model of the optimal ordering from the statistics collected in the
previous step.

Recall that the reason why in the first step we learn logical CPDs that are appli-
cable to any ordering is purely for efficiency (it makes the search over orderings
computationally feasible). Once we found a model of the optimal ordering, we can
learn logical CPDs that are specific for this ordering, so as to improve the quality
of the learned model.2 We do this in two steps.

4. We sort the random variables in each mega example according to the learned
model of the optimal ordering.

2For the experiments reported in Section 6.5 we found that learning specific logical CPDs
improved the results (in terms of log-likelihood on test sets) in 96% of the cases.
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5. We learn logical CPDs that are specific for the learned ordering using the
sorted mega examples from the previous step.

The combination of the above five steps is Algorithm 6.1. We call this algorithm
generalized ordering-search.

Algorithm 6.1 The generalized ordering-search algorithm for learning recursive
LBNs.

procedure generalized ordering-search(D: dataset):
// Step1: learn general logical CPDs
for each probabilistic predicate pi

Ci =learn general logical cpd(pi,D)
end for
// Step2: search over orderings and collect a dataset of statistics
Dordering =search over orderings({C1, . . . , Cn},D)
// Step3: learn a model of the optimal ordering from the collected statistics
O =learn ordering model(Dordering)
// Step4: sort each mega example according to the learned ordering
for each mega example Mj ∈ D

Msorted
j =sort random variables(Mj ,O)

end for
Dsorted = {Msorted

1 , . . . , Msorted
N }

// Step5: learn logical CPDs for learned ordering
for each probabilistic predicate pi

C′i =learn logical cpd(pi,D
sorted)

end for
// Return result
return {C′1, . . . , C

′
n},O

The output of the generalized ordering-search algorithm is the set of logical
CPDs plus the model of the learned ordering. Note that this output is syntactically
not an LBN, since it does not include a set of dependency statements. We discuss
this issue further after giving a more detailed description of the algorithm (see
Section 6.3.4.1).

6.3.3 Generalized Ordering-Search: Detailed Description

We now explain in detail the five steps of the generalized ordering-search algorithm.

6.3.3.1 Step1: Learning General Logical CPDs

In this first step we learn general logical CPDs. Recall that we use the term ‘gen-
eral’ logical CPD to refer to a logical CPD that was learned from data generated
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from many different orderings rather than a single ordering. For each probabilistic
predicate we need to learn such a general logical CPD. As always we learn logical
CPDs under the form of logical probability trees. Given a set of candidate tests,
a dataset of CPD-examples and a pruning criterion, we can learn a general logi-
cal CPD by simply applying the algorithm for learning probability trees. As the
set of candidate tests we use all tests in the language bias specified by the user
(Section 5.3.1, p. 118). For all experiments reported in this chapter, we use ran-
domization tests as a pruning criterion, but any other criterion is also applicable.
Below we explain how to generate a dataset of CPD-examples.

The number of CPD-examples that we use in the dataset for the logical CPD of
a probabilistic predicate p is a parameter of the algorithm, which should be spec-
ified by the user. To generate CPD-examples, we repeat the following procedure
until we have the required number of examples.

1. Randomly select a mega example m from the original dataset.

2. Randomly select a random variable X built from p in m.

3. Randomly select an ordering on the set of all random variables in m and call
E the set of all variables that precede X in this ordering.3

4. Create a CPD-example that is labelled with the value of X in m, and that
contains the logical part of m plus the observations of all variables of E in
m.

This procedure is very similar to the procedure for generating CPD-examples from
a fixed ordering on the set of random variables, as explained earlier (Section 6.3.1.1,
p. 150). The only difference is that we now randomly sample orderings instead of
only considering the fixed ordering.

Example 6.7 (General logical CPD) Consider again the gene domain. An
example of a general logical CPD that was learned for the probabilistic predicate
gene/1 is shown in Figure 6.2 (for the sake of comprehensibility we show a pruned
tree).

The logical CPD for gene(X) shown in the figure has the typical shape of a
general logical CPD in the sense that the different tests that it uses are consistent
with different orderings. To be precise, the test parent(P, X), gene(P, present) is
consistent with the parent or ancestor ordering (because it uses a parent P of the
given person X), while the test parent(X, C), gene(C, absent) is consistent with
the child or descendant ordering.

The fact that the above tests both occur in the general logical CPD is a conse-
quence of the fact that this logical CPD was learned from CPD-examples generated

3This can simply be implemented by selecting E as a random subset of the set of all random
variables in m (not including X).
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parent(P, X), gene(P, present)

absent: 0.1 present: 0.9 parent(X, C), gene(C, absent)

absent: 0.9 present: 0.1 absent: 0.6 present: 0.4

Figure 6.2: Example of a general logical CPD for gene(X).

from randomly sampled orderings, rather than from one fixed ordering. If we
would learn only from CPD-examples generated from the ancestor ordering, then
we would never obtain a test such as parent(X, C), gene(C, absent). Similarly, if
we would learn only from CPD-examples generated from the descendant ordering,
then we would never obtain a test such as parent(P, X), gene(P, present).

6.3.3.2 Step2: Searching over Orderings

In this second step we collect the statistics needed later to learn a model of the
optimal ordering. We do this by searching over orderings. In each step we compute
the score-change for swapping adjacent variables and store this information as a
regression-example (we use this terminology because we will use this information
to learn a regression model in the third step). To compute the score-changes we
use the general logical CPDs learned in the previous step (we do not relearn any
logical CPDs). We now explain this in more detail.

There are many possible ways in which to search over orderings in order to col-
lect regression-examples. In our current implementation we take a simple approach
in which we do not really ‘search’ over orderings, but rather randomly sample or-
derings (we explain our motivation later in Section 6.3.4.2). Concretely, we create
each regression-example as follows (the total number of regression-examples is a
parameter to be specified by the user).

1. Randomly select a mega example m from the original dataset.

2. Randomly select an ordering O on the set of random variables of m.

3. Randomly select two random variables X1 and X2 that are adjacent in O,
and call E the set of all variables that precede X1 in O.

4. Compute the score-change for swapping X1 and X2 in O, using the general
logical CPDs (see below).
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5. Create a regression-example that is labelled with this score-change, and that
contains the logical part of m plus information that identifies X1, X2 and E.

Recall that in the previous chapter we used both BIC and log-likelihood as
scoring criteria in ordering-search (Section 5.3.3, p. 121). The idea behind the
use of BIC in that case was that it gives a trade-off between the likelihood of
a candidate ordering and the complexity of the logical CPDs for that ordering
(because the BIC score is equal to the log-likelihood plus a complexity penalty
for the CPDs). However, using BIC as a scoring criterion in generalized ordering-
search does not make sense. The problem is that we do not relearn the logical
CPDs for each ordering, so we do not know what the complexity penalty for some
ordering should be. We could of course compute the complexity penalty using the
general logical CPDs, but since these remain the same throughout the search over
orderings, this would simply add a fixed offset to the log-likelihood. Hence, using
BIC or related scoring criteria such as MDL in generalized ordering-search does
not make sense. Instead, we always simply use log-likelihood.

Given that we use log-likelihood as a scoring criterion, the score-change for a
regression-example (needed in step 4 in the above description) is computed as

log P (X1 = x1 | E = e, X2 = x2) + log P (X2 = x2 | E = e)

−log P (X1 = x1 | E = e)− log P (X2 = x2 | E = e, X1 = x1),

where x1, x2 and e are the observed states of respectively X1, X2 and E in the
mega example m, and where the conditional probabilities are computed using the
general logical CPDs.

6.3.3.3 Step3: Learning a Model of the Optimal Ordering

In this third step we learn a model of the optimal ordering using the regression-
examples collected in the previous step. This model takes as input an ordering on
a set of random variables and two adjacent variables in this ordering, and should
predict the score-change for swapping these two variables.

We decompose the problem by learning a separate model for each (unordered)
pair of probabilistic predicates (corresponding to the predicates that the two
swapped random variables are built from). We represent each of these models
as a logical regression tree in the Tilde system [Blockeel and De Raedt, 1998]. We
learn the tree for the pair of probabilistic predicates (p1, p2) in two steps.4

1. We create a dataset by selecting from all regression-examples collected in
the previous step those examples that are relevant for the predicates p1 and
p2 (i.e. the examples in which one of the two swapped random variables is
built from p1 and the other is built from p2).

4This also includes the case in which p1 equals p2.
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ancestor(X2, X1)

0.03 (swap) ancestor(X1, X2)

−0.02 (don’t swap) 0.0 (don’t swap)

Figure 6.3: The learned model of the optimal ordering for the gene example. The
model is a regression tree that predicts the score-change for swapping two adjacent
random variables gene(X1) and gene(X2) in an ordering. If the predicted score-
change is positive, then the two random variables should be swapped, otherwise
not.

2. We apply Tilde’s standard algorithm for learning logical regression trees to
this dataset.

Example 6.8 (Model of the optimal ordering) Let us continue our example
about the gene domain. The learned model of the optimal ordering is shown in
Figure 6.3. This model essentially specifies that the optimal ordering is the ances-
tor ordering. Concretely, the model specifies that if a random variable gene(X1)
precedes gene(X2), and X2 is an ancestor of X1, then it is better to swap the two
random variables. If X1 is an ancestor of X2, then it is better not to swap. If
there is no ancestor relationship between X1 and X2 (for instance because they
are siblings), then it does not matter if we swap or not.

6.3.3.4 Step4: Sorting the Random Variables

In this fourth step we sort the set of random variables for each mega example in
the original dataset. We need a procedure that takes a set of random variables
as input and that sorts this set according to the model of the optimal ordering
learned in the previous step. In practice, the model of the optimal ordering is
sometimes ‘unsatisfiable’. For instance, in some cases the model of the optimal
ordering does not satisfy transitivity: it specifies that a random variable X1 should
precede X2, and X2 should precede X3, but X3 should precede X1. Obviously, in
such cases it is not possible to find an ordering that is completely consistent with
the model of the optimal ordering. Hence, we can only try to find the ordering
that is as consistent as possible with the model, that is, the ordering with the least
number of violated precedence constraints. One solution could be to formulate the
problem as a MAX-SAT problem (or weighted MAX-SAT, where the weight of a
precedence constraint is equal to the predicted score-change for that constraint)
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[Borgers and Furman, 1998]. However, because this would be computationally
rather expensive, we use a much simpler sorting procedure in our implementation.

Our sorting procedure is based on bubblesort. We start from a random ordering
on the set of random variables. We then apply an iterative procedure. In the i-th
iteration we traverse the current ordering from the start until we reach the last i
variables. For each pair of adjacent variables that we encounter we use the model
of the optimal ordering to decide whether to swap these variables or not (we swap
if this improves the score). This step is repeated for as many times as there are
random variables. If there exists an ordering that is fully consistent with the model
of the optimal ordering, then this sorting procedure will find it. However, when
there does not exist such an ordering, the result of our sorting procedure might
depend on the random initial ordering.

6.3.3.5 Step5: Relearning Logical CPDs

In this fifth step we learn logical CPDs that are specific to the learned ordering.
We use these logical CPDs to replace the general logical CPDs learned in the
previous step. We do this because this usually increases the quality of the learned
model, since these specific CPDs are more accurate than the general logical CPDs.

Learning the logical CPD for a probabilistic predicate p given an ordering on
the random variables can be done as explained before (Section 6.3.1.1). Concretely,
we create a dataset with one CPD-example per random variable X built from p in
each mega example m. This CPD-example contains the logical part of m plus the
observations of all random variables in m that are related to X and that precede
X in the current random variable ordering.

Example 6.9 (Logical CPD for the learned ordering) Consider the model
of the optimal ordering that we learned for the gene domain (Figure 6.3). Sorting
the random variables in a mega example according to this model is equivalent to
sorting them according to the ancestor ordering. If we learn a logical CPD from
mega examples sorted like this, then this CPD will contain only tests that are
consistent with the ancestor ordering (but no tests that are consistent with the
descendant ordering as in the general logical CPD of Figure 6.2). An example of a
logical CPD that could be learned is shown in Figure 6.4. From this logical CPD,
we can extract the following dependency statement.

gene(X) | gene(P) <- parent(P,X).

Together with the random variable declaration

random(gene(X)) <- person(X).

(which was assumed to be known in advance), this dependency statement and log-
ical CPD form a complete LBN for the gene domain.
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parent(P, X), gene(P, present)

absent: 0.1 present: 0.9 absent: 0.8 present: 0.2

Figure 6.4: Logical CPD of gene(X) for the learned ordering.

6.3.4 Discussion

We now discuss some issues about the generalized ordering-search algorithm in-
troduced above.

6.3.4.1 Output of Generalized Ordering-Search

The output of the generalized ordering-search algorithm consists of two parts: the
model of the optimal ordering (under the form of a set of regression trees specifying
when to swap two random variables), and the set of logical CPDs. Note that this
output is syntactically not an LBN, since it does not include a set of dependency
statements. However, semantically, the output of the learning algorithm is in a
sense identical to an LBN. The semantics of an LBN is that it specifies a function
that maps an input interpretation to a Bayesian network for the corresponding
set of random variables. This is also what our model specifies, but then in a
more procedural way (because we need the bubblesort procedure to determine the
optimal ordering on the set of random variables).

Recall from the previous chapter that the dependency statements are redun-
dant given the logical CPDs (Section 5.4.1). Hence, one might think that depen-
dency statements can always be obtained, namely by extracting them from the
learned logical CPDs (as for Example 6.9 given above). However, it is not always
possible to obtain meaningful dependency statements in this way. Concretely,
when the learned model of the optimal ordering is unsatisfiable, the dependency
statements extracted from the logical CPDs could be cyclic (for any input inter-
pretation) and hence meaningless.

Example 6.10 (Unsatisfiable model of the optimal ordering) Consider
three probabilistic propositions (nullary predicates) or random variables p, q and
r. The model of the optimal ordering specifies for each pair of random variables
how they should be ordered. Suppose that it specifies that p should precede q, and
q should precede r, and r should precede p, Note that transitivity is not satisfied.
Hence, it is not possible to find an ordering of these three random variables that is
entirely consistent with the model of the optimal ordering. When sorting a mega
example containing these three random variables, the resulting ordering will depend
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on the random initial ordering (used as input for the sorting procedure). Hence,
the three random variables might be ordered differently in different mega examples.

Let us for now focus on the random variables p and q. The above implies that
there will be some mega examples in which p precedes q. This makes it likely that
p will occur in a test in the logical CPD of q. Extracting a dependency statement
from this logical CPD would then yield the following.

q | p.

Similarly, there will be some other mega examples in which q precedes p. This
makes it likely that q will occur in a test in the logical CPD of p, which would yield
the following dependency statement.

p | q.

Obviously these two dependency statements together do not make sense since they
are cyclic for any input interpretation. This shows that it is not always possi-
ble to extract meaningful dependency statements from logical CPDs learned using
generalized ordering-search.

The scenario described in this example (three pairwise orderings that do not sat-
isfy transitivity) might seem hypothetical but actually occurred in several of our
experiments (reported in Section 6.5).

6.3.4.2 Possible Improvements to the Algorithm

There are several extensions that could possibly improve the generalized ordering-
search algorithm as discussed above.

One possible extension is to develop a more global representation for the model
of the optimal ordering. Our current representation is rather local in the sense
that it specifies the optimal ordering for any pair of random variables. To derive
an ordering on an arbitrary set of random variables, we need to apply a sorting
algorithm. As discussed above, the problem with this approach is that the model
of the optimal ordering is sometimes unsatisfiable, and in this case the output
of the sorting algorithm depends on the random initial ordering. A more global
model of the optimal ordering, that does not allow inconsistencies, could solve this
problem. However, finding a suitable representation for such a global model is
very challenging.

Another possible extension is to adapt the way in which we search over order-
ings (the second step of the algorithm, Section 6.3.3.2) to collect the statistics for
learning a model of the optimal ordering. In the current algorithm, we consider
swaps of adjacent random variables in random orderings. Instead of considering
randomly chosen orderings, an alternative is to direct the search towards better
orderings. This is what we do in ordering-search for non-recursive LBNs: we per-
form hillclimbing search in the space of orderings. In the non-recursive case, this
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is straightforward because we consider orderings on the set of probabilistic predi-
cates, and this set is fixed. However, in the recursive case we consider orderings on
the set of random variables, and this set is different for each mega example. Hence,
a possible approach would be to in turn consider each of the mega examples and
for each mega example perform hillclimbing over orderings on the corresponding
set of random variables. However, for mega examples that are relatively large this
will probably not be feasible. Also, it is the question whether the general logical
CPDs are informative enough to guide the search in the right direction.

6.4 Summary of Experiments on Learning Recur-

sive Dependencies

In this section we discuss experiments in which we assessed the ability of gener-
alized ordering-search to learn recursive dependencies. Since these experiments
were not mainly a contribution of the author of this dissertation, we only provide
a summary and refer to Ramon et al. [2008] for details.

We used three relational domains. Each of these domains contain only one
probabilistic predicate. Hence, the only dependencies that are possible are self-
recursive dependencies.

• The gene domain was already used repeatedly in this chapter. We used a
hand-coded LBN for this domain to generate artificial datasets of varying
size.

• The cora dataset [McCallum et al., 1999] is about a collection of papers.
We used a probabilistic predicate topic/1 (indicating the high-level topic
of a paper as one out of ten possibilities) and several logical predicates
including author/2, cites/2, year/2 and some derived predicates (such as
co-authorship).

• The blocks world domain was already explained in Example 6.5 (p. 148). For
this domain we used datasets of varying size (varying number of blocks).

Recall that the generalized ordering-search (GOS) algorithm has two parame-
ters: the number of CPD-examples for learning the general CPD of a probabilistic
predicate (Step1, Section 6.3.3.1), and the total number of regression-examples
collected during the search over orderings (Step2, Section 6.3.3.2). We performed
experiments with GOS using various values for these parameters. We compare the
results to three alternatives: using a random ordering, an ‘expert’ ordering (the
best ordering that we could come up with based on our knowledge of the datasets),
and the empty LBN (according to which all random variables are independent).

In Table 6.2 we report the wins, ties and losses in terms of test log-likelihood
for GOS with respect to the other approaches (these are ‘direct’ wins, ties and
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Domain GOS vs expert GOS vs random GOS vs empty
Gene 1/0/4 5/0/0 5/0/0
Cora 0/1/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
Blocks world 8/0/1 6/0/3 9/0/0
Total 9/1/5 12/0/3 15/0/0

Table 6.2: Win, ties and losses for test log-likelihood of generalized ordering-search
(GOS) versus various other approaches: an expert ordering, a random ordering,
and the empty LBN.

losses; without significance tests).5 An entry such as “1/0/4” in the column “GOS
vs expert” means that GOS was better than the expert ordering in 1 case, and
worse in 4 cases (0 ties).

The results show that GOS typically performs better than a random ordering,
and always performs better than the empty LBN. Whether GOS performs better
than the expert ordering depends on the considered domain. For the gene domain,
GOS performs worse than the expert ordering. This was expected since for this
dataset the expert ordering was the optimal ordering, namely the ordering that we
used to artificially generate the datasets. On the other hand, GOS performs better
than the expert ordering for the blocks world domain. Again this was expected
since for this domain we do not know the true ordering, and hence the expert
ordering was only our best guess.

We conclude that generalized ordering-search is indeed able to learn useful
recursive dependencies on the above domains.

6.5 Experiments on Learning Non-recursive De-
pendencies

We introduced generalized ordering-search as an algorithm for learning recursive
LBNs. Of course, it can also be used to learn non-recursive LBNs. It is interest-
ing to know how generalized ordering-search performs in this respect as compared
to the algorithms that were specifically designed to learn non-recursive LBNs.
Hence, in this section we experimentally compare generalized ordering-search to
the ordering-search and DAG-search algorithms introduced in the previous chap-
ter. First we discuss the datasets, evaluation criteria and setup. Then we discuss
our experimental results.

5The results reported are for GOS without the fifth step of relearning logical CPDs for the
learned ordering. The reason for this is that in some of the original experiments this step was
not used [Ramon et al., 2008].
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university UWCSE
GOS1 1.25/100 20/500
GOS2 25/500 100/1000
GOS3 125/1000 500/2000

Table 6.3: Parameter settings for generalized ordering-search. An entry of the
form “n1/n2” means that n1 is the average number of CPD-examples used per
mega example to learn a general logical CPD, and n2 is the average number of
regression-examples collected per mega example during the search over orderings.

6.5.1 Datasets, Evaluation Criteria and Setup

We use the same datasets as in the previous chapter: synthetic datasets of varying
size for the university domain, and the real-world UWCSE dataset. For both these
domains, algorithms that can learn only non-recursive LBNs should be sufficient.
For the synthetic university domain we know the LBN that was used to generate
the data, and this LBN is non-recursive. For UWCSE we do not know the true
LBN, but the language bias that we specified for this dataset allows only non-
recursive dependencies (this is not a deliberate choice, the reason is that the set
of logical predicates is so limited that no meaningful recursive dependencies are
possible for this dataset).

As in the previous chapter we use normalized test log-likelihood, normalized
train log-likelihood (to assess the degree of overfitting) and running time as eval-
uation criteria. Unlike in the previous chapter, we cannot use the number of
dependency statements learned, since generalized ordering-search does not learn
dependency statements as such (Section 6.3.4.1).

The experimental setup is the same as in the previous chapter (see Section 5.5.2,
p. 133). We compare the results for ordering-search (OS), DAG-search (DS), gen-
eralized ordering-search (GOS) and the empty LBN. Recall that GOS has two
parameters: the number of CPD-examples for learning the general CPD of a
probabilistic predicate (Step1, Section 6.3.3.1), and the total number of regression-
examples collected during the search over orderings (Step2, Section 6.3.3.2). For
both domains (university and UWCSE ), we report results for three different com-
binations of values for these two parameters, see Table 6.3. With lower values
than those of Table 6.3, GOS learns only random orderings; with higher values,
running times become too high.

6.5.2 Results and Discussion

In this section we only give summaries of our experimental results. The full results
are given in Appendix C.
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Dataset (#Vars) LogLik(Test) LogLik(Train) Time
Univ5 (1150) 0/3/0 0/2/1 0/0/3
Univ10 (2300) 0/2/1 0/3/0 0/1/2
Univ15 (3450) 0/2/1 0/0/3 0/0/3
Univ31 (7130) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/0/3
Univ62 (14260) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/0/3
Univ125 (28750) 0/0/3 0/1/2 0/0/3
Univ250 (57500) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/0/3
UWCSE (9607) 0/2/1 0/1/2 0/0/3
Total 0/9/15 0/7/17 0/1/23

Table 6.4: Significance of differences between results for GOS and OS.

Dataset (#Vars) LogLik(Test) LogLik(Train) Time
Univ5 (1150) 0/3/0 0/0/3 2/0/1
Univ10 (2300) 0/1/2 0/1/2 1/1/1
Univ15 (3450) 0/2/1 0/1/2 0/2/1
Univ31 (7130) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/1/2
Univ62 (14260) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/1/2
Univ125 (28750) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/0/3
Univ250 (57500) 0/0/3 0/0/3 0/0/3
UWCSE (9607) 0/2/1 0/0/3 0/0/3
Total 0/8/16 0/2/22 3/5/16

Table 6.5: Significance of differences between results for GOS and DS.

6.5.2.1 Comparison of the Three Algorithms

We now compare GOS to OS and DS in terms of quality of the learned models
and efficiency. Table 6.4 shows the results for the comparison of GOS and OS,
Table 6.5 for GOS and DS. An entry such as “0/2/1” for a particular dataset and
evaluation criterion means that in two cases there was no significant difference
between GOS and OS/DS, and in one case GOS was significantly worse (recall
that we use three different parameter settings for GOS, hence the three cases).

In terms of log-likelihood, the conclusions of the comparison of GOS versus
OS are very similar to those of GOS versus DS. For test log-likelihood, OS and
DS are significantly better than GOS in the majority of cases, while the opposite
never occurs. This holds to an even larger extent for train log-likelihood, which
indicates that the poor performance of GOS on test sets is not due to overfitting,
but rather to underfitting.

In terms of running time, the conclusions are slightly different for OS than
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for DS. OS is significantly faster than GOS in all cases except one. In the majority
of cases also DS is significantly faster than GOS, but there are also some cases in
which the opposite holds. However, the only cases in which GOS is significantly
faster than DS are all for the smallest university datasets. On the larger university
datasets and the UWCSE dataset, both OS and DS are always significantly faster
than GOS. We further discuss running times of GOS in the next section.
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Figure 6.5: Results for OS, DS and GOS on synthetic university datasets of varying
size. For train score and test log-likelihood we also show the results for the empty
LBN.

For the synthetic university datasets we also plotted the results as a function
of dataset size in Figure 6.5. The evolution of test log-likelihood is the same for all
methods: it rapidly increases when initially increasing the dataset size, but then
saturates. Figure 6.5 also shows that using more CPD-examples and regression-
examples in GOS (i.e. going from GOS1 to GOS2 or GOS3) does not seem to
improve performance a lot: the train log-likelihood increases but this increase
does not fully carry over to the test sets. For running time, we again see that
OS and DS are faster than GOS for all except the smallest datasets. Because the
differences in running time between all the algorithms are quite large, we plotted
running time on a logarithmic scale. When plotted on a linear scale, it can be
seen that running times for all algorithms are roughly linear in the number of
mega examples.

We conclude that for learning non-recursive dependencies, GOS is outper-
formed by OS and DS in terms of quality of the learned models as well as efficiency.
As discussed earlier, another disadvantage of GOS with respect to OS and DS is
that it does not learn a model under the form of an LBN (Section 6.3.4.1, p. 163).
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6.5.2.2 Analysis of Running Time for Generalized Ordering-Search

In the previous section we already noted that OS and DS are significantly more
efficient than GOS (for all except the smallest datasets). We now further analyze
the running time for GOS.

The GOS algorithm consists of five steps. In our implementation the second
and third step are integrated. Hence, the running time of GOS can be decomposed
into four components.

Ttotal = TGCPD + Tordering + Tsort + Trelearn

TGCPD is the time for learning the general logical CPDs, Tordering is the time for
learning the model of the optimal ordering (including the time for searching over
orderings to collect the necessary statistics), Tsort is the time for sorting each of
the mega examples according to the learned ordering, and Trelearn is the time for
relearning specific logical CPDs from the sorted mega examples.

Figure 6.6 shows the decomposed running time for GOS, and the running times
for OS and DS. We show the results for GOS1, that is GOS with the smallest num-
ber of CPD-examples and regression-examples that we considered. We only show
the results on the UWCSE dataset and the largest synthetic university dataset
(250 mega examples). The results on medium-sized university datasets (62 or
125 mega examples) are very similar.6 As Figure 6.6 shows, the running time
of GOS1 is dominated by Trelearn. However, even when ignoring Trelearn, OS is
still more efficient than GOS1 (that is, the running time for OS is lower than
TGCPD + Tordering + Tsort). For DS, this also holds on the UWCSE dataset, but
not on the synthetic university dataset.
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Figure 6.6: Running times for GOS1, OS and DS on the largest university dataset
(left) and the UWCSE dataset (right).

6We do not show the results on the smaller university datasets, since for these datasets the
running time is not an issue.
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Figure 6.7: Decomposition of the running times for GOS on the largest university
dataset (left) and the UWCSE dataset (right).

Above we only showed the results for GOS with the smallest parameter values
(GOS1). To see the influence of the parameter values, consider Figure 6.7. This
figure shows the relative running time for each of the steps in GOS1, GOS2 and
GOS3 (as percentages of the total running time). First note that Tsort is negligible
in all cases. As already mentioned, the total running time of GOS1 is dominated
by Trelearn. However, if we increase the number of CPD-examples and regression-
examples (i.e. if we go from GOS1 to GOS2 or GOS3), then TGCPD and Tordering

start to dominate the total running time. This can be explained as follows.

• TGCPD is the time for learning the general logical CPDs. This is expected
to be linear in the number of CPD-examples used.

• Tordering is the time for searching over orderings and learning a model of the
optimal ordering. This is expected to be linear in the number of regression-
examples used.

• Trelearn is the time for relearning logical CPDs that are specific for the
learned ordering. These CPDs are learned from a fixed number of CPD-
examples (one for each random variable built from the considered predicate
in each mega example). Hence, Trelearn is constant.

We conclude that, depending on the parameter settings, any of the steps of GOS
(except the fourth step of sorting the mega examples) can dominate the total
running time.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the problem of learning recursive Logical Bayesian
Networks. We have shown that under a simplifying assumption the algorithms for
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non-recursive Logical Bayesian Networks (ordering-search and DAG-search) can
be used with only a minor adaptation. We also introduced generalized ordering-
search, an algorithm which does not require this assumption. Experiments on
several relational domains have shown that generalized ordering-search can indeed
learn useful recursive dependencies. We also experimentally compared all three
algorithms on domains with only non-recursive dependencies. The results show
that ordering-search and DAG-search outperform generalized ordering-search in
terms of quality of the learned models as well as efficiency.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter we summarize our main contributions and conclusions. We also
provide some directions for future work.

7.1 Summary of Contributions and Conclusions

The goal of this dissertation was to improve the algorithms for learning directed
probabilistic logical models in terms of quality of the resulting models and efficiency.
Apart from work on algorithms for learning directed probabilistic logical models,
this dissertation contains work on two other topics related to our goal: formalisms
for representing directed probabilistic logical models, and algorithms for learning
probability trees (which can be used as a central component of directed proba-
bilistic logical models). Our contributions and conclusions with respect to these
topics are the following.

• Any work on directed probabilistic logical models requires a particular for-
malism to represent the models. We introduced the formalism Logical
Bayesian Networks (LBNs), which is an upgrade of Bayesian networks. We
discussed the relation of LBNs to several existing probabilistic logic for-
malisms. The most important difference is that in LBNs we quantify prob-
abilistic dependencies using logical probability trees (instead of using condi-
tional probability tables with combining rules, as most other formalisms).
The motivation for this choice came from the case of Bayesian networks,
where it is known that probability trees have some advantages over proba-
bility tables, due to the fact that trees can capture context-specific indepen-
dence [Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1998]. Our work on LBNs can be seen
as an extension of the work on context-specific independence for Bayesian
networks: we upgrade this work towards relational data.
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• Since logical probability trees are a central component of LBNs, any learn-
ing algorithm for LBNs requires a learning algorithm for probability trees.
Hence, we performed a study of alternative approaches for learning prob-
ability trees. Concretely, we performed an extensive experimental compar-
ison of pruning criteria. In order to broaden the scope of this comparison, it
was carried out on both relational data and attribute-value data. The main
conclusion is that overall a pruning criterion based on randomization tests
performs best. We also identified several conditions under which other prun-
ing criteria achieve results comparable to those of randomization tests (for
instance, the Bayesian Information Criterion performs well if the number of
classes is small).

• We introduced three algorithms for learning directed probabilistic log-
ical models from relational data. The first algorithm, DAG-search, is rel-
atively close to existing algorithms for formalisms related to LBNs. The
second algorithm, ordering-search, is an upgrade of a learning algorithm for
Bayesian networks. These two algorithms can be used for learning non-
recursive LBNs, and, given certain prior knowledge from the user, also for
learning recursive LBNs. The third algorithm, generalized ordering-search,
does not require this kind of prior knowledge.

We experimentally compared these algorithms on several relational domains.
Experiments on learning non-recursive LBNs show that DAG-search and
ordering-search outperform generalized ordering-search in terms of quality
of the learned models as well as efficiency. Also, ordering-search is prefer-
able over DAG-search since the quality of the learned models is comparable
but ordering-search is significantly faster. Experiments on learning recur-
sive LBNs confirmed that generalized ordering-search can indeed learn use-
ful recursive dependencies, even when prior knowledge from the user is not
available.

7.2 Future Work

Probabilistic logic learning is a very challenging area and has only received a lot
of attention since the last few years. Hence, there are still many open problems
and many directions for future research. One obvious direction is to further study
the relations between the many probabilistic logic formalisms. To do this in a
sound way, a framework for translations between the formalisms is needed. Jaeger
et al. [2006] recently took a step into this direction. Another idea is to further
try to integrate concepts from probabilistic modelling and reasoning with concepts
from logical modelling and reasoning. The most famous problem that fits into this
strategy is the development of algorithms for ‘lifted’ or first-order probabilistic
inference [Poole, 2003; de Salvo Braz et al., 2005; Kersting et al., 2007]. None
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of the previous ideas deal with learning. Of course, there are also many inter-
esting directions for future work concerning learning, such as statistical predicate
invention and a tighter combination of learning and inference [Domingos, 2007].

The above are all very general ideas for future work that might take many
years to realize. We now discuss two much more concrete ideas that are specific to
the work in this dissertation: improving learning by combining the algorithms dis-
cussed in this dissertation, and extending these algorithms to deal with incomplete
data.

7.2.1 Combining the Learning Algorithms

In this dissertation we introduced and experimentally compared three algorithms
for learning LBNs: DAG-search, ordering-search and generalized ordering-search.
The conclusions of our experimental comparison suggest that combining these
algorithms might be useful. We give two examples of this.

• Using ordering-search (OS) to initialize DAG-search (DS):
OS is significantly faster than DS. One possible way to make DS more efficient
is to make each iteration more efficient. However, an easier way could be
to reduce the number of iterations needed. This could be realized by using
the output of OS to initialize DS. Concretely, we could perform OS until
convergence (which is relatively fast), extract a predicate dependency graph
from the learned logical CPDs, and use this as the starting point for DS.
This idea takes our current approach for initializing DS a step further, since
for the moment we extract the initial predicate dependency graph for DS
from a random ordering (rather than from a learned ordering).

• Integrating some of the ideas of generalized ordering-search (GOS) into order-
ing-search (OS):
The advantage of GOS over OS is that GOS is more widely applicable for
learning recursive dependencies (OS has the restriction that it can only learn
recursive dependencies if the user provides a guaranteed acyclic relationship).
On the other hand, the advantage of OS is that it outperforms GOS for learn-
ing non-recursive dependencies, in terms of quality of the learned models as
well as efficiency. Hence, for learning LBNs with both non-recursive and
recursive dependencies, it is interesting to combine both advantages. This
could possibly be realized by integrating some of the ideas of GOS into OS
in a conservative way. Concretely, we could try to develop an algorithm that
coincides with OS in the non-recursive case (when the language bias spec-
ified by the user allows only non-recursive dependencies), but that is also
applicable otherwise.
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7.2.2 Learning from Incomplete Data and Probabilistic In-
ference

The learning algorithms for LBNs introduced in this dissertation work on complete
data. When the mega examples in a dataset contain some random variables for
which we have not observed a value, we speak of missing values and incomplete
data. A direction for future work is to investigate how our algorithms can be
extended so as to deal with incomplete data.

The traditional approach for learning Bayesian networks from incomplete data
is structural EM : repeated applications of an EM step and a ‘structural step’
[Friedman, 1998]. In the EM step, standard EM (Section 2.3.2.3, p. 30) is per-
formed in order to find the optimal parameters of the current Bayesian network
structure and to complete the missing values using these parameters (this requires
repeatedly performing probabilistic inference). In the structural step, some itera-
tions of DAG-search are performed on the completed data in order to improve the
current structure.

In standard EM (as used inside structural EM), the missing values are com-
pleted in a soft way: a probability distribution on the possible values of an unob-
served random variable is determined. However, when using probability trees as
CPDs, this approach is not practical. The efficiency of decision tree algorithms
comes from the fact that in each internal node the examples are partitioned over
the children. When learning decision trees from soft data this is no longer always
possible (an example could be distributed over each of the children, with a partic-
ular weight or probability for each child), making the approach computationally
infeasible. The common solution is to adapt the EM step of structural EM: we ap-
ply standard EM on the leaves of the probability trees in order to find the optimal
probabilities but at the end we use these probabilities to complete the data not
in a soft way but in a hard way (instead of determining a probability distribution
on the possible values of the unobserved variables, we determine the most likely
joint state of these variables) [Segal et al., 2001]. We refer to this approach as hard
structural EM.

It seems that hard structural EM can also be used for learning LBNs. More-
over, the iterations of DAG-search in (hard) structural EM could be replaced by
iterations of ordering-search. The computational bottleneck of such hard struc-
tural EM or ‘hard ordering EM’ for LBNs would very likely be in the application
of probabilistic inference (needed to complete the data). Concretely, we would
have to deal with two kinds of probabilistic queries.

• CP queries: inferring the conditional probability distribution of an unob-
served random variable given the observed variables. This is needed for the
E-step of EM.

• MPE queries: inferring the most likely joint state (or ‘most probable expla-
nation’) of a set of random variables. This is needed to complete the data
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in a hard way.

In theory, probabilistic inference for LBNs can be performed by constructing the
support network for the query and applying Bayesian network inference algorithms
on this support network (Section 3.3.3, p. 58). However, for larger domains this
is infeasible and it is the question how probabilistic inference can be made more
efficient. One possible way to try to achieve this is by exploiting the relational
structure of the support network (with some form of ‘lifted’ inference [Poole, 2003;
de Salvo Braz et al., 2005; Kersting et al., 2007]) or the context-specific indepen-
dencies specified by the logical probability trees (Section 3.3.3). Another option
is to develop algorithms for approximate inference.
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Appendix A

Proofs for Chapter 3

In this appendix we prove Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

A.1 Well-Definedness of the Semantics of Logical
Bayesian Networks

We now prove Theorem 3.1 (p. 56) about the well-definedness of the semantics of
an LBN.

Let Ω be the set of joint states of X. The semantics of LBNs (Definition 3.9)
defines P (X = x), for x ∈ Ω, as

∏

X∈X P (X = x | Pa(X) = pa(x)), with x the
state of X , Pa(X) the set of parents of X and pa(x) the state of these parents in
x. According to the definition of a joint probability distribution (Definition 2.1),
we need to prove that

1. ∀x ∈ Ω : 0 ≤ P (X = x) ≤ 1, and

2.
∑

x∈Ω P (X = x) = 1.

The former follows immediately from the fact that P (X = x) is defined as a
product of conditional probabilities, each of which are in the interval [0, 1]. We
now prove the latter by induction.

Let us construct an ordering X1, . . . , XN on the set X that is consistent with
the parent ordering: if Xi is a parent of Xj , then Xi should precede Xj (such an
ordering only exists if the parent relation is acyclic). Call Xk the set of the first
k variables in the ordering, and Ωk the set of all joint states of Xk. Using similar
notation as before, for any xk ∈ Ωk, we define P (Xk = xk) as

∏k

i=1 P (Xi = xi |
Pa(Xi) = pa(xi)). Now consider the sum

∑

xk∈Ωk P (Xk = xk). If k = 1 this sum
becomes

∑

x1
P (X1 = x1), where

∑

x1
stands for a summation over all values x1

in the range of X1. This sum equals 1 since each distribution returned by a logical
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CPD is a well-defined probability distribution. Below we prove that, if this sum
equals 1 for k, then the same holds for k + 1. This implies that it also holds for
k = N . Since XN = X and ΩN = Ω, this proves the theorem.

Suppose that
∑

xk∈Ωk P (Xk = xk) = 1. We now prove that this implies that
the same holds for k + 1.

∑

xk+1∈Ωk+1

P (Xk+1 = xk+1)

=
∑

xk+1∈Ωk+1

P (Xk = xk)P (Xk+1 = xk+1 | Pa(Xk+1) = pa(xk+1))

=
∑

xk∈Ωk

∑

xk+1

P (Xk = xk)P (Xk+1 = xk+1 | Pa(Xk+1) = pa(xk+1)),

where
∑

xk+1
stands for a summation over all values xk+1 in the range of Xk+1.

By moving this summation inwards, we obtain

∑

xk∈Ωk

P (Xk = xk)
∑

xk+1

P (Xk+1 = xk+1 | Pa(Xk+1) = pa(xk+1)).

Note that
∑

xk+1
P (Xk+1 = xk+1 | Pa(Xk+1) = pa(xk+1)) equals 1 since each

distribution returned by a logical CPD is a well-defined probability distribution.
Hence, we obtain

∑

xk∈Ωk

P (Xk = xk).

By the starting assumption of our inductive argument, this sum equals 1. This is
what we needed to prove.

A.2 Decomposing Dependency Statements

We now prove Theorem 3.2 (p. 64) about the decomposition of dependency state-
ments with multiple atoms in the body. As explained in Section 3.4.1, this de-
composition can be accomplished in two steps. Since the correctness of the second
step (replacing random/1 atoms by their definitions) is straightforward, we only
prove the correctness of the first step.

Let L1 be an LBN, and let D be a dependency statement in L1 of the form
a | a1, . . . an ← c, with n ≥ 2. Let L2 be the LBN obtained by replacing D in L1
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by the following set of decomposed dependency statements.







































a | a1 ← c, random(a2), . . . , random(an).
...

a | ai ← c, random(a1), . . . , random(ai−1),
random(ai+1), . . . , random(an).

...
a | an ← c, random(a1), . . . , random(an−1).

Call this set Ddecomp. We need to prove that L1 and L2 are equivalent. This
means that, for any input interpretation, the set of random variables, the parent
relation and the CPDs are the same for L1 as for L2. Note that

• The set of random variables is the same since it only depends on the random
variable declarations and these are common to both LBNs.

• A random variable apar is a parent of achild only if it is ‘caused’ to be a parent
by some dependency statement. Hence, proving that the parent relation is
the same for both LBNs requires proving that the original dependency state-
ment D causes apar to be a parent of achild if and only if some decomposed
dependency statement in Ddecomp causes this.

• If the parent relation is the same, it follows that the CPDs are also the same
since, given the parent relation, the CPDs only depend on the logical CPDs
and these are common to both LBNs.

The above means that we need to prove that the original dependency statement
D causes apar to be a parent of achild if and only if some decomposed dependency
statement in Ddecomp causes this. We now prove this in the two directions. We
use r(.) as shorthand notation for random(.).

• Assume that D causes apar to be a parent of achild. This implies that
there exists a grounding substitution θ such that Dθ is of the form achild |
a′1, . . . , a

′
i−1, apar, a

′
i+1, . . . , a

′
n ← c′ for which c′ is true and for which r(.) is

true for all ground probabilistic atoms in the head and body. Hence, in the
ground statement achild | apar ← c′, r(a′1), . . . , r(a

′
i−1), r(a

′
i+1), . . . , r(a′n) the

context is true and r(.) is true for the ground probabilistic atoms in the head
and body. This ground statement is an instance of the dependency statement
a | ai ← c, r(a1), . . . , r(ai−1), r(ai+1), . . . , r(an) under the substitution θ,
which is in Ddecomp. Hence Ddecomp causes apar to be a parent of achild.

• Assume that a dependency statement Ddecomp in Ddecomp causes apar to be a
parent of achild and that Ddecomp is of the form a | ai ← c, r(a1), . . . , r(ai−1),
r(ai+1), . . . , r(an). This implies that there exists a grounding substitution θ
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such that Ddecompθ is of the form achild | apar ← c′, r(a′1), . . . , r(a
′
i−1), r(a

′
i+1),

. . . , r(a′n) for which r(achild) is true, r(apar) is true and the context c′, r(a′1),

. . . , r(a′i−1), r(a′i+1), . . . , r(a
′
n) is true. Hence, in the ground statement achild |

a′1, . . . , a
′
i−1, apar, a

′
i+1, . . . , a

′
n ← c′, the context is true and r(.) is true for all

ground probabilistic atoms in the head and body. This ground statement is
an instance of the dependency statement D under the substitution θ. Hence
D causes apar to be a parent of achild.

A.3 Removing Redundancy in Dependency State-
ments

We now prove Theorem 3.3 (p. 67) about removing redundancy in dependency
statements. First we prove that removing a redundant dependency statement
from an LBN yields an equivalent LBN. Next we prove that the same holds for
removing a redundant context literal in a dependency statement. We again use
r(.) as shorthand notation for random(.).

• Consider an LBN that contains a dependency statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c1

which is redundant with respect to another dependency statement in the
LBN with the same head and body but context c2. This first dependency
statement (with context c1) fires if the conjunction r(a), r(a1), . . . , r(an), c1

is true. According to the definition of redundancy, this implies that c2 is true,
and hence also the conjunction r(a), r(a1), . . . , r(an), c2 is true. This implies
that the second dependency statement fires. This proves that, whenever
the first dependency statement fires, the second fires as well. Since both
statements have the same head and body, this makes the first statement
obsolete. Hence removing the first dependency statement from the LBN
yields an equivalent LBN.

• Consider a dependency statement of the form

a | a1, . . . , an ← c, l

with c a conjunction of logical literals and l a logical literal. Suppose
that l is redundant in this dependency statement. We refer to the depen-
dency statement obtained by removing l from the context as the ‘reduced’
dependency statement. This reduced statement fires if the conjunction
r(a), r(a1), . . . , r(an), c is true. According to the definition of redundancy,
this implies that l is true, and hence also the conjunction r(a), r(a1), . . . , r(an),
c, l is true, and the original statement fires too. This shows that if the re-
duced statement fires, then the original statement fires too. Obviously, if
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the original statement fires, then the reduced statement fires too (since the
context of the reduced statement is a subset of the context of the original
statement). Hence, we conclude that the reduced statement fires if and only
if the original statements fires. Since both statements also have the same
head and body, they are equivalent. Hence removing the redundant literal
from the original statement yields an equivalent LBN.
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Appendix B

Detailed Experimental
Results for Chapter 5

In this appendix we give the detailed results for the experiments discussed in
Chapter 5. Tables B.1 and B.2 show the results on the UWCSE dataset. Tables B.3
to B.6 show the results on synthetic university datasets of varying size.

Algorithm LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Dependencies
OS -0.4288 -0.3539 15.2
DS -0.4160 -0.3489 14.6
DSL -0.4156 -0.3484 16.2

empty -0.4631 -0.3961 -
OS -0.4318 -0.3343 20.6
DS -0.4227 -0.3301 18.6
DSL -0.4251 -0.3286 22.4

empty -0.4631 -0.3865 -

Table B.1: Experimental results on the UWCSE dataset (upper half of table: BIC;
lower half: randomization/likelihood). The best results are shown in bold.
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Algorithm Ttotal Tinit Tfirst Trest I Tavg

OS 135s 27s 61s 46s 2.4 20s
DS 535s 27s 279s 229s 4.6 52s
DSL 1287s 27s 806s 453s 5.4 87s
OS 208s 35s 69s 104s 4.2 23s
DS 738s 35s 309s 394s 6.2 62s
DSL 1428s 35s 724s 669s 6.8 97s

Table B.2: Detailed timings on the UWCSE dataset (upper half of table: BIC;
lower half: randomization/likelihood).

#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm LogLik Score(Tr) #Dep #CorDep
5 (1150) OS -1.3789 -1.3485 9.0 3.4
5 (1150) DS -1.3750 -1.3365 9.8 4.4
5 (1150) empty -1.4799 -1.4989 - -
10 (2300) OS -1.3669 -1.3524 9.8 4.6
10 (2300) DS -1.3461 -1.3410 9.4 5.0
10 (2300) empty -1.4722 -1.4880 - -
15 (3450) OS -1.3444 -1.3415 8.6 4.4
15 (3450) DS -1.3328 -1.3305 9.6 5.0
15 (3450) empty -1.4697 -1.4792 - -
31 (7130) OS -1.3083 -1.3135 8.8 5.6
31 (7130) DS -1.3023 -1.3060 9.6 6.6
31 (7130) empty -1.4575 -1.4647 - -
62 (14260) OS -1.3051 -1.3097 11.2 5.8
62 (14260) DS -1.2973 -1.3012 10.4 6.6
62 (14260) empty -1.4554 -1.4595 - -
125 (28750) OS -1.2905 -1.2959 8.8 5.8
125 (28750) DS -1.2828 -1.2861 8.2 6.8
125 (28750) empty -1.4562 -1.4586 - -
250 (57500) OS -1.3001 -1.3035 9.8 5.6
250 (57500) DS -1.2894 -1.2913 7.6 6.8
250 (57500) empty -1.4561 -1.4573 - -

Table B.3: Experimental results on synthetic university datasets of varying size
(using BIC). The best results are shown in bold. ‘LogLik’ is the normalized test
log-likelihood , ‘Score(Tr)’ is the normalized train score, ‘#Dep’ is the number of
dependency statements learned, and ‘#CorDep’ is the number of correct depen-
dencies learned.
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#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm LogLik Score(Tr) #Dep #CorDep
5 (1150) OS -1.3606 -1.2963 5.2 3.4
5 (1150) DS -1.3806 -1.2633 8.2 3.8
5 (1150) empty -1.4799 -1.4571 - -
10 (2300) OS -1.3665 -1.3149 6.8 3.8
10 (2300) DS -1.3636 -1.2878 10.4 5.2
10 (2300) empty -1.4722 -1.4639 - -
15 (3450) OS -1.3427 -1.3041 10.6 4.4
15 (3450) DS -1.3390 -1.2791 12.0 5.0
15 (3450) empty -1.4697 -1.4619 - -
31 (7130) OS -1.3205 -1.2849 12.4 5.0
31 (7130) DS -1.3128 -1.2764 13.0 6.4
31 (7130) empty -1.4575 -1.4552 - -
62 (14260) OS -1.3046 -1.2936 12.8 5.2
62 (14260) DS -1.3061 -1.2869 15.8 5.8
62 (14260) empty -1.4554 -1.4542 - -
125 (28750) OS -1.2920 -1.2870 13.2 6.0
125 (28750) DS -1.2877 -1.2763 17.0 6.2
125 (28750) empty -1.4562 -1.4557 - -
250 (57500) OS -1.2971 -1.2925 15.6 6.0
250 (57500) DS -1.2928 -1.2856 18.0 6.4
250 (57500) empty -1.4561 -1.4557 - -

Table B.4: Experimental results on synthetic university datasets of varying size
(using randomization/likelihood). The best results are shown in bold. ‘LogLik’
is the normalized test log-likelihood , ‘Score(Tr)’ is the normalized train score,
‘#Dep’ is the number of dependency statements learned, and ‘#CorDep’ is the
number of correct dependencies learned.
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#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm Ttotal Tinit Tfirst Trest I Tavg

5 (1150) OS 35s 7s 15s 13s 2.4 6s
5 (1150) DS 137s 7s 60s 70s 5.8 12s
10 (2300) OS 42s 7s 20s 15s 2.0 7s
10 (2300) DS 134s 7s 69s 57s 4.2 13s
15 (3450) OS 51s 8s 18s 24s 3.0 8s
15 (3450) DS 164s 8s 73s 83s 5.8 14s
31 (7130) OS 55s 10s 24s 20s 2.2 9s
31 (7130) DS 168s 10s 85s 73s 4.6 16s
62 (14260) OS 78s 13s 31s 34s 2.8 12s
62 (14260) DS 262s 13s 101s 147s 6.2 24s
125 (28750) OS 120s 18s 45s 57s 3.2 19s
125 (28750) DS 407s 18s 161s 228s 4.4 56s
250 (57500) OS 194s 33s 89s 71s 2.2 33s
250 (57500) DS 586s 33s 246s 307s 4.8 66s

Table B.5: Detailed timings on synthetic university datasets of varying size (using
BIC).

#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm Ttotal Tinit Tfirst Trest I Tavg

5 (1150) OS 31s 7s 17s 7s 1.2 6s
5 (1150) DS 120s 7s 64s 49s 4.0 13s
10 (2300) OS 42s 8s 20s 15s 2.0 8s
10 (2300) DS 167s 8s 70s 89s 6.0 14s
15 (3450) OS 56s 10s 25s 22s 2.6 8s
15 (3450) DS 202s 10s 79s 11s4 6.8 17s
31 (7130) OS 74s 11s 28s 35s 2.8 13s
31 (7130) DS 256s 11s 92s 152s 6.8 21s
62 (14260) OS 124s 19s 36s 68s 4.6 14s
62 (14260) DS 415s 19s 124s 272s 8.2 33s
125 (28750) OS 171s 31s 58s 82s 4.2 21s
125 (28750) DS 692s 31s 192s 470s 10.2 46s
250 (57500) OS 321s 56s 102s 164s 3.8 43s
250 (57500) DS 1179s 56s 358s 765s 8.6 88s

Table B.6: Detailed timings on synthetic university datasets of varying size (using
randomization/likelihood).



Appendix C

Detailed Experimental
Results for Chapter 6

In this appendix we give the detailed results for the experiments discussed in
Chapter 6. Tables C.1 and C.2 show the results on the UWCSE dataset. Tables C.3
to C.5 show the results on synthetic university datasets of varying size. For
ordering-search and DAG-search, the results reported below differ slightly from
those reported in Appendix B because the experiments were run on different ma-
chines and with different random seeds (for the random initial ordering).

Algorithm LogLik(Test) LogLik(Train) Time
OS -0.4236 -0.3282 146s
DS -0.4227 -0.3234 773s

GOS1 -0.4295 -0.3372 8522s
GOS2 -0.4374 -0.3365 9702s
GOS3 -0.4333 -0.3374 17818s
empty -0.4631 -0.3865 -

Table C.1: Experimental results on the UWCSE dataset. The best results are
shown in bold.
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Algorithm Ttotal TGCPD Tordering Tsort Trelearn

GOS1 8522s 203s 587s 180s 7552s
GOS2 9702s 1369s 1013s 191s 7130s
GOS3 17818s 4589s 6433s 266s 6530s

Table C.2: Detailed timings on the UWCSE dataset.

#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm LogLik(Test) LogLik(Train) Time
5 (1150) OS -1.3887 -1.2855 72s
5 (1150) DS -1.3925 -1.2554 380s
5 (1150) GOS1 -1.4379 -1.3303 203s
5 (1150) GOS2 -1.4097 -1.3035 304s
5 (1150) GOS3 -1.4077 -1.3084 585s
5 (1150) empty -1.4799 -1.4571 -
10 (2300) OS -1.3753 -1.3119 212s
10 (2300) DS -1.3661 -1.2890 457s
10 (2300) GOS1 -1.4284 -1.3245 282s
10 (2300) GOS2 -1.3897 -1.3144 492s
10 (2300) GOS3 -1.4120 -1.3279 1117s
10 (2300) empty -1.4722 -1.4639 -
15 (3450) OS -1.3612 -1.2818 137s
15 (3450) DS -1.3490 -1.2766 605s
15 (3450) GOS1 -1.3888 -1.3086 390s
15 (3450) GOS2 -1.3934 -1.3241 738s
15 (3450) GOS3 -1.3955 -1.3203 1660s
15 (3450) empty -1.4697 -1.4619 -

Table C.3: Experimental results on synthetic university datasets of varying size.
The best results are shown in bold.
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#MegaEx (#Vars) Algorithm LogLik(Test) LogLik(Train) Time
31 (7130) OS -1.3234 -1.2757 271s
31 (7130) DS -1.3167 -1.2694 630s
31 (7130) GOS1 -1.3679 -1.3086 737s
31 (7130) GOS2 -1.3685 -1.3118 1297s
31 (7130) GOS3 -1.3730 -1.2973 4826s
31 (7130) empty -1.4575 -1.4552 -
62 (14260) OS -1.2992 -1.2817 267s
62 (14260) DS -1.2996 -1.2777 1043s
62 (14260) GOS1 -1.3606 -1.3235 1388s
62 (14260) GOS2 -1.3587 -1.3061 2863s
62 (14260) GOS3 -1.3520 -1.3037 11917s
62 (14260) empty -1.4554 -1.4542 -
125 (28750) OS -1.2963 -1.2873 316s
125 (28750) DS -1.2919 -1.2783 1364s
125 (28750) GOS1 -1.3416 -1.3196 2959s
125 (28750) GOS2 -1.3347 -1.3034 7519s
125 (28750) GOS3 -1.3366 -1.2976 27557s
125 (28750) empty -1.4562 -1.4557 -
250 (57500) OS -1.2949 -1.2864 817s
250 (57500) DS -1.2900 -1.2808 3600s
250 (57500) GOS1 -1.3369 -1.3214 6546s
250 (57500) GOS2 -1.3266 -1.3006 17679s
250 (57500) GOS3 -1.3323 -1.3038 61056s
250 (57500) empty -1.4561 -1.4557 -

Table C.4: Experimental results on synthetic university datasets of varying size
(continued from Table C.3)

.
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#MegaEx Algorithm Ttotal TGCPD Tordering Tsort Trelearn

5 GOS1 203s 22s 107s 2s 71s
5 GOS2 304s 61s 171s 2s 69s
5 GOS3 585s 255s 262s 2s 66s
10 GOS1 282s 24s 126s 4s 128s
10 GOS2 492s 109s 260s 4s 119s
10 GOS3 1117s 542s 449s 4s 122s
15 GOS1 390s 27s 154s 7s 203s
15 GOS2 738s 171s 383s 7s 177s
15 GOS3 1660s 852s 634s 7s 168s
31 GOS1 737s 38s 291s 17s 390s
31 GOS2 1297s 328s 631s 17s 321s
31 GOS3 4826s 3022s 1416s 17s 371s
62 GOS1 1388s 50s 374s 28s 937s
62 GOS2 2863s 698s 1411s 27s 727s
62 GOS3 11917s 7341s 3547s 57s 973s
125 GOS1 2959s 77s 626s 50s 2205s
125 GOS2 7519s 2251s 2990s 62s 2216s
125 GOS3 27557s 17768s 7270s 91s 2428s
250 GOS1 6546s 167s 1341s 116s 4922s
250 GOS2 17679s 5306s 6768s 136s 5469s
250 GOS3 61056s 39355s 15643s 239s 5819s

Table C.5: Detailed timings on synthetic university datasets of varying size.
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1 Inleiding NL 1

1 Inleiding

Dit proefschrift handelt over automatisch leren (“machine learning”). We geven
eerst een inleiding tot dit vakgebied en tot de relevant deelgebieden ervan. Daarna
bespreken we het doel van dit proefschrift en de bijdragen die we geleverd hebben
om dit doel te realiseren.

1.1 Automatisch Leren

Automatisch leren is het deelgebied van artificiële intelligentie dat handelt
over het ontwikkelen van algoritmen die computers toelaten te leren uit ervaring.
Meestal wordt deze ‘ervaring’ op één of andere manier opgeslagen en verwijst men
ernaar als gegevens. De uitvoer van het leer-proces is een stuk kennis dat men
een model noemt. Er kan een onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen verschillende
soorten van automatisch leren, afhankelijk van het soort modellen dat beschouwd
wordt en het doel van het leer-proces. In dit proefschrift beschouwen we enkel
predictief leren en descriptief leren [Mitchell, 1997].

• Bij predictief leren is er een bepaald attribuut in de gegevens dat de focus
is van het leer-proces. We noemen dit attribuut het doel-attribuut. De
gegevens omvatten meestal geobserveerde waarden voor het doelattribuut, en
de bedoeling is om een model te vinden dat dit doelattribuut kan voorspellen
voor nieuwe gegevens.

• Bij descriptief leren, daarentegen, is er geen bepaald doel-attribuut in de
gegevens. De bedoeling is eerder om een model te vinden dat bepaalde
algemene regelmatigheden in de gegevens beschrijft.

Een belangrijke toepassing van automatisch leren is datamining [Fayyad et al.,
1996], het automatisch extraheren van onbekende en nuttige patronen uit gegevens.
Datamining kan van belang zijn voor eender welk bedrijf, ziekenhuis of organisatie
dat beschikt over grote hoeveelheden elektronisch opgeslagen gegevens. Zoals de
volgende voorbeelden aantonen, kan zowel predictief leren als descriptief leren
gebruikt worden als hulpmiddel voor datamining.

Voorbeeld 1 (Datamining met behulp van predictief leren) Beschouw
een gegevensbank van kredietkaart-transacties en veronderstel dat we voor elke
transactie weten of ze frauduleus was of niet. Door predictief leren toe te passen
op deze gegevensbank kunnen we een model vinden dat voor elke nieuwe transactie
voorspelt of ze frauduleus is. Bovendien kunnen we door het analyseren van dit
model inzicht verkrijgen in de karakteristieken die typisch zijn voor frauduleuze
transacties.

Voorbeeld 2 (Datamining met behulp van descriptief leren) Beschouw
een gegevensbank over de aankopen van klanten van een supermarkt. Door descrip-
tief leren toe te passen op deze gegevensbank kunnen we bijvoorbeeld ontdekken
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welke producten er vaak samen gekocht worden. Zulke patronen kunnen helpen om
te beslissen waar de producten in de supermarkt geplaatst moeten worden of hoe
promotie-campagnes kunnen opgezet worden.

1.2 Het Leren van Logische Modellen uit Relationele Gege-

vens

De gegevens die gebruikt worden voor automatisch leren kunnen allerlei vormen
aannemen. Het bestaande onderzoek over automatisch leren handelt voorname-
lijk over attribuut-waarde gegevens, gegevens die kunnen beschreven worden door
een vaste verzameling attributen (eigenschappen). In de terminologie van gege-
vensbanken komen attribuut-waarde gegevens overeen met gegevens die passen in
één tabel van een relationele gegevensbank (de attributen zijn de kolommen van
die tabel). Soms hebben de gegevens echter een meer complexe structuur, zo-
als bijvoorbeeld grafen of tijdsreeksen. Een ander voorbeeld, waar we ons in dit
proefschrift op richten, zijn relationele gegevens : gegevens in een multi-relationele
gegevensbank (een gegevensbank bestaande uit meerdere tabellen die aan elkaar
gerelateerd zijn [Elmasri and Navathe, 2004]).

Traditionele algoritmen voor automatisch leren (algoritmen ontwikkeld voor
attribuut-waarde gegevens) zijn niet direct toepasbaar op relationele gegevens.
Deze algoritmen moeten eerst aangepast en uitgebreid worden, of er moeten nieu-
we algoritmen ontwikkeld worden. In de laatste tien jaren heeft de studie van
algoritmen voor het leren uit relationele gegevens zich ontwikkeld tot een nieuw
deelgebied van automatisch leren bekend onder de naam relationeel leren, en over-
eenkomstig, relationele datamining [De Raedt, 2008; Džeroski and Lavrač, 2001].

Een mogelijke benadering voor relationeel leren is logisch leren. Bij logisch
leren stelt men de gegevens en de modellen voor met behulp van elementen uit
eerste-orde logica of logisch programmeren [Lloyd, 1987]. Zulke modellen noemt
men dan logische modellen. Deze benadering is erg populair door de grote
expressiviteit van logisch programmeren, wat het bijvoorbeeld eenvoudig maakt
om allerlei achtergrondkennis over de gegevens in rekening te brengen. Logisch
leren staat ook bekend onder de term inductief logisch programmeren [Muggleton
and De Raedt, 1994].

1.3 Het Leren van Probabilistische Modellen

Probabilistische modellen zijn modellen die een kansverdeling definiëren over
de gegevens. Het voornaamste voordeel van probabilistische modellen met betrek-
king tot automatisch leren is dat ze kunnen omgaan met stochastische en ruizige
gegevens (gegevens met fouten), zoals vaak voorkomt in de praktijk. Tot enkele
jaren geleden konden de meeste probabilistische modellen echter niet omgaan met
relationele gegevens maar enkel met attribuut-waarde gegevens.
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Een belangrijke klasse van probabilistische modellen zijn grafische probabilisti-
sche modellen [Jordan, 1999]. Deze modellen bestaan meestal uit twee delen: een
kwalitatief deel, dat compact kan voorgesteld worden als een graaf, en een kwanti-
tatief deel. Deze scheiding in twee delen en de grafische voorstelling zorgen ervoor
dat deze modellen eenvoudig te interpreteren zijn, wat hun populariteit verklaart.

De meeste soorten grafische probabilistische modellen zijn gericht of ongericht
(sommige soorten zijn gemengd). In dit proefschrift richten we ons op gerichte
modellen. In zulke modellen is de graaf die het kwalitatieve deel van het mo-
del voorstelt een gerichte graaf en wordt er meestal verondersteld dat deze graaf
acyclisch is. Bayesiaanse netwerken zijn het meeste bekende voorbeeld van zulke
modellen [Neapolitan, 2003].

1.4 Het Leren van Probabilistisch-Logische Modellen

De laatste tien jaren is er een groeiende interesse in het combineren van de voorde-
len van logische modellen en probabilistische modellen, resulterend in zogenaamde
probabilistisch-logische modellen. We verwijzen naar het deelgebied van au-
tomatisch leren dat handelt over het leren van zulke modellen als probabilistisch-
logisch leren [De Raedt and Kersting, 2003].1 Probabilistisch-logisch leren is een
erg krachtige aanpak aangezien het kan omgaan met gegevens die zowel relationeel
als ruizig of stochastisch zijn.

Probabilistisch-logisch leren is het voornaamste onderwerp van dit proefschrift.
Zoals reeds uitgelegd bevindt dit gebied zich in de doorsnede van drie andere
vakgebieden: automatisch leren, logisch modelleren en probabilistisch modelleren.
Deze drie vakgebieden en hun doorsneden worden grafisch voorgesteld in Figuur 1.

1.5 Motivatie, Doel en Bijdragen

Het onderzoek rond het leren van probabilistische modellen is reeds gestart in de
vroege jaren negentig en gaat nog steeds verder. Dit heeft geresulteerd in een
grote hoeveelheid literatuur [Jordan, 1999; Neapolitan, 2003]. Dit staat in scherp
contrast met probabilistisch-logisch leren, wat een relatief ongeëxploreerd onder-
zoeksonderwerp is (al is het de laatste jaren wel een zeer actief onderzoeksgebied
geworden). Bijgevolg is er nog een grote behoefte aan verbetering van de algo-
ritmen voor het leren van probabilistisch-logische modellen. In dit proefschrift
beschouwen we gerichte modellen. Concreet was onze doelstelling om de algorit-
men voor het leren van gerichte probabilistisch-logische modellen te verbeteren op
vlak van de kwaliteit van de geleerde modellen en de efficiëntie.

De twee voornaamste bijdragen van dit proefschrift zijn rechtstreeks gerelateerd
aan deze doelstelling.

1Dit is ook bekend onder verscheidene andere namen, zoals statistisch relationeel leren [Getoor
and Taskar, 2007] en probabilistisch inductief logisch programmeren [De Raedt and Kersting,
2004].
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Figuur 1: Grafische voorstelling van de context van dit proefschrift en de geleverde
bijdragen.
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• Onze eerste bijdrage is de ontwikkeling van drie nieuwe algoritmen voor
het leren van gerichte probabilistisch-logische modellen uit relationele ge-
gevens. Een van deze algoritmen is gebaseerd op het zoeken over gerichte
acyclische grafen en is relatief gelijkaardig aan bestaande leer-algoritmen
voor gerichte probabilistisch-logische modellen. De twee andere algoritmen
zijn gebaseerd op het zoeken over volgordes, een idee dat reeds gebruikt is
voor het leren van Bayesiaanse netwerken maar dat nog niet toegepast was
voor het leren van probabilistisch-logische modellen. Al deze algoritmen kun-
nen naast niet-recursieve modellen ook recursieve modellen leren. Twee van
de drie algoritmen kunnen echter enkel recursieve modellen leren onder een
vereenvoudigende veronderstelling, terwijl het derde algoritme deze veron-
derstelling niet vereist. We evalueren deze drie algoritmen op verschillende
relationele gegevensbanken.

• Aangezien de bovenstaande algoritmen veelvuldig gebruik maken van een
algoritme voor het leren van probabiliteitsbomen, is het belangrijk dat dit
algoritme goed presteert. Bijgevolg is onze tweede bijdrage een studie
van verschillende algoritmen voor het leren van zulke probabiliteitsbomen.
Concreet vergelijken we zes verschillende criteria voor het snoeien van pro-
babiliteitsbomen. De experimentele vergelijking wordt uitgevoerd op zowel
attribuut-waarde gegevens als relationele gegevens.

Elk onderzoek omtrent het leren van probabilistisch-logische modellen vereist het
gebruik van een bepaald formalisme voor het voorstellen van de modellen. Onze
derde bijdrage is de introductie van Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken, een for-
malisme voor het voorstellen van gerichte probabilistisch-logische modellen, en een
bespreking van de verschillen hiervan met andere, sterk gerelateerde formalismen.

Deze drie bijdragen zijn grafisch voorgesteld in Figuur 1. In de volgende secties
bespreken we beknopt ieder van deze bijdragen.

2 Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken

Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken [Fierens et al., 2005] is een formalisme voor het
voorstellen van gerichte probabilistisch-logische modellen dat gebruikt maakt van
elementen uit het logisch programmeren [Lloyd, 1987]. Concreet is een Logisch
Bayesiaans Netwerk (LBN) een specificatie van een kansverdeling over een verza-
meling stochastische variabelen, als functie van achtergrond-informatie over het
beschouwde domein. Deze achtergrond-informatie wordt beschreven met behulp
van bepaalde predicaten die we de logische predicaten noemen. Om stochastische
variabelen voor te stellen maken we gebruik van een tweede verzameling predi-
caten, de probabilistische predicaten. Deze predicaten verschillen van standaard
(logische) predicaten [Lloyd, 1987] omdat ze een bijhorend bereik hebben, zoals
stochastiche variabelen. Concreet stellen we een stochastische variabele voor als
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een gegrond atoom gebouwd uit een probabilistisch predicaat. Het bereik van
die variabele is dan gelijk aan het bereik van dat predicaat. De reden waarom
we deze voorstelling gebruiken is omdat het rechtstreeks een voorstelling oplevert
voor verzamelingen van gelijkaardige stochastische variabelen, namelijk als niet-
gegronde atomen. Naast verzamelingen van logische predicaten en probabilistische
predicaten, bestaat een LBN uit nog drie andere componenten: stochastische va-
riabele declaraties, afhankelijkheidsbeweringen en voorwaardelijke kansverdelingen.
We illustreren dit met een voorbeeld.

Voorbeeld 3 (Logisch Bayesiaans Netwerk) Beschouw een domein met stu-
denten en cursussen. Studenten worden gekarakteriseerd door hun IQ en cursussen
door hun moeilijkheidsniveau. Elke student die een cursus volgt, krijgt een score
voor die cursus. Veronderstel dat die score probabilistisch afhangt van het IQ van
de student en het moeilijkheidsniveau van de cursus.

We kunnen dit domein modelleren met een LBN door gebruik te maken van de
logische predicaten student/1, cursus/1 en volgt/2, en de probabilistische predi-
caten iq/1, niveau/1 en score/2.

De stochastische variabele declaraties in de LBN zijn de volgende.

random(iq(S)) <- student(S).

random(niveau(C)) <- cursus(C).

random(score(S,C)) <- volgt(S,C).

Het predicaat random/1 is een ingebouwd logisch predicaat met een speciale beteke-
nis. De eerste stochastische variabele declaratie, bijvoorbeeld, moet gelezen worden
als “iq(S) is een stochastische variabele als S een student is”.

Om uit te drukken dat de score van een student voor een cursus probabilistisch
afhangt van het IQ van de student en het niveau van de cursus gebruiken we de
volgende afhankelijkheidsbewering in de LBN.

score(S,C) | iq(S), niveau(C).

Om afhankelijkheidsbeweringen in een LBN te kwantificeren moeten we bijho-
rende voorwaardelijke kansverdelingen specifiëren. We stellen deze voor onder de
vorm van logische probabiliteitsbomen (één boom per probabilistisch predicaat).
Een logische probabiliteitsboom is een binaire beslissingsboom met in de inwendige
knopen conjuncties van logische of probabilistische atomen, en in de bladeren kans-
verdelingen. Figuur 2 toont een logische probabiliteitsboom die een voorwaardelijke
kansverdeling voor het predicaat score/2 voorstelt.2

Formeel gezien is de semantiek van een LBN een afbeelding van interpretaties
van de logische predicaten naar kansverdelingen over een verzameling stochastische

2Elk probabilistisch atoom in een inwendige knoop van deze boom heeft een extra argument
dat de waarde van de overeenkomstige stochastische variabele voorstelt.
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niveau(C, intro)

iq(S, hoog)a: 0.5 b: 0.3 c: 0.2

a: 0.3 b: 0.4 c: 0.3 a: 0.2 b: 0.3 c: 0.5

Figuur 2: Een logische probabiliteitsboom die een voorwaardelijke kansverdeling
voor score(S, C) voorstelt. De kansverdelingen in de bladeren zijn gedefinieerd
over het bereik van het predicaat score/2.

variabelen. Deze semantiek is echter enkel goed-gedefiniëerd indien de afhanke-
lijkheidsrelatie bepaald door de afhankelijkheidsbeweringen acyclisch is. In dat
geval is de vorm van de kansverdeling bovendien zodanig dat ze overeenkomt met
een Bayesiaans netwerk. Een andere kijk op de semantiek van een LBN is dus
als een afbeelding van interpretaties van de logische predicaten naar Bayesiaanse
netwerken.

Het formalisme Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken is sterk gerelateerd aan een
aantal andere probabilistisch-logische formalismen. Vergeleken met het formalis-
me Probabilistic Relational Models [Getoor et al., 2001] is ons formalisme meer
expressief, onder andere wat betreft het specifiëren van de voorwaardelijke kans-
verdelingen en het omgaan met logische negatie. Vergeleken met het formalisme
Bayesian Logic Programs [Kersting and De Raedt, 2001a] bezit ons formalisme een
grotere modulariteit maar zijn de resulterende modellen soms iets minder compact.

3 Het Leren van Probabiliteitsbomen

Probabiliteitsbomen vormen een centraal onderdeel van elke LBN. Bijgevolg vereist
het leren van een LBN een algoritme voor het leren van probabiliteitsbomen. Het
is uiteraard erg belangrijk dat zo’n algoritme nauwkeurig is, dat wil zeggen dat
de kansverdelingen gespecifiëerd door de geleerde probabiliteitsbomen nauwkeurig
zijn. Verder is het ook van belang dat de geleerde probabiliteitsbomen compact
zijn, aangezien dit leidt tot een compacte LBN (wat vaak vereist is om te zorgen dat
probabilistische inferentie computationeel haalbaar is). Tenslotte is het ook van
belang dat het algoritme voor het leren van probabiliteitsbomen computationeel
efficiënt is, omdat voor het leren van een LBN dit algoritme veelvuldig toegepast
moet worden.

Probabiliteitsbomen worden meestal geleerd door eerst een grote boom te con-
strueren en deze dan van onder uit te snoeien. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van
een zogenaamd snoeicriterium om te bepalen of een bepaalde deelboom al dan
niet gesnoeid zal worden. De keuze van het gebruikte snoeicriterium heeft een
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invloed op elk van de drie bovenstaande factoren (nauwkeurigheid, compactheid
en efficiëntie). Daarom hebben we een studie uitgevoerd waarin we zes alternatie-
ve snoeicriteria vergelijken in termen van deze drie factoren [Fierens et al., 2005b,
2007]. De zes beschouwde criteria zijn representatief voor verschillende categorieën
van snoeicriteria. Zo beschouwen we twee criteria gebaseerd op hypothese-testen
(o.a. randomisatie-testen), twee informatie-theoretische criteria (o.a. het Bayesi-
an Information Criterion of BIC), en een criterium gebaseerd op de classificatie-
nauwkeurigheid. We beschouwen ook de mogelijkheid om nooit te snoeien.

We evalueren deze zes snoeicriteria op twintig attribuut-waarde domeinen en
zes relationele domeinen. De voornaamste conclusie is dat het snoeicriterium geba-
seerd op randomisatie-testen het meest nauwkeurig is en relatief compacte bomen
oplevert. Een nadeel van dit criterium is echter dat het het minst efficiënte is van
de zes criteria. We identificeren ook verschillende situaties waarin andere, meer
efficiënte criteria even goed presteren als randomisatie-testen. Zo presteert BIC
even goed zolang het aantal klassen (aantal elementen waarover een kansverdeling
bepaald wordt) niet te groot is.

4 Het Leren van Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken

De belangrijkste bijdrage van dit proefschrift is de ontwikkeling van drie algoritmen
voor het leren van een LBN, en de experimentele vergelijking van deze algoritmen.
In de leertaak die we beschouwen zijn de logische en probabilistische predicaten
en de stochastische variabele declaraties van een LBN gegeven, en is het doel om
de afhankelijkheidsbeweringen en bijhorende voorwaardelijke kansverdelingen te
leren uit relationele gegevens. Concreet is het doel die afhankelijkheidsbeweringen
en voorwaardelijke kansverdelingen te vinden die een bepaalde score optimalise-
ren, zoals de waarschijnlijkheid van de gegevens (“likelihood”) of de BIC-score.
We bespreken eerst twee algoritmen voor het leren van een LBN zonder recursieve
afhankelijkheden [Fierens et al., 2007b]. Daarna leggen we uit hoe deze algorit-
men kunnen veralgemeend worden voor het leren van recursieve afhankelijkheden
[Ramon et al., 2008].

4.1 Niet-Recursieve Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken

De algoritmen voor het leren van een niet-recursieve LBN zijn gebaseerd op de
vaststelling dat het leren van een LBN eenvoudiger wordt als men voor elk proba-
bilistisch predicaat p weet welke andere probabilistische predicaten als invoer voor
de voorwaardelijke kansverdeling van p mogen gebruikt worden (onder de beper-
king van non-recursiviteit). Men kan aantonen dat, gegeven deze informatie, de
score van een LBN gelijk is aan de som van de scores van elk van de voorwaarde-
lijke kansverdelingen (tenminste voor alle frequent gebruikte scores).3 Het gevolg

3Dit is ook het geval voor Bayesiaanse netwerken.
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van deze “decompositie” is dat men voor elk probabilistisch predicaat p afzonder-
lijk de optimale voorwaardelijke kansverdeling kan leren. Dit laatste komt neer op
het leren van een logische probabiliteitsboom voor p, gegeven de invoerpredicaten
voor deze probabiliteitsboom. Eenmaal men zo alle voorwaardelijke kansverde-
lingen geleerd heeft, kan men hieruit de bijhorende afhankelijkheidsbeweringen
extraheren.

De bovenstaande methode vereist dat voor elk probabilistisch predicaat p
de invoerpredicaten gegeven zijn. Wanneer dit niet het geval is, moet men ge-
bruik maken van een heuristisch zoek-algoritme. We ontwikkelen twee zulke zoek-
algoritmen, die verschillen in de zoekruimte waarvan ze gebruik maken.

Het eerste algoritme is gebaseerd op het zoeken over predicaat-afhankelijkheids-
grafen. De predicaat-afhankelijkheids-graaf van een LBN is de graaf met een node
voor elk probabilistisch predicaat en een gerichte pijl van predicaat p naar predi-
caat q als de LBN een afhankelijkheidsverklaring bevat met p in het lichaam en
q in het hoofd. Gegeven zo’n graaf kan men als invoerpredicaten voor de logi-
sche probabiliteitsboom voor p alle predicaten gebruiken waaruit een pijl vertrekt
naar p. Om te garanderen dat de geleerde LBN niet-recursief is, mag men enkel
predicaat-afhankelijkheids-grafen beschouwen die acyclisch zijn. Dit impliceert dat
men moet zoeken over gerichte acyclische grafen (GAG). We noemen dit algoritme
daarom GAG-zoeken.

Het tweede algoritme is gebaseerd op het zoeken over volgordes van de ver-
zameling probabilistische predicaten [Teyssier and Koller, 2005]. Gegeven zo’n
volgorde kan men als invoerpredicaten voor de logische probabiliteitsboom voor p
alle predicaten gebruiken die p voorafgaan in die volgorde. Dit garandeert dat de
geleerde LBN niet-recursief zal zijn. We noemen het algoritme voor het zoeken
over zulke volgordes volgorde-zoeken. Een voordeel van volgorde-zoeken tegen-
over GAG-zoeken is dat de zoek-vertakking (“branching factor”) slechts lineair
is in het aantal probabilistische predicaten, in plaats van kwadratisch zoals voor
GAG-zoeken.

We hebben de twee bovenstaande algoritmen experimenteel vergeleken op twee
relationele domeinen. De voornaamste conclusie is dat beide algoritmen vergelijk-
baar zijn wat betreft de kwaliteit van de geleerde LBN, meer bepaal de nauwkeu-
righeid en de compactheid. Volgorde-zoeken heeft echter het voordeel dat het een
factor drie tot vier sneller is dan GAG-zoeken, ten gevolge van de lagere zoek-
vertakking.

4.2 Recursieve Logische Bayesiaanse Netwerken

Een recursieve LBN is een LBN met een predicaat-afhankelijkheids-graaf die cy-
clisch is. Zo’n LBN kan uiteraard niet geleerd worden met GAG-zoeken (want
enkel acyclische grafen worden beschouwd) en ook niet met volgorde-zoeken.

We onderscheiden twee gevallen voor het leren van een recursieve LBN. In het
eerste geval maken we de vereenvoudigende veronderstelling dat we de relatie die
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de recursie bepaalt kennen, en dat die relatie acyclisch is op het gegronde niveau
(bijvoorbeeld als we een model willen leren over de overerving van genetische
eigenschappen in een familie, dan zou deze relatie de voorouder-relatie kunnen
zijn). In dit geval volstaat een kleine uitbreiding van GAG-zoeken en volgorde-
zoeken.

In het tweede geval maken we geen veronderstellingen over de relaties die de
recursie bepalen. Dit maakt de leertaak uiteraard moeilijker. Het probleem is
namelijk dat er een LBN moet gevonden worden die cyclisch is op het predicaat-
niveau (want recursief), maar toch acyclisch is op het gegronde niveau (want anders
is de kansverdeling bepaald door de LBN niet goed-gedefiniëerd). We introduceren
hiervoor een nieuw algoritme, veralgemeend volgorde-zoeken. Om de acycliciteit op
het gegronde niveau te waarborgen, dient men echter volgordes over gegronde pro-
babilistische atomen te beschouwen, in plaats van volgordes over probabilistische
predicaten zoals in het niet-recursieve volgorde-zoeken. Dit bemoeilijkt het zoeken
aanzienlijk, onder andere omdat de verzameling van gegronde atomen typisch veel
groter is dan de verzameling predicaten (wat het zoeken minder efficiënt maakt),
en omdat de exacte verzameling van gegronde atomen afhangt van de beschouwde
interpretatie van de logische predicaten (en men hierover wil veralgemenen).

We hebben twee soorten experimenten uitgevoerd met veralgemeend volgorde-
zoeken. In een eerste reeks experimenten was het doel om met veralgemeend
volgorde-zoeken recursieve afhankelijkheden te leren op drie relationele domeinen.
Uit de experimenten blijkt dat veralgemeend volgorde-zoeken meer nauwkeurig is
dan het gebruik van een willekeurige volgorde, en soms meer maar soms ook minder
nauwkeurig dan het gebruik van de ‘beste’ volgorde (gegeven onze beperkte kennis
over het domein). Dit toont aan dat veralgemeend volgorde-zoeken inderdaad
nuttige recursieve afhankelijkheden kan leren.

In de tweede reeks experimenten gingen we na hoe goed veralgemeend volgorde-
zoeken geschikt is voor het leren van een niet-recursieve LBN, in vergelijking met
de speciaal hiervoor ontwikkelde algoritmen (GAG-zoeken en volgorde-zoeken).
We maakten hiervoor gebruik van twee relationele domeinen waarvan we weten
dat ze geen recursieve afhankelijkheden bevatten. De resultaten tonen aan dat
veralgemeend volgorde-zoeken in dit opzicht minderwaardig is aan de twee andere
algoritmen: de modellen geleerd door GAG-zoeken en volgorde-zoeken zijn altijd
beduidend meer nauwkeurig dan voor veralgemeend volgorde zoeken, en bovendien
zijn deze twee algoritmen ook beduidend sneller dan veralgemeend volgorde zoeken
(behalve voor zeer kleine hoeveelheden gegevens).


